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Abstract
Six »acrocyclic (Lj-Lg) and ten non-cycllc (L^-Ljg) tetraau ligands 
containing only secondary nitrogen atoM were ayntheaised and character- 
leed. A further tetralne ligand (Lj^) with two prl«iry and two aecond- 
ary nitrogen atou was obtained c««ercially. The stepwiae proton­
ation constants of all of theae ligands and the Cu(II) coaplex stability 
constants of all but three of the ligands (Ljq-Lj j) were deterained by 
potentloaetric titration. The Cu(II) coaplex foraatlon enthalpies of 
Lj-I^ and Lj3-Lj7 were deteralned using a batch alcrocalorlaetric tech­
nique. The enthalpies of solution of Lj-Lj^ were deterained by l«,perl- 
bollc cslorlaetry and the enthalpies of vaporisation of L^-I^, and 
deteralned using a cuat« built vapour pressure-weight loss apparatus.
The data for the ligands Lj-Ljy and for a nuaber of aacrocycllc and non- 
cyclic tetraaza and tetraaine ligands with saaller aacrocycllc and/or 
chelate ring sizes exaalned to deteralne the
effect of Increasing aacrocycllc and/or chelate ring size on the therao- 
dynaalc properties de«:rlbed above, and to deteraine the ther*H>ynaaic 
origins of the aacrocycllc effect, the observed increase in stability 
of a aacrocyclic ligand relative to that of an analogous non-cycllc 
ligand, and to deteraine the effect of increasing ligand size on the 
aacrocyclic effect.
The enthalpy contribution to the aacrocyclic effect has been shown to 
be equal to the difference between the hydration enthalpy of the free
■acrocyclic and non-cyclic Uganda. Dlffarancea in coaplax hydration 
appear to be s m II. The entropy contribution appears to be due to the 
greater loss of conforaational entropy of the non-cyclic ligand on 
copper coaplex foraation. Ibe «ignitude of the aacrocyclic effect ap­
pears to be independent of ligand sixe but is dependent on the non- 
cyclic ligand chosen as a aodel for the aacrocyclic ligand.
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INTRODUCTION
Co-ordination coaplaxa. of «crocycllc Uganda hava been known and 
atudled alnce the early 20th cantury. The aajorlty of theae coaplexe. 
were atudled becauae of their laportance In biological ayatau (lie. 
porphyrin coaplexea In h e w  and chlorophyll) or becauae of their po­
tential aa plgiwnta or dyea (l.a. phthalocyanlne coaplexea). Howewer, 
with few exceptlona. It waa not until the I960*, that the ayntheala of 
«Iterated «crocycllc Uganda’(particularly tetraa«i -acrocycle.) and 
their Mtal coaplexea began to taka place. It aoon beceme apparent 
that theae aacrocyclea were of conalderable Intereat and potential 1.- 
portance alnce. when c o ^ r e d  with alMlar non-cycllc Uganda, they ex­
hibited aeveral unique propertlea Including:
(1) Ihe Mtal coaplexea o£ aacrocycllc Uganda were extreMly Inert and 
dissociated only slowly«
(il) The »acrocycllc Uganda had the ability to Induce unu.ually atrong 
ligand flelda. Thla waa evident In the large v  (d-d) valuea ob­
tained froa the vlalble apectra of the aetal coaiplexea of theae 
Uganda.
cm) The aacrocycllc Uganda had the ability to atablllae aetal Iona In 
high oxidation atatea.
(Iv) The aacrocycllc Uganda forMd therw>dynaalcally aore atable coa­
plexea than alallar non-cycllc Uganda. A alallar enhanceaent of 
coaplex atablllty la aeen In'ayateaa containing chelate rlnga when 
coopered with the atablllty of a coaplex ayatea which la aa ala­
llar aa poaalble but haa fewer chelate rlnga. Thla effect, known
2.
aa the "chelata effect" la well known and docuaented, and haa 
been ahown to be due entirely to entropy differencea.
The enhanced atablllty of ■acrocyclic coaplexea, known aa the "aacro- 
cycllc effect" haa recently attracted auch attention. Unlike the che­
late effect, a great deal of controversy and apeculatlon has arisen over 
the factors responsible for this observed enhanceaent of coaplex atabil- 
Ity. A wide range of tetraaxa aacrocycles is now available and 
thirty five aacrocyclic and related non-cycllc ligands have beeen con­
sidered in this study. The structures and full systeaatic of all
these ligands are shown in figures 1:1 and 1:2. The ligands ahown in 
figure 1:1 (with the exception of were synthesised in this study. 
Ligands shorn in figure 1:2 have been studied previously.
The first published report of the existence of a aacrocyclic effect was
that of Cabblnessand Margerua in 1969,^who reported that the Cu^* coaplex
of the red(aeso) isoaer of the cyclic ligand "tet a" was aore stable 
2+
than the Cu coaplex of the open chain ligand "2,3,2-tet"(L.,_.) by 
a factor of 10 .
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1.4.8.11 - tetraaucyclopentadecane
1.4.8.11 - tetraazacyclohexadecane
1.4.8.11 - tetraasacycloheptadecane
1.5.8.12 - tetraazacyclohexadecana
1.5.8.12 - tetraazacycloheptadecane
1.5.8.12 - tetraazacyclooctadecane
2.5.10.13 - tetraazatetradacane
2.5.11.14 - tetraazapentadecane
2.5.12.15 - tetraazahexadecane
2.6.11.15 - tetraazahezadecane
2.6.12.16 - tetraazaheptadecane
2.6.13.17 - tetraazaoctadecane
3.6.9.12 - tetraazatatradecane
3.6.10.13 - tetraazapantadecane
3.7.10.14 - tetraazahexadecane
3.7.11.18 - tetraazaheptadecane
1.12 - diaaino-4,9 — dlazadodecane
Figure 1:1 Syateaatlc naaea and atructurea of Uganda used 
in thla study
Aalne protona have been oaitted throughout this work for clarity.
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Figure 1:1 (continued)

**(I) 1,4,7,10 - tetraazacyclododecane
**(11) 1,4,7,10 - tetraazacyclotridecan*
*‘(111) 1,4,8,11 - tetraazacyclotatradecan*
**(IV) 1,4,8,12 - tetraasacyclopentadecM«
*‘(V) 1,5,9,13 - tetraazacyclohaxadecane
*‘(VI) 1,4,7,10 - tatraacacyclotatradacane
**(911) 1,5,9,13 - tetraazacycloheptadecane
WviII) -4iaalno -3,6-diacaoctane
*‘(IX) -dlaalno -3,7-diasanonana
^(X) 1,10-dlaalno -4,7-diasadecana
*'(XI) 1,11-dlaaino -4,8-diaxaundecane
*'(XII) 1,10-dlaialno -3,8-dlazadecana
*'(XIII) 1,11-diaalno -3,9-diasaundecane
*‘(XIV) 1,12-diaaino -3,10-diasadodecane
*‘(XV) 2,5,8,ll-tetraazadodecane
^(XVI) 2,5,9,12 - tetraazatridecana
^(XVII) 2,6,9,13 - tetraazatetradecane
'‘(XVIII) 2,6,10,14 - tetraaxapentadecane
Figura 1:2 Syateaatlc naaea and structurea of HomiH« 
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Figure 1:2 (continued)
Generally, the aegnitude of the aecrocyclic effect can be regarded 
the free energy change A g  for the aetathetic reaction:
[ML“]2*(.q) + L*=(aq) «  [ML®]^ '''(aq) + L % q )  A c  < 0
M C
where L® - aacrocyclic ligand; l" - non-cycllc ligand
The aacrocyclic free energy change can be broken down into a
aacrocyclic enthalpy tera. and a aacrocyclic entropy tera
The valuea of theae teraa are derived froa experlaentally detemdned " 
teraa for each coaplex i.e.
«'■"(aq) + L"(aq) ---- ^ [ML"]2+(aq); AH^(L")
^ a a c  - - Z ^ ( L " )
^ a a c  - - ^ ( L " )
t A s - A h - A gaac “ ^aac aac
Intrinalc propertiea of the aacrocyclic ayateaa auch aa Halted eol- 
ubillty, alow rates of coaplex foraation and high basicity lad to 
difficulties in the aeaaureaent of A H j^  for these syateaa. Early 
valuea of A H ^  were obtained by indirect aethoda. -nieae deteralnatlons
were extreaely Inaccurate and reaulted in differing concluaiona aa to 
the aagnltude and sign o f ^ ^ ^  and/jH^^. For the Ml(II)-L^jjjj 
coaplex, the value of obtained froa the atability conatant data‘s 
Indicated that the aacrocyclic effect was a coablnation of a large 
favourable enthalpy tera and a aaall unfavourable entropy tera. For 
the Cu(II)-L^jj, and L^^y^^coaplexes, was obtained froa
polarographically obtained atability conatant data. When these values 
were coapared with directly obtained values of for the Cu(II)-
*“(>^ 111) *"** '^(X) coaplexea they indicated that the aacrocyclic effect 
was due to a large favourable entropy tera and a saall favourable en- 
thalpy tera. Two possible explanations for these conflicting results 
were that the origins of the aacrocyclic effect varied froa syatea to 
systea or (aore probably) inaccuracies in the experiaental data were 
too large to allow reliable or accurate conclusions to be reached.
The advent of a direct caloriaetrlc aethod for the deteraination of 
using dilute solutions, a very sensitive aicrocaloriaeter, and 
IM NaOH as the solvent, allowed the accurate deteraination of 
Using this direct aethod it was discovered that aany of the earlier 
deterainations o f f o r  tetraaxa aacrocycles had given values which 
differed by up to 20 kj aol“  ^ froa the directly deterained value.
Direct values of have been deterained for the Cu^ '*’ coaplexes 
of the aajority of ligands shown in figure 1:2. It has been shown for 
these ligands*that the aacrocyclic effect has a favourable enthalpy tera, 
varying with the aatch of the aetal ion to the aacrocyclic cavity, and 
an approxlaately constant favourable entropy tera.
FWth., „ t k  h u  coiik.Dtr.t«l «, th. orl,i„ .f u,, « r o c r c U c  
«.ttalp, c „ „ „  th. .h.m»h-lt.l c cl .  rt»™ h.i„.
[m l 'I (g) + !>®(g) tML*^ J^ *(g) +
^ ( L * = )
L"(g)
<aH^(L")
tML"]2+(aq) + L®(aq) » [ML'j^+iaq) + L"(aq)
L" - non-cycllc ligand, L® - cyclic ligand
^ ■ • c  " ^aac^*^ * ( A H jjCL") + ( A h^([ML®J^*)
The three coaponent teras of are*
aac
^aaci«>
The ga. phaae aacrocyclic enthalpy tera. Thl. i. the tera which 
will reflect any Inherent enhanced atablllty of the aacrocyclic coaplex 
relative to the non-cyclic coaplex. Any dlfferencea will ariae froa 
dlfferencea in M-W bond energlea or froa dlfferencea in ring atrain.
(li) (^^(L") - ^ ( L * ^ )
Thla tern la the difference in aolvatlon enthalpy of the free 
Uganda and can. with « «  difficulty, be deterined experlaentally.
11.
(Hi) (AH^[ML®]2+) - ¿iH^((HL"]2*)
Thl« t«ra is the difference in the solvation enthalpies of the 
two coaplexea, which cannot be detereined experieentally.
In earlier studies, ligands such as were used as mdels
for the eacrocyclic ligands chosen because they had the saae
chelate ring sequence es the appropriate eecrocyclic ligend. However, 
these non-cyclic ligands had two nain disadvantages:
(i) They are cheiacally different froa the eacrocyclic ligands as they 
have two priMry and two secondary nitrogen ato u  whereas the aac- 
rocyclic ligands have four secondary nitrogen atoew.
(ii) They are aaaller than the aacrocyclic ligands and would there­
fore fora coaplexes with aaaller aolecular voluaes and consequently 
saaller effective aolecular radii.
This aeant that differences in ligand and coaplex solvation behaviour 
could arise because of the difference in the nature of the aaine groups 
and differences in coaplex aise. Also, if there were differences in the 
M-H bond energies of prlaary and secondary anlnes, this would be reflect­
ed in^H^^(g). These factors would all affect the observed values of 
and A saac aac
The search for aore appropriate aodel ligands for the tetraasa ascro- 
cycllc ligands led to the synthesis in 1^1 of the non-cyclic ligand 
^(XV)’ aevsrsl advantages as a aodel over its non
■ethylated analogue In that all of the aaine groupa in thia
ligand uere aecondary and tha preaence of the ten^nal aethyl groupa 
■eant that tha Cu - coaplen radiua would aatch morm cloaely
that of the Cu(II)-Ljjj and L^jjj coaplex radii. Méthylation of tha 
terminal aaine groupa thua led to a «ore raaliatic model aa differencea 
in M-N bond energiea and ligand complex aolvation were mlnlmiaed due to 
the chemical and atructural aimilarity of the macrocyclic ligand and 
model. A compariaon of the dimethylated non-cyclic Uganda 
*'(XVIII) ‘*** "«:rocyclic Uganda haa ahown thia to be
the caae," aa trenda in both and parallel much more cloaely
thoae of the mecrocyclic Uganda than waa the caae uaing the original 
model Uganda l'(viii)-*'(xu)*
Further work with the Uganda *'(xv)^(xvill) determination
of the hydration enthalpiea^i theae Uganda and of the Uganda 
L^yj. The differencea in the hydration enthalpiea of the macrocyclic 
and non-cyclic Uganda were compared with the differencea in the complex 
formation enthalpiea For a aerlea of five paira of tetraaxa
liganda with macrocyclic ligand ring aixea of 12-16, it waa found that’, 
within experimental error, the macrocycllc enthalpy term could
be accounted for by differencea in the aolvation enthalpiea of the free 
Uganda. Conaequently, if it ia.aaaumed that tha difference in the hy­
dration enthalplaa of the metal complexée ia email, it followa that 
^■ac ^ * ^  ■“•t be dome to aero, auggeating that there ia no inherent 
enhancement in atabllity of the macrocyclic complex over that of the 
analogoua non-cycllc complex in the gaa phaae.
The principle eia of this work is to extend the above conaiderationa 
by increaaing the ring else of the aacrocycllc Uganda and the chain 
length of the non-cycllc aodel Uganda by increaaing the length of 
one aethylene bridge, and thus to see if the earlier concluaiona still 
hold for larger ligands, «ork to be carried out to this end was planned 
as shown below.
(i) To synthesise and characterise the ligands shown in figure
1:1.
(li) To synthesise and characterise the Cu(II) coaiplexes of the ligands
Lj-Lj?.
(ill) To detemine the protonation (logK^j_^j, logÇ^) and Cu(II)
stability constants (logl^) of the ligands L^-Lj^ by potentios^trlc 
titration.
(Iv) To deteraine the Cu(II) eoeiplex foraatlon enthalpies (A h^ ) „f 
the ligands by batch aicrocaloriaatry.
(v) To deteraine the hydration enthalpies ( ^ )  of the ligands
using a custoa built weight loss apparatus to deteraine the 
enthalpy of vaporisation and an Isoperlbollc caloriaeter
to deteraine the enthalpy of solution
(vi) To Investigate trends in the theraodynaalc pareaeters det- 
eralned in (lli)-(v) abovsv and to further investigate the 
theraodynaaic origins of thé aacrocycllc effect and to detera­
ine the effect of increasing ligand sise on the factors 
which are responsible for this effect.
U .
Tï>e structuFM and full systaMtlc nuMa of all Uganda which ara ra- 
lavant to thia atudy ara ahown In figuraa 1:1 and 1:2. Unfortunately, 
the acope of thia atudy waa lladted by two axperlMntal problaM.
(i) It waa found that the Uganda unuaually in that
they did not appear to fora Cu^* coaplaxaa. Thia Halted the work 
carried out on theae Uganda to a deteraination of the protonation 
behaviour of the Uganda.
(11) Due to a coablnatlon of experlaental difflcultiea and tlae lialt- 
atlona. It waa not poaaibla to detaralne the hydration enthalpiea of the 
Uganda I*j3“Lj5. Thia lialtad any Inveatigation Into the effect of in- 
creaalng terainal alkyl group alee and Halted poaalble choicea of 
aodel coaplex for the aacrocyclic Uganda to thoae used in chapter 6.
The atudy la baaed on the Cu(II) coaplexea of the tetraaza Uganda for 
aeveral reaaona.
2+
(1) The Cu ion la leas deaanding in ita coaplex atructural re- 
qulreaenta than aany other aetal Iona. Saall dlatortlona froa the ideal 
*•*••*•*‘1 !••• likely to have a large effect on the therao-
dynaalca of coaplex foraatlon, allowing a ralatively wide range of 
ligand ayateaa to be atudied.
(ii) The foraation of the Cu^ '*’ coaplexea of the tetraaxa aacrocyclic 
Uganda la rapid. V


16.
SYNIHESIS OF TOE UGANOS AND TOEIR Cu(II) COHPLEXES
An intriguing featurn of tetra-nsa ligand ayatoaa ia the way that the 
alaa of the ligand can be changed relatively eaaily by aynthetic aeana 
in auch a way that the behaviour of a aubaequently encloaed «etal ion 
will be quite different. It la aainly for thia reason that such a large 
body of work has been carried out on the synthesis and co^>lexation of 
tetra-esa ligands since the "discovery" in 1969 of the so called "Macro- 
cyclic Effect" by Cabblness and Margerua.^
With few exceptions, the work carried out in this area to date has 
centred around 12-16 aeabered aacrocyclea and their acyclic analogues, 
and has been restricted to coaplexes which consisted only of 5 and 6 
aeabered chelate rings.
TOe object of this work is to synthealze larger tetra-eza ligands in 
order to study the theraodynaalcs of foraation of their copper(II) 
coaplexes. It is hoped that froa this theraodynaaic data, it will be 
possible to deteraine whether or not a aacrocyclic effect exists for 
these larger ligands, and whether this effect can be ascribed to 
differences in the solvation teras of the free Uganda as has been 
found with aaaller, aore syaaetrical tetra-eza systeas.^^
It is also hoped to inveatlgate the effect on coaplex stability which 
results when coaplexes with 7, 8 and 9 aeabered chelate rings are foraed. 
In the case of the aacrocycles Lj-Lg it w^s hoped that by syataaatically
17.
incrMslng th* sIm  of one chelate ring while aaintainlng the rest of 
the coaplex fraaework aight lead to a aacrocyclic coaplex which was 
aore analogous to aoae corresponding acyclic coaplexes, i.e.-
«< vs
/ /
As n Increases, it can be argued that the properties of the aacrocyclic 
copper(II) coaplexes aight becoae aore like those of the analogous 
acyclic N,N'” -diaethylated and H.N'’’-diethylated copper(II) coaplexes.
Synthesis of the ligands wss carried out using aodifications of
existing techniques based on Richasn-Atklns type condensetions? in­
volving the condensation of a bis-sulphonaaide sodiua salt and a sulph- 
onate ester in a dipolar aprotlc solvmt (usually BHF) as shown below:-
18.
of aynthesis is genarally aora convenient than other aethoda, 
aa It does not utiliee high dilution techniques or teaplate effects in 
the cycllzatlon step. In addition, the high equivalent weight of the 
p-toluene sulphonate groups aakes the handling of saall quantities of 
aalne such aore convenient.
In the past, the aajor drawback of this condensation was the difficulty 
encountered in attcapta to cleave the sulphonaalde to give the final 
product. Several aethods have been used and it has been found in this 
laboratory that the cleanest reaction and best yield was obtained 
using 80Z HjSO^ at higher teaperature (150-160 *C) for a short period 
flae (usually 30 ains to 1 hr). Ihis aethod of hydrolysis gave 
yields of 50-80Z of analytically pure mine.
The copper coaplexes were aade by the addition of 2.0 m o l  of copper(II) 
perchlorate hexahydrate or copper(II) nitrate in 25 al ethanol to an 
equiaolar aaount of the appropriate free ealne in ethanol or aethanol, 
with subsequent recryatallimtion froa an appropriate solvent where 
possible.
1. MacrocTcle Synthesis (Lj-Lg)
The aacrocyclic ligands Lj-Lg were synthesised using existing literature 
aethods with soae aodifications. this aetbod is outlined below for L,.
¿ n
r >
c: j -
r %
N H 2
Step
This step was unnecessary for the ligands L^-Lg as 1.12-dlaaino,-S,12- 
diazadecane was obtained coMserclally. and used without further
purification. The synthetic details for l.ll-diaaino.-A.S-diazanonane 
^^(IX)^ were as follows. To an ice-cooled IL beaker containing 300 ■!
(3 eol) of 1,2-diaalnoethane was added 60.6 g (0.3 sol) of 1,2-dlbroao- 
propane over a period of 30 minutes with vigorous stirring. The re­
sulting Blzture was heated on a steaabath for 90 slnutes with constant 
■birring. After cooling, excess 1,3-diaainopropane was removed under 
reduced pressure using a rotary evaporator. The residual slurry was 
then treated with 33.7 g (0.6 mol) of crushed XOH pellets, and the mix­
ture heated on a stesm bath for a further 2 hours with frequent stirring.
20 .
The precipitate was reaMved by filtration at the puep, and repeatedly 
***h*<l with diethyl ether. The filtrate and washings were coablned, 
the ether reaoved using a rotary evaporator, and the resulting yellow 
oil fractionally distilled under reduced pressure, yielding a colourless 
oil. ^H-nar and Infra-red spectra were consistent with the expected 
product.
Yield: 31.3 g (6QX), b.p. 9S *C (0.2 aa Hg)
Step 2
The H,N ,N",N"'-tetratosylated (tosyl » p-toluenesulphonyl) aalnes 
were foraed by adding a solution of tosyl chloride (4 equivalents) In 
the alnlaua voluae of diethyl ether, dropwlse with stirring, to a 3QZ 
(w/v) aqueus solution of the appropriate tetraalne (1 equivalent) con­
taining Nam (4 equivalents).
The resulting two phase alxture was stirred for a further 4 hours during 
which t l M  the product foraed. In the case of L^jj.4Ts, the product 
was a seal-crystalline solid which was suitable for use In step 4 after 
washing with HjO followed by diethyl ether. L^jjj.4Ts was a sticky. In­
tractable brown/green gua which was purified by decantation of the 
liquid part of the reaction alxture, thorough washing with water and 
EtjO, and refluxing with 3 portions of ethanol (250 al). The resulting 
***• dried for 8 hours In s vacuua oven at 85 *C, giving 
a brittle, glassy solid which proved suitable for further reactions. 
^H-nar spectrua and eleaental analysis were consistent with the expect­
ed product.
21.
L^IxyiÎÎSi. ^.1 g (0.25 aol) Ljjjj, 
40 g (1 Bol) NiiOH 
Yield; 165.0 g (85X)
209 g (1.1 aol) Toayl chloride
8 (0.25 aol) 209 g (1.1 aol) Tosyl chloride
40 g (1 aol) NaOH 
Yield; 184.2 g (93X)
Step 3
The O.O'-dltosylated diola were aynthealaed by adding dropwiae a solution 
of toayl chloride (2 equivalents) In the ainiaua voluae of diethyl ether 
to a aolutlon of the appropriate diol in a large (2-3 x) excess of trl- 
•^y^**^“** with stirring, the resulting two phase alxture was stirred 
for six hours after addition was coaplete, by which tiae the white cryst­
alline product had fomed. The white precipitate was collected at the 
puap, washed liberally with mter and diethyl ether, and dried in vaccuo 
over 1*2^ 5* Yields were typically 60-70X. ^H—nar and infra-red spectra
were consistent with the expected products.
Step 4
4*> excess (2-3 x) of NaH (98Z dry) was added in aaall portions to a 
stirred solution of the M.H’.N'Ml*" tetratoaylaaine in drj_ I)MF(approx- 
50 g in 500 al). After 30 alnutes of stirring in a flask pro­
tected froa ataoapheric aoisture, excess NaH was reaoved at the puap by 
filtration directly into the reaction vessel (a 2 necked, IL flask fitted 
with condenser and drying tube, and a dropping funnel). The solution was 
heated to 120 *C with stirring (aagnetlc follower) and a slight excess of 
the appropriate 0,0'-dltosylated dlol in drx IMF added ( 20g in 200 ml).
22.
(tec* the addition waa coapleta (approxiaately 45 ainutea), the reaction 
alxture waa atlrred at 120 *C for a further 6 houra, cooled, and the 
voluae reduced by 501 ualng a rotary evaporator. The reaultlng dark 
brown aolutlon waa then poured alowly onto three tiaea Ita voluae of 
Ice/water, with vlgoroua aechanlcal atlrring.
The resulting off white precipitate waa washed thoroughly with water. 
Purification waa by suspension in boiling aethanol. The purified product 
waa collected by filtration at the puap, washed with several portlona of
aethanol, and dried in vaccuo over P-O, for 48 houra. Infra-red, ^H-nar
13
and C-nar spectra and eleaental analyais were satisfactory.
Lj4T£! 40.4 g (0.052 aol) .4Ts, 4.8 g NaH, 20.7 g (0.053 aol)
0,0'-ditosyl-l ,4—butanedlol 
Yield; 23.6 g (S4.5X)
El^ntal Anelysip; C: 56.232(56.36), H: 6.102(6.06), Nt 6.802(6.14)
( ) calculated as CggHj^H^S^Og
Ig4T8i 40.4 g (0.052 aol) .4Ts, 4.8 g NaH, 21.98 g (0.053 aol)
0,0'-ditosyl-l,5-pentanedlol 
Yield; 23.3 g (532)
Eleaentpl Analyalf; C; 56.782(56.85), H: 6.102(6.20). N; 6.642(6.63)
( ) calculated aa C^jjN^S^Og
40.4 g (0.053 aol) .4Ts , 4.8 g NaH, 22.60 g (0.053 aol)
0,0'-ditoayl-l,6-hexanediol 
Yield; 23.4 g (52.32)
ne««ntal Analyalp; C; 57.142(57.32), H; 6.272(6.33), N; 6.442(6.52)
( ) calculated aa
23.
« . 5  g (0.055 M l )  .47«, 5.0 g NaH, 21.98 g (0.055 m 1)
0,0'-<iltosyl-l ,4-lniUtiMdlol 
Tlald; 24.6 g (55.8X)
ElMental Analyalat Cj 57.02X(56.85), Ht 6.20X(6.19). N: 6.70X(6.63) 
( ) calculated aa
h^r»t 47.85 g (0.06 Ml) .4Ta, 5.6 g NaH, 24.75 g (0.06 m 1)
O.O'-ditoayl-l,5-pentanedlol 
71»ld> 23.5 g (45.5X)
ElaMntfl AnylTfla; C: 57.131(57.32), H: 6.57X(6.33), Ns 6.70X(6.63) 
( ) calculated aa < = 4 1 « 5 4 W 8
L g ^ s  47.85 g (0.06 m 1) .4Ta, 5.6 g NaN. 25.6 g (0.06 m 1)
O.O'-dltoayl-l ,6-hescanediol 
Yields 23.4 g (44.6X)
Keeental AnalTsla; Cs 57.801(57.77), Hs 6.30X(6.46), Ns 6.42X(6.42) 
( ) calculated aa ‘^ 42"56V4°8
Step 5
The hjrdroljraia of the protectisig aulphosiaeide groupa waa achieved uaistg 
3sl H2S0^ sH20 (approxlMtely 80Z aulphuric acid by voIu m ). Ihe N,N’,N” , 
N"'-tetratosylated eacrocycllc tatraalne waa auapended Isi acid (3 ■! per 
grae of aubatrate) in a large pyrex boiling tube. The auapenalon was 
then alowly heated to a teeperature of 150-160 *C with frequent atirring, 
**Y l**eralon in an oil bath. The teaperature waa held at 150 *C for one 
hour after the aolids had diaMlved. Th^ reaction Mixture was cooled on 
ice and added very slowly and with vigorous stirring to 400 el of 
Isi eetbanolsdiethyl ether in a IL beaker on an ice bath.
Tlie rMultant flocculant solid sass was filtersd at ths puap through a 
largs sintered funnel, end was washed with diethpl ether. These hydrogen 
sulphate aalts of the aacrocycles %rere hygroscopic and difficult to 
purify or characterise and thus were converted to the corresponding 
tetrahydrochlorlde salts.
The iapure hydrogensulphate salt was dissolved In 300 ■! of distilled 
water and was heated on a water bath. To thia aolution waa added an ex- 
ceas of BaOOj in awll portions, controlling the resulting effervescence, 
(hice the solution was alkaline to blue litwis paper, it was cooled and 
the precipitate of BaOO^/BeSO^ raaoved by flltretlon at the puap. The 
precipitate was washed thoroughly with hot water, and the washings and 
filtrate conbined. This solution was boiled with decolourizing charcoal, 
filtered hot, cooled, and an excess of concentrated HCl added in aaull 
aliquots. This solution was then evaporated to dryness under reduced 
pressure on a rotary evaporator, and the crude solids recrystallized 
twice froB aqueous ethanol. This procedure yielded anelytically pure 
tetrahydrochloride salts in Boderate yields.
L^.AHCL; 30.0 g (3.6 x 10~^ boI) L^.4Ts , 90 b1 acid 
Tield; 7.2 g (2.02 x 10“^ boI, 56X)
neBental Analysis; C; 36.471(36.68),H: 8.55X(8.39), N: 15.71X(15.55)
( ) calculated as
28.0 g (3.3 x 10~^ boI) I.2*4Ts . 85 b1 acid 
lieldj. 4.45 g (1.2 x lO“^
Anyimt? Ct 38.53X(38.51), H: 8.73Z(8.62). Nt 15.17X(U.97) 
( ) calculated aa C|2H32N^C1^
30.4 g (3.S x 10~^ w>l) L3.4Ta. 90 «1 acid 
Y1»1J; 6.3 g (1.6 X 10"^ aol, 46X)
Elfental Analrala! C: 40.01X(40.22), Ht 8.60X(8.83). N: 14.67X(14.43) 
( ) calculated aa OjjHj^H^Cl^
L^.4Ha; 24.5 g (2.9 x 10"' aol) L^.4Ta, 75 «1 acid 
yi«14; 4.74 g (1.3 X 10”^ M l ,  44X)
E leaental AnalTala! C: 38.22X(38.S1). Hi 14.85X(14.97), N: 8.84X(8.62) 
( ) c a lc u la te d  aa Cj2H32M4Cl^
L jiiH C l! 18.7 g (2.2 X 10"' m 1) L5.4Ta, 60 ■! a cid  
Y-i«l«»: 4.31 g (l.l X 10"^ Ml, 51X)
E leM n tal AnalYala; C: 39.94X(40.22), H: 8.53X(8.83), N: 14.41X(14.43) 
( ) c a lc u la te d  aa 0^383^8^01^
20.5 g (2.3 X 10"^ m 1) Lg.4Ta, 60 ■! acid 
Yield; 4.60 g (1.2 x 10"* m 1 , 51X)
Eleaental AnalTala; C; 41.67X(41.80), H; 9.01X(9.02), N; 13.93X(13.91) 
( ) calculated aa Cl4«36«4Cl4
Ligand Characterlxatlon
The Uganda Lj-Lg were characterlxed both gravlMtrlcallr (eleMntal 
analyaia) and apectroacoplcalljr (Infra-red, lunr apectroacopy). EleMntal 
eeeiyeea have already been diacuaaed. Relevant apectroacopic data la 
outlined below.
H N. M. R. Snectra (mm tatrahydrochlorid* salta)
Chaaical shlft valúas ara in ppa ralativa to MaTMS. Spactra «ara racord- 
ad on a Perkln-Elaar R32NMR apactroiwtar, 90 M b  D^ O solvant.
L^.AHCl 6.40(8H, a ), 6.6S(8H, a ) .  7.70(2H, ql), 8.10(4H, a)
6.35(«1, a ) . 6.60(8H, a ) ,  7.70(2H, ql), 8.20(6H, a )
6.35(8H, a ) . 6.45(dH, t), 6.70<4H, t), 7.70(2H, q), 8.25(8H, a)
6.40(4H, a ) , 6.65(1», a ) ,  7.75(4H, ql), 8.10(4H, ql)
6.3S(4H, a ) , 6.65(12H, a ) ,  7.75(4H, ql), 8.20(6H, a)
6.40(4H, a ) , 6.70(12H, a ) ,  7.75(4H, ql), 8.30(ra, a)
singlat, d-doublat, t-trlplat, q>quartat, ql«<|uintat, a aiiltlplai
13,
Æ-Ni F. Spactra (broad band) (as tatrabydrochloflde salta)
Chaaical shlft valúas ara In ppa ralativa to NaTOS. Spactra wera record­
ad on a Brukar WP 80 apactroaatar, 80 MHx D,0 solvant.
Ljj4HÇl
U . 4 H a
L|,.4HC1
L3.4Ha
23.36(10), 24.37(20), 43.72(2 x 20), 45.77(20), 47.79(20) 
23.29(10), 24.44(10), 25.78(20), 43.55(2 x 20), 46.04(20) 
48.33(20)
24.57(10), 26.25(20), 26.99(200, 45.64(20), 45.98(20),
46.65(20), 49.81(20)
22.81(20), 23.63(20), 42.74(20), 44.37(20), 45.68(20), 47.05(20) 
24.07(20), 24.72(10), 26.14(20), 44.92(20), 45.96(20), 46.88(20), 
48.58(20)
24.56(20), 26.47(2 x 20), 45.63(20), 46.34(20), 47.05(20) 
49.45(20)
27.
Infry-red Spey^:rt (•■ -tetre toeyl Mines)
liia^ 3060-3020(w Im u ), 2970-291S(sbsu), 159S(ssh), 1490(ssh), 
145S(sb), 1400-127S(sbsu). 1225, 1210(weh), 115S(sb). 
1115, 1085Cseh), 10«)(wb), 1015(seh), 980(sb), 940, 
920(wsh), 880(ssh), 810(sb). 790(weh), 770(weh), 750- 
690(sbsu), 650(sb), 545(sb), 480(wb).
¿2^ 3070, 3050, 3020(wsh), 2910(eb), 2850(ssh), 1595(ssh), 
1490(ssh), 1455(sb), 1395, 1375(wih), 135O-1270(sbM), 
1240(wb), 1210(Mh), 1180-1140(sbsu), lllO(wsh), 1080 
(seh), 1045(wb), lOlO(wsh), 985, 955, 940(wb), 890, 860 
840(wrti)„ 810(sb), 775(weh), 730(eb), 690(veh). 650(.b), 
580-515(ibsu), 480(wb).
3080, 3060, 3020(wssh), 2929(sb), 2860(Bsh), (1675 oc­
cluded EHF), 1595(esh), 1490(«eh), 1460(eb), 1400(wb), 
1380(wsh), 1340(ssh), 1305, 1290, 1265(«sh), 1240, 1230 
(wih), 1210(wb), 1155(sb), lllO(wb), 1090(uh), 1040(sb), 
1015(uh), 990(ub), 840(weh), 810(ssh), 800(weh), 770 
(seh), 750-715(sbwi), 700(seh), 650(sb), 530-545(sbwi), 
480(wb).
3040, 3020(wsh), 2980, 2960, 29»(eb), 2870(seh), 1600 
(esh). 1490(sih), 1460(eb), 1395, 1380(wb), 1340(sb), 
1310, 1300(«sh), 1290, 1270, 1250(seh), 1225(seh),
\
28.
1180-nS0(«shwi), 1120, lllO(wsh), 1090(uh), lOSS(wb), 
1030, 1025(»rt), 990(w»h), 960<Mh), 940(wrti), 860, 845 
(w*h), 820(Mh), 800(iMh), 730(Mh), 710, 700(wsh), 690 
(■■h), 650(Mh), 575 , 545(»sh), 495-480(w«I«ki), 450(wb).
3060, 3030(w«h), 297a-2910(«rtw,), 2850(«rti), 1600(..h), 
1495(Mh), 1465(ab), 1400, 1385(wb), 1340(sb), 1300, 
1290, 1265, 1240, 1215(wsh), 1160(sb), 1120(wsh), 1090 
(Mb), 1040(wb), 1020(Hh), 1000, 985(wb), 965, 955, 945 
(w*h), 820(uh), 800(wah), 785(wsh), 760-720(Mhm), 700 
(wh), 65S(s«h), 570-540(m Imhi), 485(wb).
3080, 3060, 3020(wsh), 2920(«b), 2860(aah), (1675 oc­
cluded IMF), 1600(esh), 1495(uh), 1470-1450(uhmi), 
1410, 1400, 1390, 1380(wsh), 1340(sb), 1305(weh), 1290 
(wb), 1265(Mh), 1230, 1210(weh), 1160(eb), 1115, 1090 
(■•h), 1075(weh), 1035(ash), 1020(uh), 1010, 1005(weh), 
975(esh), 960(wsh), 930(seh), 915(wah), 860, 850(wsh), 
815 , 800(uh), 790(wsh), 780(uh), 765(weh), 750(ash), 
720(esh), 700, 690(wsh), 655(sb), 585-570(Mhmi), 550 
(sb), 510(wsh), 480(wb), 460, 440(weh).
(KBr disc, Perkin-ElMr 577 Spectl'OMter)
•“•trong, B^ediua, tr»waak, shasharp, b«broad, suaaultiplat
29.
2. Open Chain Llaanda
Pleethrlated tetraelne Lleende 
(i) Syntheele of L^-L^
Tlie ligand« Ly-I^ ware aynthaaiaed uaing the procadure outlined below
for Lj.
O  ^  r o
H2l  ^ f^H2 HN NH
is Ts 3
HO
.i .
Ts-(5 L -T s 
1
Me
Me Me 
1
L7.4HCI
Thia ras accoepliahed by adding a solution of toayl chloride (2 equiv­
alent«) in the minimum volume of diethyl ether dropwlae to a stirred 5X 
(w/v) aqueous solution of the appropriate diaidne containing 2 equiv­
alents of NaOH, in a SOO ■! 2 necked round bottoMd flask fitted with 
condenser and dropping funnel. After addition was coq>leted. the re- 
aultlng 2 phase eixture was left stirring for twalve hours, and the re- 
aulting saai-crystalllne off-white solid collected by filtration at the 
puep and thoroughly washed with several portions of water and diethyl 
ether. Typically yield, of 65-70X of to.yl.ted diai^ne were achlev«». 
•nie products gave satisfactory luur spectra and eloMntal analyse., 
and were used without further purlficatic^.
30.
St., 2»
To an ic./aethanol cooled 20X (w/v) solution of 0.25 aol N-Mthylaaino- 
•thanol (1 «luivalent) In ^  pyridlna In a 3 nKkad IL round bottoaad 
flask fitted with Mchanical stirrar, condenser and drying tube and a 
powder feed tube, 2 equlvalenta of djx toeyl chloride was added slowly 
with stirring. During the addition, a bright orange coloration quickly 
developed. This colour persisted throughout the reaction. After the 
addition was coaplete (90 ainutes) the bright orange solution was stirred 
for a further 2 hours on an Ice/aethanol bath, and 600 al of Ice/water 
added with vigorous stirring. The resulting yellow solid was filtered 
at the puap and washed thoroughly with several portions of water and 
several portions of cold ethanol. The precipitate was then dissolved 
in acetone and boiled with decolourising charcoal. After filtration 
and reooval of the acetone (rotary evaporator), the resulting seai- 
crystalline solid was recryatallised froa ethanol as fine white needles 
with a faint yellow tinge and was dried in vacuo over P20J* Satis­
factory eleaental analysis and nar and infra-red spectra were obtained. 
Eleaental Analysis! C: 53.321(52.25), H: 5.501(5.52), N: 3.55X(3.65)
( ) calculated as 
field; 57.35 g (74X)
Step 3
To a stirred solution of the ditosylated l,n-diaaine (1 equivalent) in 
drx. DHF (20X (w/v) solution) in a 2 necked round bottoaed flask fitted 
with dropping funnel and condenser and drying tube, a sllsht excess of 
NaH (dry, 98X) was added in saall portions. Once effervescence had
•ubsided, the resulting grey slurry wss heated to 120 *C with stirring, 
and a 25X (w/y) solution of M.O-dltosyl-2-inethylaslno ethanol (2 equlr- 
alents) In dry »IF was added dropwlse, oyer a period of 1 hr. During 
this addition, the reaction alxture underwent a change froa a grey slurry 
to a brown solution. Once addition was coaplete, the reectlon Mixture 
was stirred for a further 4 hours, cooled, and left open to the ataos- 
phere oyemlght. The yoluae of the solution was then reduced by SOX 
on a rotary eyaporator, and the resulting concentrated solution poured 
slowly onto 3 tlaas Its yoluae of Ice/water with ylgorous —
**’^ *^ *^ "^*‘ cases, the resulting sticky precipitate could be
purified by suspension In boiling sethanol (10 al per graa), glylng a 
powdery white solid. All Infra-red and and ani
eleaental analyses were consistent with the expected products.
L^iiJs 19.8 g (0.05 aol) N,N-dltosyl-l,4-dlaalnobutane, 2.7 g NaH 
38.3 g (0.10 sol) N,0-dltosyl-N-aethyl-2-aalnoethanol 
yiol«»? 32.0 g (0.039 aol, 78X)
Eleaental Anelyslst C: 55.741(55.72), H: 6.161(6.15), N: 6.82X(6.84)
( ) calculated as CggHj^M^S^Og
* (0.05 aol) N,N'-dltosyl-l,S-dlaalnopentane, 2.7 g HsH 
38.3 g (0.10 aol) N,0-dltosyl-N-aethyl-2-ealnoethanol 
Tleld; 31.0 g (0.037 aol', 74Z)
This coapound was only obtained as a gua.
32.
Isy4TBi 21.2 g(O.OSO ■ol)N,N'-ditoayl-l,6-dia«iiio«thMol, 2.7 g NaH 
38.5 g (0.10 ■ol)N(0-ditoa]rl-N-Mathyl—2-aainoethanol 
TUld; 30.5 g (0.036 w>l, 72Z)
Elaaentgl Anylyalf? C: 56.72X(56.71), H: 6.50X(6.«), N: 6.362(6.61)
( ) calculated aa C « 0 « 5 4 W 8
Step 4
The hydrolyala of the protecting aulphonaalde groupa waa accoapliahed 
ualng the a a M  Method aa for the aacrocyclic Uganda uaing 802
8380 (^3:1 H2SO^)(page23D.
LyjdHCl: 31.0 g (3.8 x 10“^ aol) Ly.ATa, 90 al acid 
lislli 8.9 g (2.6 X 10~* aol. 672)
Eleaental Analyala: C: 34.572(34.50). H: 8.682(8.68). N; 15.972(16.09) 
( ) calculated aa Cio"3o'*4^^4
Lg,4HCl; 30.0 g (0.036 aol) I^.4Ta. 90 al acid 
Ileldi 8.85 g (2.4 x 10“^ aol. 682)
Ele^ntal Analyala; C; 36.602(36.48). H: 8.712(8.90). N: 15.322(15.47)
( ) calculated aa CjjHjjN^Cl^
Ij^ ijM|Cl: 30.5 g (0.035 aol) I^.4Ta. 90 al acid 
liSilL 8.2 g (2.2 X 10”^,aol. 622)
Eleapntal Analypip; C: 38.202(38.31). H: 9.162(9.11). N: 15.002(14.89) 
( ) calculated aa
33.
Ligand Oiaractcrlaatlon
Ligand characteriaatlon was carried out aa for the aacrocycllc ligands. 
EleMntal analyses were shown previously. Relevant spectroacoplc data 
is outlined below.
Infra-red Spectra (as N.N'.N’'.N*"-tetratosylaidnes}
Lyiili_ 3060, 3040, 3020(wsh), 2980(wsh), 2930(abau), 2860(ash),
1600(ssh), 1495(ash), 1455(ssh), 1400(wb), 1370(ash), 
1340(sb), 1308(ash), 1290(wsh), 1250(wsh), 1215(ssh), 
1180(ash), 1155(sb), 1110, 1090(ssh), 1040(ash), 1025 
(ssh), 1020(wsh), 970(ssh), 915(ssh), 880, 83S(wsh), 
810(ssh), 800(wsh), 760(ash), 720(ssh), 69S(ssh), 660 
(wsh), 640(wih), 580, 570(ash), 550(ssh), 530(wsh), 510 
(wsh), 480, 435(ash).
3060,3020(wsh), 2920, 2860(ab), 1600(ssh), 1495(ash), 
1460{ab), 1400(wb), 1340(ab), 1305, 1290(wsh), 1215(wah) 
1185(wsh), 1155(sb), 1120, 1105(wsh), 1090(ssh), 1050 
-1030(wah«i), 1015(wsh), 960(ab), 880(ab), 810(sah),
715, 695(sb), 655, 645(ssh), 580(Bsh), 550(ssh), 530 
(wsh), 475(wb).
-S-*Ts 3060-3020(wshm), 2995, 2980(wsh), 2920(ssh), 2860 
(ash), 2805(wsh), 1600(sah), 1495(ash), 1465, 1455(ssh) 
1400(wb), 1385, 1380(wsh), 1340(sb), 1320, 1310, 1290 
(ash), 1240(wah), 1215, 1190(aah), 1155(ab), 1120(ash), 
1090(sb), 1050(wsh), 1040,' 1025, 1015 (ash), 970(ssh),
34.
4Ts 955(w«h), 91(K*8h), BSO(uh), 835(wrt), 825(««h), 
810(Mh), 800(wsh), 760(wsli), 780(wh), 770, 7S0(«sh), 
650(Mh), 585.570(«rt), 550(wh), 535(Mh), 520(«8h). 
480(uh), 410(Mh).
Spectra recorded aa U r  dlaca (Lg.4Ta aa a thin fil.) on a Perkln-El.er 
577 apectroaeter.
_H W, M. R. Spectra (aa tetrahydrochlorlde aalta)
Qieaical ahifta are in ppa relative to NalMS. Spectra »ere recorded on 
a Perkln-Eleer R32 apectroMter, 90 Ha, DjO aolvent.
liTiiHCl 6.S0(8H, a), 6.80(4H, t), 7.20(6H, a), 8.15(4H, qi)
6.50(8H, a), 6.8S(4H, t), 7.20(6H, a), 8.25(6H, aa)
6,50(8H, a), 6.85(4H, t), 7.20(6H, a), 8.25(4H, a), 8.50(4H, a)
13
— c N. M. R. Spectra (aa tetrahydrochlorlde aalta) 
is^i^HCl 25.31(2C), 35.95(2C), 45.57(2C), 46.99(2C), S0.08(2C) 
25.45(10, 27.80(20, 35.95(2C), 45.57(20, 47.05(20), 
50.62(20)
27.81(20), 27.93(20), 35.99(20), 45.50(20), 47.01(20), 
50.83(20)
35.
(ii) Syntheala of L 1Q-L2 2
Ttie Uganda Lio“^12 ■y'thaaiaad ualng two altarnative routaa 
outlined below for L^^Croute 1) and Ljj(routa 2).
Route 1
T s - N ^ — Ts 
H H ,
4. >3 ^
Me Me 
1.
H ( T ^ H  •  
1 Ts - cT ^ - T s
Me 
Route 2
1
Me
L iO '^H C l
T s ^ h ^ - T s C D
H 2 iO ^ H  * Hl^ l ( l - T s
Ts Me
Both of the above routea were found to give producta of alailar purity, 
in aiailar yielda. However, uaing route 2, Ljj.ATa waa iaolated aa a 
aolid, where route 1 only gave a aticky. Intractable gin.
36.
t^, Lj q. Lj2
Step 1
Details of this step are outlined in the synthetic procedure for 
(page 29).
Step 2^^
N,0-ditosyl-N-Methyl-3-sainopropanol was synthesised under conditions 
aiailar to those used for the synthesis of N.O-ditosyl-N-Methyl-2-esino- 
ethanol, by the addition of dry tosyl chloride to an ice/aethanol cooled 
solution of N-Methyl-3-oslnopropanol in dry pyridine. The product was 
isolated by adding to 600 si ice/water with vigorous iichmi<cs1 stirring, 
and was purified by recryatalllsatlon froa aethanol giving fine needles 
of a pale yellow solid. nar. infra-red spectra, and eleaental sn- 
alyals trere consistent with the expected product.
N,0-dltosyl-N-Hethyl-3-ealnopropanol: 133.7 g (1.5 aol) N-aethylaaino 
propsn-3-ol, 350 al dijr. pyridine, 581.5 g (3.05 sol) Tosyl chloride. 
Yield; 312.6 g (0.79 aol, 52.5X)
Eleaental Analyplf; C; 54.52X(54.39), H: 5.94X(5.83), N: 3.71X(3.52)
( ) calculated as ^ 2^ 1123118202
Step 3
Conditions for this step were Identical to those used for Ly-L^(see page 3(0. 
Both Ljq^Ts and L|2dTs were isolated as white saal-crystslline solids 
after suspension in boiling aethanol. Infra-red and and nar spectra 
and eleaental analyses were consistent wlih the expected product.
37.
19.8 g (0.05 aol) N,N*-ditoayl-l,4-diaalnobutaM, 2.7 g NaH 
8 (0.10 aol) N,0*-dlto»yl-W-«wthy 1-3-m t Inopropanol 
Tlaldi 40.0 g (0.047 aol. 96Z)
Kyantyl AnalTg^t? Cs 56.52X(56.71), H: 6.50«(6.42), M: 6.57X(6.61) 
( ) calculatmi a« C^Hj^N^S^Og
21.2 g (0.05 aol) N,N'-<lltoa;l-l,6-diaainohexaiw. 2.7 g NaH 
39.7 g (0.10 aol) NiO-ditoayl-N-awthyl—3-aalnopropanol 
l l s M l  g (0.044 Ml, 89Z)
KeMntal AnalTalp} C; 57.88X(57.64), Ht 6.60X(6.68), N: 6.44X(6.40) 
( ) calculated aa C42«58*'4S4°8
Step 4
Sea atep 4, route 2 (page 31!)
Route 2
•nua route uaa uaed for the ayntheaia of L„, aa by thla Mthod, Ljj.4Ta 
waa obtained aa a aolid rather than the Intractable gua fonaed ualng 
route 1.
Step 1
0,0'-ditoayl-l,5-pentanediol waa aynthaalaad ualng the M t h o d  outlined 
for the awcrocycllc U g a n d a  on page'21
Step 2
A aolution of toayl chloride (58.0 g, 0.30 m 1) in the alniaaaa r o luM of 
diethyl ether waa addad dropwlaa with atlrring to a Mlution of N-«ethyl
36.
-1,3-propan^lia-ln« (13.2 g, 0.15 aol) In 200 ■! Mt«r In a two necked 
round bottoaed flaak fitted with a condenaer and dropping funnel. Mien 
the addition waa coaplete (30 ainutea), the two phaae reaction aixture 
waa atirred for a further three houra. The reaulting white precipitate 
waa filtered at the puap, waahed with water and diethyl ether, and 
dried in racuo over PjOj. Eleaental anaylaea and nar and infra-red 
■P^ctra were consiatent with the expected product.
^7-0 g (0.12 aol, 79Z)
ataental Analyai,; C: 54.491(54.52), H: 5.9a(6.10), N: 7.101(7.07)
( ) calculated aa
Step 3
An exceaa (2-3x) of HaH(98X. dry) wa. added in aaall portiona to a 
stirred solution of N,N'-ditosyl-N-aethyl-l,3-propanediaaine in dry EHF 
(30.9 g, 0.078 aol in 200 al). After stirring for 30 ainutes while 
protected froa ataospheric aoisture, excess NaH was reaoved at the puap 
by filtration directly into the reaction vessel ( a 2 necked, 500 al 
round bottoaed flask fitted with condenser, drying tube and dropping 
funnel). The resulting solution was heated to 120 *C, with stirring, on 
an oil bath, and a solution of 0,0'-ditosyl-l,5-pentanediol (16.2 g, 0.039 
Bol) in 100 al drj^  IMF was added.
Once addition was coapleted (30 aindtes), the reaction aixture waa left 
stirring for a further four houra at 120 *C. On cooling, the solution 
was concentrated to XU of its original voluae on a rotary evaporator, 
end added to three tiaea its voluae of Ice/water with vigorous aechanical 
stirring. The pele brown solid precipitate was filtered at the puap, 
washed with water and ethanol, and dried in vacuo over T^Oy
39.
H n w  and infra-rad apactra and elewntal analyaia «era conaiatent 
with the expected product.
I l e W l  30 s (0.03S aol. 89Z)
Eleaental Analyfia; C: 57.10X(37.18). H: 6.391(6.55), N; 6.34X(6.51)
( ) calculated aa ®dl"56"4V8
Step 4 (also atep 4, route 1)
Aa with the aecrocyclic Uganda and L^-I^ . protecting
aulphonaaide aalta waa carried out ualng 80Z HjSO^ (3:1 HjSO^) at 150- 
160 *C (aee page 23).
39.0 g (4.6 X 10“^ aol) LjQ.4Ta, 115 ■! acid 
Jleldi 10.5 g (0.028 aol. 61Z)
Eleaental Analyelf: C: 38.09X(38.31). H: 9.02X(9.11). N: 15.081(14.89) 
( ) calculated aa
Ljl.s4HCl: 30.0 g (3.5 x 10"^ aol) Ljj.4Ta, 90 al acid 
ZlsM: 8.7 g (2.2 x 10"^ aol, 64X)
n e aental AnplTsla; C: 39.91X(40.01), H: 9.40X(9.30), Nt 14.31X(14.36) 
( ) calculated aa CjgHg^H^Cl^
Iqy^HCl: 38.0 g (4.3 x 10“^ aol) tj2.4Ta, 110 al acid 
1^*1**8 13.0 g (3.20 X 10“^ aol, 75X)
B fiB S S ta l_ A n e lig iy . C, 41.53X(41.60). H: 9.68X(9.47), N: 14.90X(14.89)
( ) calculated aa
LlMnd Owractarlsatlon
Thi* was carried out as for previous ligands. Eleaental analyses have 
been ehown previously. Relevant spectroscopic data is outline below.
Infrp-rfd Spectra (as N.N',H",N'"-tetratosyl aaines)
¡tlOiia 3090. 3070, 3050(wah), 3020(aeh), 2980, 2960(wah), 2930
(esh), 2850(aah), 2805(wsh), (1675 occluded WF), 1600 
(sah), 1495(ash), 1460(sb), 1390, 1380(wsh), 1335(sb), 
1315, 1310(wsh), 1285, 1265, 1245(ash), 1220(ash), 1200 
(weh), 1155(sb), 1120(uh), 1065(ssh), 1140(ash), 1115 
(■ah), 970, 910(aah), 865(Mh), 845(wah), 820, 800(aah), 
760(ab), 710, 695(aah), 655(aah), 645, 630(wah), 580(aah), 
545(ab), 485, 480(wah), 450, 425(aah).
3080-3020(waha ), 2920(ab), 2860(aah), 1600(aah), 1495 
(■ah), 1460(ab), 1400, 1375(wb), 1335(ab), 1305, 1290 
(wah), 1250(wb), 1210, 1200(wah), 1155(ab), 1120, 1105 
(wah), 1085(aah), 1015(ab, ahoulder at 1035), 990(wah), 
970(wsh), 950(«b), 920(.ah), 855, 840(wah), 870(aah), 
800, 780(wah), 740(wah), 725, 710(aah), 695(aah), 650 
(aah), 580, 565(wah), 550(aah), 480, 450(wah).
,4Ta 3060, 3040, 3020, 3000(wah), 2970(wah), 2930(ab), 2860 
(■ah), (1675 occluded BKF), 1600(aah), 1495(aah), 1460 
(■b), 1425, 1400, 1385, 1370(wah), 11340(wah), 1310,
1300, 1290(%rsh), 12M(wsh), 1225(wsh), 120S(wb), 1185 
(wrt), 1160(.b), lllO(wb), 1090(*rt»), 1060(wrti), 1040 
(■b), 1020, lOOO(wah), 950, 920(ash), 870, 840(wah), 
815(ssh), 800(Mh), 770(ab), 715(aah), 700(wah), 655 
(■■h), 645, 630(wsh), 585(wsh), STO(Mh), 5S0(«b),
510, 485, 455(»«h), 410(wb).
Sprctra recorded as KBr discs on a Perkin-Elaer 577 spectroMter.
W. M. R. Ssectrsfsa tetrshydrochlorlde salts)
Cheaical shifts in ppa relative to BsTOS. Spectra recorded on a Parkin- 
Elaer R32 spectroawter, 90 ^H, DjO solvent.
Iqy4HCl 6.86(12H, a), 7.25(6H, s), 7.85(4H, a), 8.20(4H, qi)
Ljjj4HCl 6.85(12H, a), 7.25(6H, a), 7.85(4H, a), 8.30(6H, a)
Iq2i*HCl 6.85(12H, a), 7.25(6H, a), 7.90(4H, a), 8.30(4H, a), 8.55(4H, a)
13
C H. M. R. Spectra(as tetraaine tetrahydrochloride salts)
Chsaical shifts in ppa relative to MalMS. Spectra recorded on a Bruker 
WP 80 spectroaeter, 80HHz DjO solvent.
Iq0.f*HCl 25.18(20), 25.38(20), 35.54(20), 47.12(20), 48.47(20), 
49.68(20)
Injj4|JCl 25.08(20), 25.45(10), 27.63(20), 35.50(20), 47.01(20), 
48.47(20), 50.04(20)
lqy*SCl 25.04(20), 27.73(40), 35.41(20), 46.92(20), 48.40(20), 
50.22(20) \
42.
(b) PlethTlaf d  Llaand» ( ^ 3- ^ 5)
The Uganda ware aynthaaiaad uaing the general procedure out­
lined below for L|g.
A
+ 1 ,
i T l O l -  
-  V n  N -
Ts^ ^Ts
1^
N NH2
Step 1
The tetraainea l,10-diaaino-4.7-dlasaoctane (trlethylenetetraalne.L^yjjjj) 
and l,12-diaaino-S,8-dlaaadecane ’«*'• bought coMnarcially and
uaed without further purification. However l,ll-diaaino-4.8-dlaza- 
nonane ltl3-diaaino-5,8-dia*aundecane were ayn-
thealaed in the laboratory under exlatlng literature conditiona uaing 
the aethod deacribed previoualy (aee page 19).
43.
l,13-dl««lno-5,8-dlMlnoundecane 67.3 g (0.033 aol) dibrow>-
propane, 222.A g (3 aol) 1,3-diaalnopropana 
Tleldi. 23.S g (0.125 aol, 38%) 
b.pt. 125 *C (0.3 ■■ Hg)
nar and infra-red spectra were conaistent with the expected product. 
Step 2
The tetratosylated tetraaines were synthesized using the aethod described 
previously for the synthesis of L^j^j-ATs and L^,j.ATs (page ).
i(ViiI>*^' 14.6 g (0.1 aol) 17 g (0.A3 aol) NaOH. 78 g
(O.Al aol) tosyl chloride.
•nie product was a brown sticky «>lid, which was purified by suspension 
in boiling aethanol ( ~ 7  al per graa) giving an off white, seal cryst­
alline solid. nar and infra-red spectra were consistent with the 
expected product.
Held: 6A.5 g (0.085 aol, 85%)
11.9 g (0.07 aol)
(0.28 Bol) tosyl chloride.
12 g (0.3 aol) NaOH, 55g
The product was a white seal-crystalline solid which gave satisfactory 
H nar and infra-red spectra and ras used without further purification, 
yield: A0.3 g (0.051 aol, 73%) .
Step 3
The synthetic details for this step are typified by the synthesis of 
Lj^.ATs as described below. 3.36 g (O.lA^aol) of dry (98%) NaH was 
added In small portions to a stirred solution of 30,6 g (0.039 sol)
u .
^  the effervescence had subsided,
the Blxture was filtered directly into a 1 litre round bottosed flask 
fitted with a dropping funnel and condenser and drying tube. The pale 
green solution was heated to 120 *C and 21.9 g (0.14 aol) of ethyl 
iodide added dropwise with stirring, during which tlae, the solution 
becaae very dark in colour. After the addition was coaplete, the re­
action Mixture was stirred at 120 «C for a further 2 hours, cooled, 
and added directly to 900 al of Ice/water with vigorous Mechanical 
stirring, giving a sticky yellow precipitate, which becaae a brown 
glassy solid when oven dried (80 *0). No suitable solvent for re­
crystallisation was found. Infra-red and nar spectra were con­
sistent with the expected product.
Yleldj, 24.0 g (0.028 aol, 712)
Iqy4T8. 52 g (0.069 sol) 7.6 g NaH, 43 g (0.28 aol)
ethyl iodide.
The product was a slightly sticky, yellow solid which was purified 
by suspension in boiling aethanol (- 10 al per graa) followed by 
drying in vacuo over PjOj, giving an off-white seal-crystalline
solid. Infra-red and nar spectra were consistent with the expected 
product.
yield; 28.0 g (0.034 aol, 49X)
aeaental AnalTsis; C; 55.952(55.72), H: 5.952(6.15), N: 6.922(6.84) 
( ) calculated as CggHj^N^S^Og
45.
Ljjs4Tss 54 g (0.068 aol) L^jj.4T*, 7.6 g NaH, 43 g (0.28 aol) 
ethyl iodide.
As with Lj3.4Ts this wss s yellow, slightly sticky solid which was 
purified by suspension in boiling asthanol (*w lo ■! per graa) and 
drying In vacuo over P2®5* ■ very pale yellow, seal-crystalline
solid. Infra-red and H nar spectra were consistent with the expected 
product.
Yield; 32.6 g (0.038 aol. S7X)
Eleaentpl Analysis; C; 56.601(56.72), H; 6.38X(6.42), N; 6.522(6.61) 
( ) calculated as C^j^N^S^Og
55 g (0.068 aol) L(ji).4Ta, 7.6 g NaM, 43 g (0.28 aol) 
ethyl Iodide.
As with Lj^.4Ts, the product was a very sticky yellow solid which be- 
caae a dark brown glassy solid when oven dried (80 *C). No suitable 
solvent was found for re-crystalllaatlon. Infra-red and nar spectra 
were consistent with the expected product.
Yield; 48.3 g (0.036 aol, 822)
Step 4
The cleavage of the sulphonaalde protecting groups was accoaplished 
using the method outlined previously for Lj - using 802 H2S0^
at 150-160 *C for 1 hour. During this period, any iodine adsorbed 
onto the product in the previous step was evolved as iodine vapour.
As with previous ligands, double re-crystalllaation froa aqueous EtOH 
gave analytically pure tetrahydrochlorlde salts.
L^y4HCU_ 27.5g (3.4 x 10”^»ol) Ljj.4T«, 70 *1 acid 
Il$ldi 6.7g (1.9 X 10“^»ol), 57X)
Klaaenyal Ci 34.52X(34.50). H: 8.76X(8.68), N: 16.021(16.07)
( )  calculated aa CjqHjqM^CI^ ■
L^^ H C l ;  24.0g (2.8 x 10~^«ol) Lj^.4Ta, 70 ■! acid 
Yields 6.1g (1.7 X 10“*aol, 60X)
Eleaental AnalTa^y; C; 36.65X(36.48), H: 9.00X(8.90), N: 15.53X(15.45) 
( ) calculated aa
.-2Lj5j4HCli 32.Og (3.8 x 10~^*ol) Ljj.ATa, 90 al acid
liSldi 7.3g (1.9 X 10"^»ol, SIX)
Eleaental AnalT^ie! C; 38.40X(38.31), H: 9.29X(9.11), N: 15.00X(14.89) 
( ) calculated aa
^ ^4HC1; 45.0g (5.2 x 10‘^»ol) L,,.4Ta, 120 «1 acid
Yleldi 11.3g (2.9 x lO'^aol, 56X)
( ) calculated aa
Lij .ATb !
Ligand Characterization
Chemcal analyaea have already been dlacuaaed. Relevant apectroacopic 
data ia outlined below.
Infra-red Spectra.(Aa N.H*,N**,N*• '-tetratoayl aainea)
3020(wah), 2960(Mh), 2925 . 2860(wah). 1600(aah) 
1490(aah), 1460(aah), 1400, 1380(wb), 1340(ab),1330 
130S(wah). 1290, 1260(aah). 119S(u), 1185(wah), 1155 
(eb), 1120, 1090(aah), 1040(wah), 1020(wah), 1005(aah), 
920(a«h). 820, 810(aah). 785(wah), 750(wah),725.695 
(eah), 645(aah), 605(waH), 550(aah), 540, 480(wah), 
430(wb)
47.
.4Ts MSO(wah), 2980(Mh). 2920. 2860(Mh), 1600(Mh). 149S 
(■sh), 1470(Mh), 1400(wah), 1340, 1330(wah). 1310(wb), 
1280, 12S0(Mh), 1180, 1160(wah), 1120(wah), 1090(aah), 
lOSO(wah), 1020(wah). lOOO(Mah). 970-9S0(wb). 820, 805 
(aah), 775, 7S0(aah), 720, 700(aah), 650(aah), 550(sah), 
490(a»h). 440(ab).
■4Ta 3060, 3025(wah), 2980(Mh), 2920, 2860(»b), 1600(aah), 
1495(aah), 1470(aah). 1400(a^), 1340(aah}, 1310(wb), 
1300(wah), 1275, 1250(wh), 1220(wah). 1180(mh). 1160 
(ab), 1135, 1120(wah), 1090(aah). 1060(Mh),1040(«b), 
1020, 1000(a»h), 985(aah), 940(Mh), 890(wah), 860(mah). 
850(wah), 820(aah), 800(aah), 770(wah), 745(wah). 720 
(aah), 700(Mh), 650(ab), 575(ab). 550(aah), 510, 490 
(wah). 450(Bah), 415(wah).
3050-3020(wb«i), 2960, 2920, 2860(wah), (1675 occluded 
IMF). 1600(aah). 1495(wh), 1470-1450(alMu), 1400(wah). 
1380(wah), 1330(ab). 1300, 1285(wah). 1235(wb), 1155 
(ab, ahoulder at 1185), 1115(wb), 1090(aah), 1020(wah), 
995(wb), 925(ab), 845(wb), 815(aah), 800(wah), 770(wb), 
780,760, 740(aah), 650(ab), 570(wah), 550(aah), 480(wb).
Spectra recorded aa KBr diaca on a Shlaadxu IR-43T apectrotaeter.
48.
1H M, M. R, Spectra (aa tetrahydrochlorlde aalta)
Chaaical ahlfta in ppa relative to NalMS. Spectra recorded on a Perfcin- 
Elaer R32 apactroMter. 90 HHs DjO aolvent.
lqy4HCl 6.45(12H, d), 6.80(4H, qu), 8.70(6H, t)
6.50(12H, a), 6.75(6H, a), 8.70(6H, t)
L^j.AHCl 6.S0(12H, a), 6.80(8H, a), 8.70(6H, t)
6.80(20H. a). 8.70(6H. t)
13C N. M. R. Spectra (aa tetrahydrochloride aalta)
Cheaical ahifta in ppa relative to NalMS. Spectra recorded on a Bniker 
WP 80 apecroaeter. 80 MHz D2O aolvent.
L^j.AHCl 13.13(2C), 44.97(20), 46.18(60)
Iil».4H01 13.13(20), 25.24(20), 45.03(20), 45.84(20), 46.25(20),47.52(20)
Iqy4,Ha. 13.15(20), 25.32(20), 45.80(40), 46.41(20), 47.80(20)
13.13(20), 25.30(30), 45.70(20), 46.42(20), 47.27(40)
1.14- dianino-5.10-diazadodecane fSoeralne.
Thia ligand waa purchaaed coaaercially froa "nuka" and waa purified 
by abort path "bulb-to-bulb” diatillation under reduced preaaure(rot- 
ary oil puap). The analytically pure tetrahydrochloride aalt waa ob­
tained by the addition of an exceaa of hydrochloric acid (AnalAr grade) 
to an ethanolic aolution of the free aaine, followed by a double re- 
cryatalliaation froa aqueoua ethanol.
49.
UKMid OnracterlMtlon L^^.4HC1
Relevant •pectroscopic and gravlMtric data are outlined below.
. H N. M. R. Snectrue (aa tetrahjrdrochloride aalt)
Cheeical shift In ppe relative to NaTOS. Spectnie recorded on a Perkin- 
Eleer R32 spectroMter, 90 Mis D^ O as solvent.
6.8S(12H. ■), 8.20(01. a)
13
— CM . M. R. Spectrin (as tetrahydrochlorida salt)
Chealcal shift in ppe relative to MaTOS. Spectnia recorded on a Broker 
WP 80 spectrosMter, 80 MIz DjO as solvent.
25.45(20), 26.39(20), 39.24(20), 47.19(20), 47.68(20)
Eleaental AnalTsis; 0: 34.661(34.70), H: 8.25X(8.15), N: 16.01X(16.19) 
( ) calculated as C jqN^Hj qOI^
*^**^ *^ 1**** end Purification
The free aaines were liberated froa the corresponding tetra-
hydrochloride salts by the addition of the salt to a strong (approx- 
iaately 15M) solution of NaOH. The aaines are insoluble in this aediua, 
and float to the surface. It was found aost convenient to recover the 
aaines by extraction froa the NaOH solution into chlorofora. The chloro- 
fora layer was then separated and left standing over anhydrous HgSO^ 
for 24 hours to rsaove excess water. After reaovlng the MgSO^ by fil­
tration at the puap, the chlorofora was evaporated under reduced pres­
sure on a rotary evaporator, leaving the^lapure aalna.
50.
Aalne Purification 
•) MacrocTcllc Llaand«
The Mcracyclic ligands Lj-Lj were purified by fusion with KOH followed 
by vacuua sublination. This procedure was carried out three tinea, 
giving rise to the white,solid, analytically pure nacrocycles. Melting 
ranges, detemined on a Perkin-Elaer DSC II, were of the order of 1 *C 
in all cases. Unlike L|-L^, proved to be a very viscous liquid, 
and was purified using the nethod outlined below for the acyclic ligands. 
The nacrocyclic ligands proved to be reasonably stable when «posed to 
the ataosphere for a short period of tine, but absorbed water to becone 
sticky and opalescent if left exposed to the ataosphere for long periods.
Physical Characteristics
Lj white, solid, n.pt. 99 *C, Subliaes at (45 ± 5) *C at approz- 
Inately 0.3 an Hg.
Lj white, solid, a.pt. 85 *C. Subliaes at (50 ♦ 5) *C at approz- 
inately 0.3 an Hg.
L3 white, solid, n.pt. 57 *C. Sublines at (60 ^  5) 'C at approz- 
inately 0.3 an Hg.
white, solid, a.pt. 46 *C. Subliaes at (65 ± 5) *C at approz- 
iaately 0.3 an Hg.
Lj white, solid, n.pt. 69 *C. Subliaes at (75 ± 5) *C at approx 
inately 0.3 an Hg.
**6 colourle«, liquid, b.pt. (120 ^  5) *C at approxinately 0.3 an Hg.
51.
•>) Hon-cTcllc llaandurPlu« and
Purification of tho abovo aainaa waa achlevad by caraful repaatad abort 
path bulb-to-bulb diatlllatloa froa Na aatal undar raducad praaaura 
(rotary oil puap). All nacaaaary handling of tha aainaa uaa carrlad 
out In a glova box with an ataoaphara. On axpoaura to tha ataos- 
phara, tha acyclic Uganda (Ly-Lj^) undarwant rapid hydration, foraing 
aolid, cryatalllna hydrataa.
Phyaical Oiaractariatlca
Ly Colourlaaa liquid, b.pt.(115 ± 5) *C at approxlaataly 0.5 m  Hg. 
Lg Colourlasa liquid, b.pt. (135 ± 5) «C at approxiaataly 0.5 m  Hg. 
Colourlaaa cryatallina solid, a.pt. A1 *C, b.pt. (150 ±  5) *C at 
approxiaataly 0.5 aa H^.
LjO Colourleaa liquid, b.pt. (145 + 5) *C at approxiaataly 0.5 wm Hg.
Ljj Colourlaaa liquid, b.pt. (155 ^  5) «C at approxiaataly 0.5 aa Hg.
Lj2 Colourlaaa cryatalllna solid, a.pt. 36 *C, b.pt. (165 ±  5) *C at 
approxiaataly 0.5 aa Hg.
Lj3 Colourlaaa liquid, b.pt. (115 + 5) *C at approxiaataly 0.5 aa Hg.
Colourlaaa liquid, b.pt. (130 ± 5) *C at approxiaataly 0.5 aa Hg.
Ljj Colourlaaa liquid, b.pt. (140 ± 5) *C at approxiaataly 0.5 m  Hg.
Ljg Colourlaaa liquid, b.pt. (150 i  5) *C at approxlaataly 0.5 aa Hg.
Colourlasa crystallina solid, a.pt. 39 *C (lit 40 *0) b.pt. 
i^55 5) *C at approxlaatoly.0.5 na Hg.
52.
Synthesis of W-— thTl-3-— InonroMn-l-ol
Unlike the other stsrtlng saterisls for synthesis of the ligsnds 
••■■•^•*fl~3-Milnopropen-l-ol was not eyailsble coanwrclally. The syn­
thesis was carried out as outlined below, using s wariation on the 
procedure used by J S Pierce.'*
01(012)3«
» ( « 2)30)20
C l(ai2 >3 0 )2H)Me
OOCl.,
» ( « 2)30)201
___2  ^ »(«2)3002HNHe
xs K « H0(CH2)3HHMe
1: t -chloropropyl chlorofonute
This is readily obtained in-high yield by the careful addition with 
stirring (under a fuae hood) of 1 aole of phosgene (20X w/t in toluene) 
to 1 mole of ice/salt cooled 3-chloropropan-l-ol in a three necked 
two litre round bottoMd flask fitted with dropping funnel, condenser 
and aechanical stirrer. The solution was then allowed to w a n  to 
rooa teaperatura, and was left standing for 12 hours. After washing 
with H2O and dilute Na2003 solution, the excess toluene was rsaowed 
under reduced pressure on a rotary evaporator, and the resulting oil 
distilled at ataospharic pressura to give a colourlass oil.
-■^ *'**^ 96.4 g (0.62 aol, 62X), b.pt. 180 *C (litarature 177 *C)
Product Characterisation 
'h N. M. R. S o e c t m
Chealcal shifts in ppa relative to IMS. Spectrua recorded on a Parkln- 
Elaer R24 spectroaeter. 'h 60 NIz, C X I3 solvent.
53.
5.20(2H, t), 6.00(2H, t), 7.45(2H, qi)
Infra-red Spectrua
Spectnia recorded as a thin flla on a Perkin-Elaer 577 spectroMter 
using NaCl |>lates.
29S0(Mh), 1760(Bsh), 1440(uh), 1415(wsh), 1365(ash) 
1290(aah), 1145(ab, ahoulder at 1220), 990(aah), 875(ab) 
810(ssh, shoulder at 775), 720(wsh), 680, 650(ash), 570 
(•b).
Step 2; Y  -chloropropyl aethylcarbaute
96.4 g (0.62 aol) of Y -chloropropyl chlorofonaate was added dropwlse 
to a stirred solution of sethylaslne (100 sla of 40X w/v solution, 
soles aethylaalne) in a 500 si two necked round bottoaed flask 
fitted with aechanical stirrer and dropping funnel. After two hours 
stirring, the resulting product, an oil iaaiscible with water, was ex­
tracted with several portions of diethyl ether. The diethyl ether 
solution was then washed with several portions of 1:3 H Q  solution 
and with water, and was dried over anhydrous MgSO^. Reaoval of the 
diethyl ether under reduced pressure on a rotary evaporator gave the 
product, 1 -chloropropyl aethylcarbaaate in good yield.
Ylpld; 75 g (0.495 aol, 81X)
54.
Product Characfrl— tlon 
K, M. 8. Spoctn»
Ch«*lcal ahift« in ppa relativ« to IMS. Spectrua recorded on a Perkln- 
Blaer R24 apectroewter, 60 NHa. CDClj aolvent.
5.8S(2H, t), 6.45(2H, t), 7.30(3H, a), 8.00(2H, qi)
Infra-red SnaetrM
Spectrua recorded as a thin fila on a Perkin-Elaer 577 spectroaeter 
uaing NaCl platea.
3310(ab), 2930(ab), 1680(ab), lSlS(ab, ahoulder at 1440), 
1320(wah). 1240(ab). 1125(sah), llOO(wah), lOOO(ash), 945 
(ash), 865(wb), 765(ash), 710(wb), 640, 600(wb).
Step 3; t -aethjrlaainopropan-l-ol
t -chloropropyl aethylcarbaaate (75 g, 0.495 aol) was added to a 
solution of 4 equivalents of KOH (112 g, 2 aols) in 400 als ethanol 
in a one necked, IL round bottoaed flask fitted with a condenser.
The two phase aixture was then heated to reflux on a steaa bath for 
two hours, cooled, and filtered at the puap to reaove inorganic solids. 
A considerable excess of t^ CO^  was then added to the ethanolic solution 
which was left standing for two hours with occasional stirring. The 
resulting inorganic solids were reaoved by filtration at the puap, and 
the ethanol reaoved under reduced presaure on a rotary evaporator, 
leaving a slightly yellow oil. This oil was purified by distillation 
under reduced presaure to give a colourless, sweet aaelling viscous 
oil.
5 5 .
10.6 g (0,12 aol, 24X), b.pt. 84-86 *C (approxlMtsljr 3 mi Hg)
Product Characterlaatlon 
H. M. R. SoactriM
Ghaaical shifts in pps rslative to IMS. Spsctrus recorded on a Perkin- 
Elaer R32 apectroaeter, 90 HHs, C X l ^  solvent.
6.10(2H. s(0H + NHJ, 6.3S(2H. t), 7.30(2H, t), 7.60(3H. s), 8.30(21. qi) 
Infra-red Snectrua
Spectrua recorded aa a thin fila on a Perkin-Elaer 577 spectroaeter 
using HaCl plates.
3500-3200(sb), 2 ^ ,  2860(ab), 2800(nsh), 1515, 1495(wah), 
1480(sb), 1450(ssh), 1380(sb), 1295(wb), 1260(ash), 1110 
(sah, Bhouldar at 1140), 1065(sb, shoulder ar 1040), 800, 
790(wsh).
Eleaental Analvslst C: 53.71X(53.90), H: 12.29X(12.44), N: 15.93X(15.71) 
( ) calculated as C^H^^ON
56.
Copperfll) Coaplex Forwatlon 
ICuL^UaO^)-
25 ■! of a aathanolic coppar(II) perchlorate hesahydrate aolution 
(0.4M, 2 aeol) waa added alowly to a atirred solution of Lj (0.43 g,
2 nw>l) in 75 ■! of ethanol. After a few ainutes of gentle stirring, 
the finely divided purple product crystallised, leaving a pale purple 
■other liquor. The product waa filtered at the puap and washed liberally 
with 2-propanol, ethanol, and finally with diethyl ether. Drying In
vacuo over P2O5 gave an analytically pure, purple ■Icrocryatalline 
product.
0.76 g (1.6 aw)!. 80Z)
Infra-red SpertTM?
3500(ab), 3180(ash), 2910, 2860(ash), 1830(ab),
1475, 1435(ab), 1380(wsh), 1300(wb), 1140, 1090 
(ab), 1030(w8h), 960(wah}, 885(aah}, 625(s8h). 
560(wb).
Visible Spectra;
Aqueous solution, 5.36 x 10"^, - 536 na, E- 107 aol-^da^ca"^
Diffuse reflectance, \ > 520 na
Eleaental Analyalq; C; 27.20X(27.11), H: 5.56X(5.50), N; 11.63X(11.75) 
( ) calculated as CuiCuHjgN^KajOg)
ICuUl(ClO^);
L2 (0.46 g, 2 «Bol) was traatad in the saaa aannar as L^. Tha rasult- 
Ing solids were filtered at the puap, washed with 2-propanol, ethanol 
and diethyl ether, and dried in vacuo over P2O5. This yielded an 
analytically pure finely divided, purple crystalline product.
Yield; 0.75 g (1.5 m o I, 76X)
Infra-red Snectrua;
3410(ash), 3200(ssh),2910, K60(Bsh), 2000(wb), 
1660(wsh), 1615(wsh), 1490(wsh), 1445, 1435(ash), 
1370(wsh), 1340(wsh), 1300(wsh), 1250, 1230(wsh), 
1140, lOTO(sb), 1020(wsh), 990(wsh), 950(ash), 
890(ash), 865(wsh), 820(wsh), 795(wsh),625(sah), 
540(wb).
Visible Spectra;
Aqueous solution, 5.12 x 10”^ ,  - 547 na, €- 114 aol'^da^ca“^
[lit. value, X  “ 524 nasax
Diffuse reflectance, X
e -  90 aol"^ da^ ca“^” )
• 524 na
Eleaental Analysis; C; 29.511(29.37), H; 6.001(5.75), N; 11.37X(11.42) 
( ) calculated as Cu(Cj2H28'*4)iCl20g)
58.
[CuLjUao^),
Lj (0.48 g, 2 Mwl) waa also treated like Lj. The reaultlng aolida 
were recryatalliaed free ethanol, filtered at the piaap, and waahed 
liberally »»1th 2-propanol, ethanol, and finally with diethyl ether. 
Drying In vacuo over PjOj yielded an analytically pure, finely 
divided, purple cryatalllne product.
Yield; 0.70 g (1.4 b m I, 6«t)
Infra-red Snectrua;
3240(aah), 3100(aah), 2910, 2860(aah), 2810(wah), 
2000(wb), 1630(wb), 1465(ab), 1430(aah), 1385, 
1360(wb), 1300(aah), 1265(wah), 1240, 1220(wah), 
1140, 10e0(8b}, 930(wah), 905(aah), 880(aah), 845 
(aah), 820(wah), 795(a8h), 620(aah), 600(wah),580 
(wah), 560(wah), 520(wah), 425(wb).
Vlalble Spectra;
Aqueoua aolution, 5.10 x 10"^, % . 549 na, 145 eol'^da^ ca“^■sz
[lit. value, - 568 na, £- 213 aol"^ da^ ca"^ I
Dlffuae reflectance, \ m 517 u  aax
Keaental AnalTala; C: 31.101(30.93), H: 6.21X(5.99), N: 10.97X(11.10) 
( ) calculated aa Cu(Cj3H3jjN^ )(Cl20g)
59.
■anner m  L^. Ihe rasult-
ICuL^l(aO^),
(0.46 g, 2 aaol) waa treated in the 
Ing aollda were filtered at the puep, waahed with 2-propanol, ethanol 
and diethyl ether , and dried in racuo over P2O5. Ihia procedure 
yielded an analytically pure, finely divided purple cryatalline product. 
Yield: 0.80 g (1.6 wol, 81Z)
Infra-red Soectrue;
3400(nb), 32400(aah), 3100(aah), 2910, 2860(aah), 
2000(wb), 1630(wb), 1440(ab), 1390(ab), 1335(wah), 
1310, 1295, 1280(aah), 1240(wah), 1120, 1080(ab), 
930, 940(wah), 930(w8h), 900(wah), 890, 88S(aah), 
810(wb), 780(nah), 620(aah), 560(wah), 540, 520 
(wb), 430(wb).
Vieible Spectra;
Aqueous solution, 5.20 x 10“^ ,  - 543 n«, £. 172 nol"
Diffuse Reflectance, X^g, •• 514 nn
Eleaental AnalTaia; C; 29.27X(29.37). H: 5.901(5.75), N: 11.34X(11.42) 
( ) calculated as Cu(Ci2M28'*4^^‘^ 2°8^
60.
ICuLgKao^)^
1*5 *» 2 aBol) W M  treated In the seae Banner aa Lj. The reault-
Ing aolida were filtered at the piap, waahed with 2-propanol, ethanol 
and diethyl ether and dried in vacuo over P2®5* ^hia procedure yield­
ed an analytically pure, finely divided, purple cryatalline product. 
yigld; 0.81 g (1.6 BBol, 80Z)
Infra-red SoectruBt
3«00(Bb), 3220(aah), 3120(Bah), 2910, 2860(aah). 
2000(wb), 1630(wb), 1440, 1430(ab}, 1360, 1350(Bah), 
1280(BBh), 1265(Bah), 1250, 1230(wah), 1120, 1080 
(ab), 950(wah), 930(«ah), 920(aah), 870(ash),835 
(wsh), 815(wah), 795(wah), 760(vah), 620(8sh), 560 
(wb).
Viaible Spectra;
Aqueoua aolution, 4.60 x 10"^, . 533 na, £ -  181 Bol"*da^cB-^
Diffuae reflectance, 7^  - 514 na
Deaental Analyslp; C: 31.88X(31.93), H: 6.0«(5.99), N: 10.87X(11.10) 
( ) calculated aa CuCCjjHjpN^Kaj-Og)
iCuL^lCClO^)^
Lg (0.5 g, 2 iMl) w s  treated in the aaae eanner ee Lj. The reeult- 
Ing eollda were recryetellieed froi ethanol, filtered at the puap. end 
waahed liberally with aeell portiona of 2-propanol, ethanol and diethyl 
ether. Drying in vacuo over PjOj gave an analytically pure, purple 
cryatalline product.
liSliL 0.76 g (1.5 nw>l. 73Z)
Infra-red Snectna;
3420(sah), 3260(aah). 3140(aah). 2900, 2860(aah), 
2000(wah), 1610(wah), 1500, 1490(wah), 1450, 1425 
(aah), 1390(wah). 1360(wb), 1330(wah). 1290, 1280 
(wah), 1140, 1090(ab), 1005(weh), 990(aah), 960 
(aah), 940(weh), 905(wah), 890(Bah), 870(wah), 850 
(wah), 830(wah), 810(Bah), 760(wah), 625(aah), 540 
(ab), 425(ab).
Vleible Spectra;
Aqueoua aolution. 5,06 x 10~\ - 546 na, €- 108 «.r^da^ca-^
Olffuae reflectance, \ - 518 m
a ^ n t a l  Anplyeia; C: 32.51X(32.40), H: 6.301(6.22), N: 10.95X(10.80) 
( ) calculated aa Cu(Cj^H32N^)(a20g)
5 ■! of aethanollc copper(II) perchlorate hexahydrate aolution (0.4M,
2 aaol) was added slowly to a stirred solutioa of (0.40 g, 2 h k >1) 
in 25 ■! of eethanol. The resulting blue-purple solution was then re­
duced carefully to a aMll voIu m  (1-2 al), and 10 ala of 1:1 aethanol: 
diethyl ether added. On standing, the resultant aolution yielded a 
aaall aaount of blue-purple crystals. These were filtered at the puap 
and washed with ice cooled aethanol and diethyl ether before drying 
in vacuo over PjOj. This procedure yielded analytically pure blue- 
purple crystalline product in a aoderate yield.
0.32 g (0.7 aaol, 34Z)
Infra-red Soectrua;
3400(ab), 3210, 3160(ssh), 2910, 2860(ash), 2000 
(wah), 1620(wb), 1440(sb), 1360(wsh), 1290(wah), 
126S(wsh), 1120, 1060(sb), 990, 970, 95S(ssh), 890 
(ash), 860(ssh), 625(ssh), S60(wah).
Visible Spectra;
Aqueous aolution, 5.11 x 10~^, 9^ ^  - 560 na, £- 120 aol-^da^ca"^ 
Diffuse reflectance, \ - 532 na '
geaental Analysla; C: 25.70X(25.84), H: 5.66X(5.64), N: 12.12X(12.05) 
( ) calculated as Cu(CjQH2gN^)(a20g
63.
IQiLq KQO^)^
Lg (0.45 g, 2 mmol) was treated with 5 al of a ■ethanolic copper(II) 
perchlorate hexahydrate aolutioo (0.4M, 2 m o I) in the s s m  aanner aa 
I^. The resulting solids were filtered at the p<«p and washed with ice 
cooled aethanol and diethyl ether before drying in vacuo over ^2^ 5* 
This procedure yielded an analytically pure, blue-purple crystalline 
product in aoderate yield.
0.35 g (0.7 MK>1, 37Z)
Infra-red Soectrua;
3420(ab), 3280(ash), 3230(ash), 2910, 2860(ash), 
2000(wb), 1640(ab), 1460(ab), 1380(wsh), 1350(wb), 
1275(wah), 1140, 1080(ab), 860(wb), 730(wb), 625 
(sah), 520(wb).
Visible Spectrai
Aqueous solution, 6.00 x 10~^, - 586 na. £- 77 aol'^da^ca"^
Diffuse reflectance, - 538 na
Elea^ntal Analysis; C: 27.641(27.59), H: 5,72X(5.89), N: 11.63X(11.70) 
( ) calculated as Cu(Cn"28"4^^‘^ 2°8^
ICuLjKWOj)^
S ■! of a Mthanolic solution of coppar(II) nitrate (0.4M, 2aaol) was 
adda<i to an equiMlar aw>unt of in 25 ■! of water (0.46 g), slowly 
with stirring. The resulting blue aolution was carefully evaporated to 
• vol«»e (1-2 els), and 25 al of hot ethanol added. On cooling,
crystallisation of a blue product took place. The product was racryatal- 
lised froa ethanol, washed with ethanol and diethyl ether, and dried in 
vacuo over P205* The resulting blue crystalline product was analytically 
pure and was formed in aoderate yield.
0.43 g (1 aaol, 51Z)
Infra-red spectruai
3400(ab), 3180(ab), 2910, 2860(aah), 1765(wsh), 
1635(ab), 1480, 1460(sb), 1270(wah), 1085(wsh), 
1060(aah), 1020(wb), 965(ash), 860, 835(ash), 730 
(wb), 595, 540(wb).
Visible Spectra;
Aqueous solution, 4.88 x 10"^(, . 570 na, C .  127 aol“^da^ca"^
Diffuse reflectance, % - 554 m
Eleaenpal AnplYpls| C: 34.61Z(34.48), H: 7.201(7.23), N: 13.37X(13.41) 
( ) calculated as Cu(Cj2H3QN^ )(|l20g)
65.
[CuL^jUWOj)^
S al of a ■ethanollc aolutioa of coppor(II) nitrato (O.A M, 2 m o I) 
waa added to 1 equivalent (O.AO g, 2 b m I) of Ljj in 25 al of ethanol. 
The aolution waa evaporated to drynaaa on a ateaa bath, leaving a pale 
blue, very atlcky aaaa. Nuaeroua atteapta at recryatalllaation froa 
varioua aolventa proved unaucceaaful. Drying in vacuo over ^2^ 5 
gave a blue glaaay aolid which quickly becaae a aticky gua again on 
expoaure to the ataoaphere. However, the infra-red apectrua ia con- 
aiatent with the expected product.
Ileldj_ (approxiaately) 0.7 g (0.18 aaol, 90Z)
Infra-red Soectrua;
(thin fila, NaCl platea)
3400(ob), 3200(aah), 2920, 2880(aah), 2410(wah), 
23SO(wb), 20S0(wah), 1785(wah), 1740(wb), 1650(ab), 
1350(ab), 1160(wb), 1120(wb), 1080(aah), lOAO(wah), 
lOOO(ab), 920(wb), 840, 8M(aah), 780(wb).
Vlaible Soectrua;
Aqueoua aolution, 7.6 x 10~^. \* O ■ 590 I, e -  160 aol"^da^ca~^
66.
ICuL^^KClO^)^
I<14 (0.43 g, 2 Hwl) waa traatad in tha aawi aannar aa Lj. Tha 
reaulting aolida wara racrjratalliaad froa a aaall quantity of athanol, 
waahad with athanol and diathyl athar, and dried in vacuo over 1*2^ 5' 
giving an analytically pure purple cryatallina product in aodarata 
yield.
Yield; 0.58 g (1.2 ■wl, 61X)
Infra-red Soectrua;
3420(aah), 3180(aah), 2910, 2860(aah), 2000(wah), 
1625(wbX, 1460, 1445, 1420(aah), 1380(aah), 1295 
(wah), 1260(wah), 1140, 1085(ab), 1980(aah), 940 
(wah), 915(wah), 880(wah), 845, 835(w«h), 800(wb), 
625(sah), 560(wb).
Viaible Spectra;
Aqueoua aolution, 4.95 x 10”^ ,  . 542 na, £- 117 aol"^da^ca“^
Diffuae reflectance, \ - 525 na
Beaental Analvala; C; 27.68X(27.59), H; 5.86X(5.89), N; 11.82X(11.70) 
( ) calculated as CuCCjjHjgH^XCljO^)
6 7
[CuL^gKWOj)^
S ■! of a aethanolic aolution of copper(II) nitrate (0.4N, 2 aaol) 
waa added slowly with stirring to one aquivalsnt of (0.46 g,
2 naol) in water. Hie resulting purple solution was evaporated to 
dryness on a water bath, and the resulting purple solids recrystalliaed 
fro* ethanol. The purple crystalline product was filtered at the puap, 
washed with ethanol and diethyl ether, and dried in vacuo over ^2^5* 
The analytically pure product was foraed in aoderate yield.
Yield; 0.66 g (1.3 m o I, 67X)
Infra-red Snectrua;
3410(ab), 3120(aah), 2910, 2860(ash), 1760(wsh), 
162S(wb), 1380(sb), 1275(wsh), 1240(wb), 1200 
(wsh), 1160(wsh), 1140, 1120(wsh), 1080(ash), 
1020(ash), 920(wsh), 900(wah), 880, 860(wsh), 
825(ash), 800(wsh), 770(wb), 56S(wb).
Visible Spectra;
Aqueous solution, 7.54 x 10"^, . 554 lai, £- 158 aol“^da^ca“^
Diffuse reflectance, \ - 536 na
Eleaental Analysis; C; 29.19Z(29.24), H;6.18Z(6.14), N; 11.30X(11.37) 
( ) calculated as Cu(Cj2H3(jN^ )(H20g)
68.
fCuL^ ii^uao^ )^;
S ■! of • Mthanolic solution of copper(II) psrchlorats hsxahydrsts 
(0.4M, 2 BBol) was addsd alowly with stirring to one aquivalant of L|^
(0 .49  g. 2 BBol) in 25 b1 of Bsthanol. The resulting blue solution 
was evaporated to e b m II voluse (1 -2  al) on a water beth, and 25 b1 
cold ethanol added to precipitate the product. The resulting blue 
solids were racryatalliaed from ethanol. The product was filtered 
at the puap, washed with ethanol and diethyl ether and dried in vacuo 
over P2OJ. giving an analytically pure purple crystalline product in 
Boderate yield.
Yield; 0.70 g, (1.4 b b oI, 69X)
Infra-red SoectruB;
3400(ab). 3200(sah ), 2910, 2860(Bsh). 1620(wb), 
1450(nb). 1380(wsh), 1300(wb), 1260(wb), 1140, 
1080(ab), 920(wsh), 880(wah). 800(wah), 625(aah ), 
560(wb).
Visible Spectra;
Aqueous solution, 5.03 x 10”^ ,  ^  x “ "■* Bol"^dB^cB~^
Diffuse reflectance, ■ 595 na
Eleaental Analysis; C; 30.821(30.87), H; 6.411(6.36), N; 10.981(11.03) 
( ) calculated as Cu(Cj3Hj2N^)(Cl20g)
V
6 9 .
lSiiq,JiC10^2
(0.40 g, 2 ■■ol) W M  trMt«d in thn mm Mnnnr m  L^. The re- 
wlting aollde were recryetelllMd froa a Mall quantity of ethanol, 
filtered at the puap, uaahed with ethanol and diethyl ether, and 
dried in vacuo over P205* Thia procedure gave an analytically pure 
blue/purple cryatalline product in good yield.
Yield; 0.79 g (1.7 b m I, 85X)
Infra-red Soectrua;
3440, 3380(aah), 3290(aah), 31S0, 3100(aah),
2910, 2860(aah), 1600(aah), 144S(ab), 1390(wah, 
au), 1300(wah), 128S(wah), 1255(wah), 1140, 1105 
1085(ab), 1020(wah), 920, 900(wah), 830(wah), 
800(wb), 700(wb), 62S(aah), 560, 530(wb), 470(wb).
Viaible Spectra;
Aqueous solution, 6.75 x 10”^ ,  » 560 na, G« 142 aol~^da^ca~^
DiffuM reflectance, \_ > 538 lai**BbZ
Eleaental Analysis; C; 25.811(25.84), H; 5.68Z(5.64), N; 12.17X(12.08) 
( ) calculated as Cu(C^gH2gN^)(Cl2(^)

70.
POTENTIOMCTRY 
Apparatua and Methodology
The atapwlsa protouation conatants (log of L^-L^y, and the
copper(II) coaplex fonutlon conatanta (log for g and
were aeaaured potentloaetrically uaing a coaaercial auto­
matic titrator with an integral pH - my aeter, burette and printer. 
Due to precipitation probleaa, atteapta to aeaaure log for L^g- 
L 2^ Mthod proved unaucceaaful.
Deteraination of log for Involved the alkiaetric titration
of a known weight of the hydrochloride aalt of the appropriate ligand 
and aeaaured wight of a atandard HCl aolution of known aolality.
The hydrogen ion concentration waa followed throughout the titration 
uaing a auitably calibrated glaaa electrode. To aeaaure the log 
valuea, a known weight of a atandard CuNO^ aolution of known aolality 
waa added to the ligand and acid prior to titration.
IS
The titration ayatea uaed at Stirling haa aa Ita baala the Mettler 
DL40 Meaotitrator, which haa a wide variety of pre-prograaaed analyt­
ical and titration facllitlea, and the ability to atore and operate 
uaer defined titration procedurea. Thla aakea the ayatea relatively 
eaay to operate and reducea the opportunity for operator dependent 
error. The Stirling titration ayatea ia ahown acheaatlcally in 
figure 3:1.
The reaolution of the Mettler DLAO ia ± 0.2 aV cmapared to ± 0.1 aV
19
found in other ayateaa. However, thia Dpwer reaolution doea not 
appear to lead to any loaa in accuracy or preclaion in calculated
71.
’^1-4 1®* *cui values. Indeed, rather surprisingly, the lower
resolution seems to be an advantage rather than a disadvantage, for the 
reasons outlined below.
When s tltrstlon Is In the region of an endpoint, the potential of the 
syatea tends to be less stable than at other regions where the change In 
potential %d.th each added incrsMnt of titrant will be relatively s m II. 
The potential will tend to fluctuate around the equllibrlus value lead­
ing to long delays before the next increment of titrant is added. The 
lower resolution of the Mettler DL40 memotitrator seeM to have a damp­
ing effect on these fluctuations, without any concositant effect on the 
recorded potential, thus resulting In such shorter titration tiaes. In 
addition, this Increased spepd of titration slnlsises possible changes 
in e“ during a titration and sakes such titrations considerably sore 
convenient.
1. Nettler GA40 printer
2. Mettlar DLAO memotitrator
3. Kettler DV70 stirrer
4. Titration Vessel
5. Reference cell
6. Salt bridge
7. Haake D3 circulating 
water bath
Figure 3:1
72.
In keeping with slallar syateM prevloualy atudled, the tltratlona 
were carried out In 0.5M KHO^ aolutlon, ualng an Orion 91-01 glaaa 
electrode and an Orion 90-01 Ag, AgCl reference electrode. In the cell;
Salt Bridge
Ag, AgCl(a) I NaCl (l.OH) II INOj (0.5M) I Glaaa electrode 
(Orion 90-01) (Sat Ag*) (titration aolutlon) (Orion 91-01)
Liquid-liquid contact waa Maintained ualng a Wllhela-type aalt bridge 
containing 0.5M KNO^ aolutlon, aa outlined acheMatlcally In figure 3:2. 
Thla will be dlacuaaed In detail later on. Both the titration veaael and 
reference cell were kept at a teaperature of 25.0 + 0.1 *C ualng a 
theraostatlcally controlled water bath. The contenta of the titration 
veaael were atlrred Mechanically throughout each titration to prevent the 
foraatlon of a H'*' Ion depletion layer around the glaaa electrode. All 
tltratlona were carried out under a atreaa of nitrogen which waa pre- 
aaturated with water vapour by bubbling through a 0.5M KNO3 aolutlon.
The water used to Make up all aolutlona waa prepared by boiling de- 
lonlaed water and allowing It to cool while protected froM ataoapherlc 
carbon dioxide. The 0.5M KNO3 ua<^ In both the aalt bridge, and In the 
titration veaael aa the conatant Ionic atrength aediua for the titrat­
ion, waa prepared by weight to a known denalty ualng Flaona analytical 
reagent grade KNO3.
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Th« O.IM HCl solution was sade froa constant boiling, analytical 
reagent grade, hydrochloric acid, and was standardised by potentioaetric 
titration against high purity (snalytical reagent grade) Trls (tris- 
(hydroxyaethyl)aalnoaethane) using Grans aethod^*to deteraine the end 
point.
The sodium hydroxide solution (approxiaately 0.5H) used as the aain 
titrant was prepared froa analytical reagent grade potasslua hydrogen 
phthalate, again using Grans aethod to deteraine the endpoint. These 
solutions were routinely standardised once a week.
>M KNQ.
Figure 3:2
Reference cell 
Junction 1 
Junction 2 
Reference electrode 
l.OH NaCl solution
0.5M KNO^ solution
Figure 3:3
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The liquid Junction 1 between the reference cell and the bridge solution 
was foraed by flushing fresh solution through the tap froai both sides 
of the junction, using the drain tube. The drain tube was then eaptied 
and the Junction allowed to fora with the three way tap closed to all 
three openings. This Junction is of the constrained leakage type, where 
the liquid Junction is actually foraed by the slow leakage of electrolyte 
solution around the tap. The bridge and reference solutions diffuse 
together within the confines of the tap to produce a steady state 
potential.
It was found in practice that after renewing the solutions on either 
side of the tap, the systea stabilised to give a steady value within 
one hour of the tap being closed. This Junction reaalned stable for 
up to six hours, even when Junction 2 had been renewed several tines 
during that period. It was found that satisfactory results were obtained 
by renewing Junction 1 by the above aethod, once at the start of each day.
Junction 2 was foraed of a San length of Ian diaaeter precision capillary 
tubing, as shown in figure 3:3. This Junction was renewed before every 
titration by flushing with 0.5H M O 3 solution. This design of Junction 
is recoanended as being a very stable and reproducable Junction between 
the bridge and test solutions. The resulting repeated flushing of the 
bridge solution over a aeries of neasureaents nay have helped to ain- 
iaise the drift in potential at Junction 1 by keeping the area of liquid 
contact well defined. In effect, the region of liquid contact in this 
systen is held within the confines of the three way tap, a structurally 
well defined area. This results in a well defined and reproducible 
Junction potential.
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In order that the Gran function la linear with respect to pH, the 
atandard potential of the cell a.ae.bly B®'. including the junction 
potential deKrlbed above, aust be constant over the pH range under 
examination. This type of dependence was found between pH 2.5 and 
pH 10.8. Outside these Halts, a nuill departure froa linearity was 
observed. It la therefore reasonable to use titration data obtained 
within these Halts without having to correct for changes in Junction 
potential. Conflraatlon of the reproducibility of the junction potentials 
was gained by deterainlng e“’ by Gran, aethod^« regular interval..
Over «ich day. . aa.ll ch«,g. l„ E®’ (-0.5 aV) w«i observed, and was 
thought to be aainly due to ageing of the glass electrode. B®' was also 
found to change .lowly froa day to day 1„ the s u m  direction as the ob­
served dally drift, confiralng electrode ageing as the aajor cause of 
drift. After a tlae, usually 2-3 aonths. this drift becaae unaccept­
ably high and the electrode was replaced. The length of tiae between 
replacements varied depending on the history of each particular electrode.
Using standard buffer «.lutlons of pH A.O, 7.0 and 9.2, the pH response 
of the glass electrode was checked and was found to be close to the 
theoretical value of 59.16 aV pH"* (usually 58.9-59.1 aV pH"*). At 
worst, this would result in a difference of 0.02 pH unit, at pH 4.0 if 
the electrode had been calibrated 'at pH 9.0 and had shown the theoret­
ical response. As this difference is of the order of re«>lution of the
Stirling systea. it is probably unlaportant and therefore no correction 
was aade for this effect.
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The étendard potentiel of the cell, E«'. wee »ee.ured experleentelly 
by the application of Crane eethod to the titration of the atendard 
H a  eolutlon ageinet the etandard NeOH aolutlon iaa^diately before 
and after each titration todeterainea aet of conatanta. Thla procedure 
alao aerved aa a check on the titrant concentration, and uaa uaed to 
detenilnelog
The equlllbrlu. conatanta for each titration were calculated ualng the 
prograaae MIMIQUAlPfroa the potential data and titrant voli*e obtained 
froa that titration. For each of the ayateaa Inveatlgated in thia atudy. 
the calculation procedure outlined below waa followed.
^terainpt^on of log ^Valuea (Tltratlona with no aetal ion added) 
Tltratlona were carried out in duplicate, but proceaaed individually to 
yield two aeta of log reaulta. If auitable agreeaent waa observed 
between theae two seta of reaulta, the titration data were coabined 
and processed siaultaneously. yielding the final refined values of 
lo« If suitable agreeaent was not achieved between the two sets
of results, then both sets of titration data were discarded and the 
titrations repeated using a freahly purified batch of ligand hydro­
chloride.
of log (Titrations with added aetal ion)
As in a) above, titrations were carried out in duplicate. Using the 
values obtained above in a), and with data fro. each titration in the 
presence of added Mtal ion. values of log were evaluated. Piratly. 
each titration waa processed Indlvlduallj^. with log held constant, 
to provide a aeries of log values. If theae values were in suit-
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.bl. agree^nt. th. titration data war. ccbin«! to yi.ld tha final
'cuL •• 1" •). again with tha log »alua. hald constant.
Finally, tha alwltanaoua rafina»ant of log and log waa 
carrlad out to chack for tha praaanca of arror. batvaan tltr.tlona, 
particularly tho- titration, with addad iNita 1 ion and tho«i without.
It va. usually found that tha v.l«.. obtalnad fro. tha ««.uantlal 
aflnaMnt of log and log wara in raaaonabla agrasMnt with 
thoaa obtalnad fro. afultan««.. raflna.ant. dlff.rlng only in tha flr.t 
or sacond daclMl placas.
valua. obtainad fro. ai.ult.n«,u. r.fina.ant vara not uaad a. tha 
final valuaa. aa thay wara thought to ba laa. rallabla than raaulta
obtainad fro. tha a«,uantlal traat.ant of titration data, for two 
M i n  raaaona:
1. Tha data usad to obtain valuaa of raflnaa^nt la aolaly fro. ti- 
tratlona carried out with addad .atal ion. rathar than fro. data ol>-
talnad undar two aata of condition.. Thi. data 1. tharafora llabla to 
be subject to aystewitlc errors.
2. Sl«.ltan«,u. r.flna.ant of tha titration data tend, to diaper-
uncartaintia. in tha log value, throughout all of tha calculated
for-tlon constants. A. it i. po-lbla to dataralna th. protonation
con.t«.t. With a higher l.v.l of pr«:i.ion than th. corr.apondlng
ccplex for-tion constants, this •,i-it.n«,ua r.flna-nt al-at
certainly affect, th. accuracy of th. log value, advar-ly. - d
therefor. 1- d .  to ov.r^.tl-tlon of th. accuracy and pr.cl.lon of th. 
I®*'
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Using the above treetaent of titration data, it was found that the 
values obtained froa individual titrations were usually in good agree- 
aent *dth those froa the coabined refineaent, differing only in the 
second declaal place. Estiaated standard deviations in log t, . and 
'^ CuL th« coabined refineaent of titration data were
usually in the second, or aore coaaonly the third, declMl place.
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Experlaental details of potentioMtrlc titrations for the evaluation 
of log end log (Lj-Lj^).
Curve Svstea Llaand Total Acid M
1 Lj-H* 0.2140 1.3646 0 51
2 0.2203 1.3893 0 52
3 Lj-Cu^* 0.2021 1.3856 0.0997 42
4 Lj-Cu^* 0.2238 1.4728 0.1028 42
5 0.2229 1.3999 0 43
6 0.2219 1.3958 0 44
7 Lj-Cu^ '*’ 0.2240 1.4043 0.1056 57
8 Lj-Cu^ "^ 0.2150 1.3684 0.1046 57
9 0.1961 1.3620 0 45
10 Lj-H* 0.2125 1.3563 0 40
11 Lj-Cu^* 0.1904 1.3389 0.1045 38
12 Lj-Cu^* 0.1969 1.3651 0.1039 41
13 L^-H+ 0.2720 1.5810 0 43
14 \-H * 0.2585 1.5265 0 41
15 L^-Cu^+ 0.2265 1.3985 0.1038 43
16 L^-Cu^* 0.2555 1.5143 0.1032 45
17 Lj-H* 0.2309 1.4171 0 35
18 0.2118 1.3393 0 39
19 Lj-Cu^* 0.2205 i.3752 0.1034 39
20 Lj-Cu^+ 0.2338 1.4284 0.1020 38
21 L6-H'*' 0.2498 1.4917 0 36
22 Lg-H* 0.2190 1.3686 0 33
23 Lg-Cu2+ 0.2052 1.3131 V 0.1042 33
24 0.2382 1.4453 0.1036 36
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Experimental details of potentloaetrlc titrations for the evaluation 
of log and log O^-Ljj).
Curve Sratea Llaand Total Afld Cu^* Ssi
25 0.2187 1.3884 0 33
26 0.2219 1.4006 0 34
27 L^-Cu^* 0.2345 1.4306 0.1062 38
28 L^-Cu^* 0.2137 1.3471 0.1058 36
29 Lg-H* 0.2264 1.3979 0 36
30 Lg-H+ 0.2195 1.3706 0 35
31 Lg-Cu2* 0.2120 1.3406 0.1085 38
32 Lg-Cu2+ 0.2273 1.4020 0.1071 41
33 Lg-H* 0.2069 1.3410 0 33
34 Lg-H* 0.2268 1.4209 0 36
35 Lg-Cu^^ 0.2201 1.3939 0.1064 47
36 Lg-Cu^+ 0.2150 1.3733 0.1076 47
37 ho-«" 0.2101 1.3491 0 34
38 Lio-H* 0.2019 1.3163 0 33
39 hi-«" 0.2011 1.3131 0 33
40 hi-«" 0.2168 1.3758 0 35
41 Lj2-«" 0.1997 1.3070 0 34
42 Li2^ " 0.1999 1.3065 0 39
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Experiaental details of potentioMtric titrations for the evaluation 
of log and log (43- ^ ^ .
Curve Svatea Liaand Total Acid ^ 2+ Data Points
43 Lj3-H^ 0.2045 1.3953 0 42
44 L13-H+ 0.2221 1.4659 0 41
45 Li3-Cu 2+ 0.2136 1.4318 0.1043 40
46 Li3-Cu2+ 0.2021 1.3858 0.1045 38
47 Lj4-H+ 0.2145 1.3717 0 34
48 L i4-H* 0.2206 1.3962 0 33
49 Lj^-Cu2+ 0.2166 1.3992 0.1027 35
50 Lj^-Cu2+ 0.2213 1.3992 0.1041 43
51 Li5-H* 0.2191 1.3904 0 35
52 Lj5-H* 0.2292 1.4307 0 36
53 Li5-Cu 2+ 0.1944 1.2919 0.1034 49
54 Li5-Cu 2+ 0.1958 1.2970 0.1038 49
55 ^6-«* 0.1981 1.3699 0 35
56 h6-«^ 0.1854 1.3190 0 33
57 Li6-C“^^ 0.1877 1.3284 0.1048 34
58 Lig-Cu2* 0.1933 1.3507 0.1050 35
59 Lj7-H+ 0.2219 1.3963 0 37
60 L17-H+ 0.2220 1.3968 0 37
61 L i7-Cu 2+ 0.2303 1.4300 0.1056 54
62 Li7 ^ 2 + 0.2104 1.3505 0.1055 41
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CuBulative protonatlon and coaplax fonaation conatanta at 25 *C in
0.5M W O 3  (Lj-Lg).
Sratea
Lj-H+
¿284101
10.903(5)
Lj-H* 10.296(2)
L3 -H* 10.29(1)
L^-H+ 10.931(3)
Lj-H'*’ 10.78(2)
Lg-H'*’ 10.724(4)
Lj-Cu^+
¿284110
22.03(2)
21.602(9)
L3 -Cu ‘^*‘ 19.358(6)
L^-Cu^+ 21.78(2)
Lj-Cu^* 18.75(2)
L^-Cu2+ 16.13(2)
^ 1 0 2
21.434(2)
19.957(1)
19.832(6)
20.917(2)
21.000(9)
20.760(2)
¿284111
¿284103
25.280(8)
25.818(2)
26.52(2)
27.807(3)
28.66(2)
28.767(4)
¿284112
26.66(4)
26.1(1)
25.68(9)
23.84(5)
23.03(7)
23.670(6)
For all titratlona, pIC^  - 13.695(5) 
Note, for the reaction:- 
,.2+
¿214104
28.670(6)
29.646(3)
31.11(2)
31.768(5)
33.22(4)
33.252(5)
¿284210
18.88(3)
■L + bCu^ '*’ + cH'*' ____  (L Cu H )i2b+c)'*'
(L Cu.H ji2b+c)*
M D C
fabc
8 3 .
Also, R is ths crystsllogrsphic fsctor. snd Is s «sssure of the difference 
between observed snd cslcul.ted titrstion curves. Vslues in psrentheses 
sre estiMted stsndsrd devistions in the lesst significsnt figure.
CiMulstive protonation snd coeplex fonMtion constsnts st 25 *C in 0.5M
Svstee iaa-lioi l2g_|io2 i 2 M l 0 3 ^ 1 0 4 R
10.393(2) 20.051(1) 27.450(2) 33.890(2) 0.0004
Lg-H* 10.391(3) 20.161(1) 27.7000(3) 34.524(3) 0.0006
10.473(2) 20.293(1) 27.890(3) 34.827(2) 0.0005
L10-H+ 10.993(2) 21.294(1) 30.374(2) 38.560(3) 0.0006
Lji-H+ 11.058(1) 21.468(1) 30.672(2) 39.187(2) 0.0004
L,2-H* 11.103(1) 21.588(1) 30.863(2) 39.507(2) 0.0005
^ 1 1 0 ^ 1 1 1 ioa_|ii2 ^ 2 1 0
L^-Cu“'* 17.25(2) 21.85(4) - - 0.0024
L8-Cu2+ 14.64(3) - 27.00(2) 17.25(6) 0.0034
14.57(2) - 27.16(1) 16.25(8) 0.0014
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Cuwilatlve protonatlon and coaplax foiaation conatanta at 25 *C in 0.5H
Srataa ^ 1 0 1 ^ 1 0 2 i2t4i03 ^ 1 0 4 R
Li3-H 10.251(3) 19.864(2) 26.753(4) 30.316(5) 0.0007
10.352(3) 20.027(2) 27.268(3) 32.970(4) 0.0007
10.873(2) 21.105(1) 29.560(2) 35.282(3) 0.0003
h 6-«* 10.969(3) 21.300(2) 30.256(4) 37.744(6) 0.0011
L„-H+ 11.43(1) 21.818(6) 31.15(1) 39.49(1) 0.0032
^ 1 1 0 ^ 1 1 1 ^ 1 1 2 ¿2*4210
Lj3-Cu^+ 18.63(2) 23.291(5) - - 0.0009
Lj^-Cu2+ 21.45(2) - - - 0.0067
Lj5-Cu^+ 17.00(5) 23.78(2) - 18.4(7) 0.0028
Li6-Cu2+ 12.89(4) 20.54(3) 27.28(4) 15.57(7) 0.0033
16.12(2) - 28.99(6) 19.71(4) 0.0047
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DISCUSSION
Thm Stirling titration mjmtm haa pravioualy bean coapared with the 
ayataa in uaa at the Univeralty of norence in Italy, a ayataa which ia 
known to produce reliable reaulta”  The raaulta obtained fro. thla coa- 
parlaon indicated that tha Stirling titration ayatea waa capabla of pro­
ducing reaulta coaparable both in accuracy and preclalon to a aore dedi­
cated ayatea.
Soae of the protonation data obtained froa thla atudy haa been coapared 
with the valuea available in the literature, aa ahown in table 3:1. 
Reaulta obtain^ for Lj and coapare favourably with valuea obtained by 
Bartollnl et al uaing the Horence titration ayatea, deapite the phyaical 
between these systeas#
" e- 
pR, pKj PK3 PR4
Lj(Thla work) 10.90 10.53 3.85 3.39
(a) 11.04 10.47 3.98 3.41
L^(Thia work) 10.93 9.99 6.89 3.96
(a) 10.73 9.85 6.83 3.96
(b) 10.04 9.69 6.80 3.54
L^y(Thla %K>rk) 11.43 10^ 9.34 8.34
(c) 10.80 10.02 8.85 7.96
(a) Bartollni, (b) Klaura and Yataunaai,^ (c) Pblaer and Ptowel**
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The s a M  cannot be aaid however when coaparlng reaulte froa thia work 
with thoee obtained by PalMC and Powel (L^/or Ki«.ra and YataunaaiCLj^)?® 
Table 3:2 further ahows the poor egreeaent between reeulta obtained by 
Bartolini it al and Kiaura and Yataunaai^or the ligand
Table 3:2 Protonation data for
pKi P*2 pK^
(•) 11.20 10.13 7.96 6.30
(b) 10.23 9.66 7.40 5.31
The validity of the protonation data reported by Paiaer and Powel for 
L,7 and M*.ra and Y.taunaai for and L^yn^auat be placed in a c e  
doubt in view of the obaer^ed differencea between theae reaulta and re- 
aulta obtained froa thia work and froa the Florence titration ayatea. 
Further evidence aupportlng thia viewpoint la the good correlation of 
experlaentally deteralned overall protonation conatanta calculated uaing
the procedure deacribe by aark and Perrin,’ aa ia llluatrated later in 
thia chapter.
When coaparlng individual evaluatlona of a aeriea of log K valuea,
aeveral poaaible aourcea froa which differencea in reaulta aay ariae
auat be conaidered. Theae are:-
(i) Teaperature
(li) Ionic aediua
(ill) Operator error
(Iv) Purity and Standardiaatlon of raagenta
\
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(v) Types of electrode
(vi) Electrode calibration
(vii) Calculation aethods
(viii) Titration procedures
(lx) Liquid-liquid Junction potentials
The aajor source of differences in results between the Stirling and 
Florence titration aysteas has been shown to be the purity and standard­
isation of the coaplexlng systea, despite the physical differences be­
tween the two titration systems. In view of this, it is reasonable to 
assuae that (v). (vi). (yu), and (vlii) are coaparable between any two 
systeas. In addition (i) is the saae for all systems considered in this 
study, and (lx) has previously been shown to be constant over the pH range 
used. Thus differences between results obtained from the Stirling (and 
Florence) titration systeas and the systeas operated by Falser and Powel 
and Kiaura and Yataunaai are aost likely to have arisen froa (i) operator 
error, (2) differences in the coaplexlng systea, and (3) differences in 
ionic aedia. Of these possible reasons, (1) is highly unlikely to be an 
laportant factor, It is aost likely that observed differences in the re­
ported values of protonation constants are due to a coablnation of (2) 
and (3). Nacrocyclic and acyclic ligands of the type studied in this 
work are very difficult to obtain in a pure fora, contaainatlon by saall 
aaounts of synthetic interaediates being coMonly found and extremely 
difficult to remove. In the systems studied by Pklaer and Powel and 
Kiaura and Yatsunaai, all aeasureaents were carried out using 0.2 aol da"^ 
HaClO^ as a constant ionic strength buffer. This contrasts asrkedly with
the 0.5 .01 d«-3 »IO3 U M d  both at Stirling and norence. In addition 
to differencea reaultlng fro« the lover ionic atrength of the buffering 
«rate« uaed by Pal«er and Povel and Wwira and Yat«un«ii, there will alao 
be an alkaline error in the «eaaured potential due to the presence of a 
relatively high concentration of Ha+(aq) iona. T M a  error will be .ore 
significant at high pH.
Due to these differencea. results obtained by Pal«er and Povel and Kiaura 
and Yatsunaal have been used only aa a qualitative or seal-quantitative 
coaparison vhlle remilta obtained by the Florence titration systea have 
been aaauaed to be coaparable to results obtained at Stirling and have 
therefore been eaployed in a direct coaparison.
Protonatlon Behaviour
Protonation constants obtained for the tetraaza aacrocycllc ligand, and 
their acyclic analogues indicate that a siailar trend in overall basicity
i. observed for each aerie, l.e. an Increa.lng log vlth Incrwialng 
«ethylene bridge length/ring size. TYila trend is apparent as a function 
of individual «ethylene bridge length and a. . function of overall chain 
length/ascrocycllc ring size. The,, trend, are cl«irly shovn in figure 
3:4 and in table 3:3-3:4. Note that analogous aeaber. of each aerie, of 
acyclic ligands have siailar overall ba.icitiea, laplylng that the struc­
ture of the teralnal alkyl groups has little or no influence on the over­
all basicity of the ligand, and that the overall basicity of the acyclic 
ligand 1. significantly higher th», that of the analogou. aacrocyclea.
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These observations can be explained In tense of the enhanced Inductive 
effects due to the Increase In slse of the aethylene bridges, and to 
charge repulsion effects.
TaM* }ia VratM..«.» —  ^r— ■ |
K* in B . »tP os. la(B>u
4n 10.7 9.7 1.73 aw 23.1 21.S
•tnV 11.13 nxo 2.30 1.30 2tai S.l . _
4vi) 10.« 9.75 7X0 27.30 22 JO 23.40 .
Hm)’ 11.« tOM 1.61 2.*2 20.2 27.2
h * n.«D(S) 10.332(3) JM(9) X30(l) 2U 3 J2.0(l) - 26.1(1)
4 * ».a«}) 9.mi) 3M (2) isa(2) 9.0S 21 .*0(1) - 26.1(1)
4 * 9.nnt) *.23(2) *J3(2) 31.11 7*jmn . 25.7(1)
■ w 11.0B 10.3B S.S l.»  3DJ0 7AA .
4 * io.ni(3) ».«(2) *M0(2) X96t(i) 31.27 a.»(2) 23.SK3)
4 * M.22(I) 2Ji<2) *J0(«) 33.22 1*.73(*) Z3X0(m •
4 * W.72H*) K).006(2) »aa(A) *.4Sk6) 33J3 16.1X2) 23.430(6) - 16.40(3)
10 9M 7Ji 3.M 33.23 20.9 .
hS31 ii.ao 10.U 1M OJD 3SJI - - - -
(a) . This work
(b) . Reference 23
(c) . Reference 6, 28
(d) . Reference S, 29
(e) . Reference 30
(f) . Reference 23
(g) . Reference 31
(h) . Reference 23 
(1). Reference 32 
,(J). Reference 33
(k) . Reference 34
(l) . Reference 24
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The R-NH2-K' groups in the protoneted sscrocycllc species ere held in 
close proxisity due to the cyclic nature of the ligand, seking the 
addition of each successire proton eore difficult. Conversely, the 
acyclic ligand can adopt a conforaation which einlslses the interaction 
between non-edjacent groups. Due to this, the eecrocyclic
ligands have a lower overall bealcity than analogous acyclic ligands.
As the overall eacrocyclic ligand ring alse increeaes, so does the 
Intraaolecular distance between the aaine functiona, leading to a higher 
overall basicity. The overall basicity of the larger aacrocyclic ligands 
shows S O M  convergence with the overall basicity of analogous acyclic 
Uganda (i.e. ^(log for *-(xvi)“*'(n) “ ^.9 log units while A(log 
for - 3.7 log units). Broadly speaking, the overall basicity of
the Mcrocyclic ligands increases with ligand atoeicity. Ths overall 
boxlcity of the aacrocycle la also influenced by the relative se<iuence 
and size of the aethylene bridges such that, in general, nacrocyclea 
with a nore synMtric atructure have a higher overall basicity. The 
only exception to this appears to be (cycles). However, it has
often been stated that cyclaa behaves in an exceptional way and is in 
sany respects atypical.
The stepwise protonation constants of the ligands considered in this 
•ork are tabulated in table 3:3 - table 3:4 and are represented graph­
ically in figures 3:S-3:7.
The variation in pRj,^ within each series of acyclic ligands is illus­
trated in figures 3:5 and 3:6. Within each series of scyclic ligands, 
Pl^ l - 9^ 3 increases only slightly (O.S-0.1^ log units), as the Mj-Hj
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■ethylene bridge length 1« increased fro* two to six aethylene units 
[four nethylene units in the case of the series H-N-(CH,)--tlH-(CH-) - 
Thl« MMll increaM can ba largely attributed to the 
increasing inductive effect as the Nj-Nj ■ethylene bridge becoMs 
longer. The ■agnitude of the charge repulsion effects for the first 
three protonation steps will be only ainlMlly affected by alteration 
of the size of the Hj-Nj aethylene bridge, as the acyclic tetraaza 
ligands aay adopt a linear structure in solution, thus ■Iniaislng the 
interaction between protonated nitrogen groups. As has been deaon- 
strated by Clay et al? the terainal nitrogens of these ligands are 
alw>st certainly protonated first, aeaning that the nitrogens at Nj 
and N3 aust be protonated during the third and fourth protonation steps. 
Thus, during the third protoi>atlon step, the basicity constant of the 
nitrogen being protonated (either Nj or M3) will not be strongly 
affected by the nitrogen at the other end of the N2-N3 aethylene bridge 
(i.e. N3 or Nj) which will still be unprotonated. However, the basicity 
constant of the last protonation will be strongly dependent on the 
effect of both the nitrogen groups sdjacent to it. This explains the 
relatively large Increase in pK^ as the N2-N3 aethylene bridge length 
is increased froa two to six aethylene units.
As the N2-M3 aethylene bridge length is increased, the charge repulsion 
interaction between M2 and M3 dlainlshes in aagnltude, with a con- 
^**if*i*b increase in the value of the fouitth basicity constant (and 
hence an increase in the basicity of the ligand).
94.
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In the case of the ■ecrocycllc ligands, (fig 3:7), the situation Is 
somewhat different, due to the structural and conformational constraints 
plsced on these ligands by their cyclic nature.
In general, the first two basicity constants of the macrocyllc llgsnds 
are much higher that the third and fourth basicity constants. This 
means that the dlprotonated macrocycllc species Is Important over a 
wide pH range. This behaviour Is modified to a certain extent as the 
ligand ring size Increases. This behaviour can be rationalised as 
follows: when a macrocycllc tetraaza ligand such as those considered 
here. Is In the dlprotonated form, the two protonated nitrogen groups 
will be structurally far removed from one another and there will be 
little or no Interaction between the two protonated sites. This in 
turn implies that the second protonation constant, pKj, should be 
similar to pKj, much of the difference being due to statistical factors. 
The diprotonated species will be further stabilised by the presence
of intramolecular hydrogen bonding (i.e. N-^"..-N) between adjacent
protonated and unprotonated nitrogen atoms.
In order that the third and fourth protonation steps may take place, 
these Intramolecular hydrogen bonds must be broken, an energetically 
unfavourable process. In addition, the third and fourth protonation 
steps will take place at nitrogen atoms which are structurally close to 
other protonated nitrogen groups, further decreasing the basicity of 
the group being protonated. This Is reflected In the values obtained 
for pKj and pK^. Before the fourth protonation can take place, the 
tetraaza macrocylic ligands will have to undergo and endo -• ezo trans-
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foraation to relieve the high charge density inside the triprotonated 
Mcrocyclic species.
C^ ' V
an endo < — ♦  exo transforaation
Due to the nature of the tetraaza aacrocyclic ligands, the basicities 
of the third and fourth nitrogens to be protonated are dependent on 
the size of the ascrocyclic ring and aethylene bridges. This is 
illustrated in figure 3:7. This figure illustrates the large differ­
ence between the second and third stepwise protonation conatants of 
the smaller macrocycles (ie-9 log units difference between pKj and 
PIC3 for and the modulation of this effect by increasing size
i-3 log units difference between pKj snd PK3 for L3). 11,1, increase
in PK3 and pl^  can be explained by the increased size snd conformational 
flexibility of the larger macrocyclic ligands, lesding to an Increase 
in the distance between the adjacent nitrogen groups and hence red­
ucing the magnitude of the charge repulsion effects between the 
protonated nitrogen groups.
Comparison of figures 3:5 snd 3:6 with figure 3:7 Illustrates that as 
the macrocyclic ring size is increased, the protonation behaviour of 
the macrocyclic Uganda is modified in such a way that it becomes 
similar to the protonation behaviour exhibited by analogous acyclic 
tetraaza ligands.
V
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Enthalplea of Protonation (Nacrocyclic Uganda)
The stepwise enthalpies and entropies of protonation of sqm of the 
aacrocycllc Uganda studied in this work have been detemined by a 
group at the University of Florence.*^-nie enthalpies were detendned 
in 0*5M KNOj using an LKB 8700 caloriaeter e«ploying a continuous 
titration technique. Available results are suaaarlsed in table 3:5.
The »ajor factors detensinlng the aagnitude of the enthalpy and 
entropy of protonation of a polyaaine ligand, and their contribution 
to the overall enthalpy and entropy of protonation, can be suMsarlsed 
as shown below.
Contribution
Process H s
(i) Oesolvatlon of R^N largo. +ve +ve
(11) Desolvation of H'*’ large. +ve +ve
(lii) Foraatlon of N-H bond large. -ve -ve
(iv) Solvation of N—H species large. -ve -ve
(v) Charge repulsion +ve 0
(vl) Internal H—bond cleavage +ve +ve
prior to protonation
(vil) Inversion of nitrogen -Ve -ve
followed by hydration
The last two points ((vl),(vii)) are not expected to be iaportant in 
non cyclic systsM. Point (vil) In fact corresponds to the endo-exo
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transfonution discuaaed previously.
The results In table 3:5 Indicate that the overall enthalpy of pro­
tonation of the aacrocycllc Uganda is priurlly a function of ring 
sire, and not of chelate ring sw|uence. as aacrocyclea with the s a w  
ring size but different chelate ring se<]uencea have similar overall 
enthalplea of protonation (le L^yj/L^). The «crocyclic
ligands show a steady increase In overall enthalpy of protonation 
with Increasing sacrocycllc ring size. Increasing by approx-
iMtely 10 kJ Bol"^ for each additional aethylene group. As with 
log^^ values, this general increase can be attributed to charge 
repulsion effects and to the increasing inductive effect of the 
methylene bridges ( a contributing factor in (lii) above).
It should be noted that unlike the overall protonation enthalpy, the 
stepwise protonation enthalpiea are dependent on chelate ring sequence
as is seen by a cosparlson of the stepwise protonation enthalpies of 
«nd
Using the data available in the fors of stepwise protonation enthal­
pies and entropies and stepwise protonation constants it is possible 
to propose sechanlass for the protonation of the sacrocycllc tetraaza 
ligands for which data is available. These proposed sechanisss are 
described below.
For the ligand Lj, the first protonation step invloves the protonation 
of a nitrogen atom in an exo configuration, with no internal hydrogen
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gnthalple* and Entropl#« of Protoimtlnn
b b c d,e d,e d
**(111) ‘'(IV) ‘‘(V) h ‘'4 ‘‘(VII)
-^1 51-5 45*2 42*0 46*4 46*4 43*5
-^ 2 53-6 51*5 44*8 51*5 47*7 46*4
- ^ 3 11-7 30*2 43*0 27*2 42*7 45*6
- ^ 4 32-2 32*3 44*2 30*5 33*5 45*6
149*0 159*1 173*9 155*6 170*3 181*1
-ASj* 49*1 60*4 67*4 53*0 53*7 68*8
- ^ 2* 23*9 26*7 37*9 9*7 31*2 37*9
- ^ 3 * -8*4 0*0 -5*6 -17*4 -11*4 0*0
-As^« -63*4 -39*3 -39*3 -37*4 -36*6 -32*2
- Z A s 1*4 47*8 60*4 7*9 36*9 74*5
a Entropy value. (J calculated froa the corre.ponding
(kJ B o r ^  and^^ (kJ Bol"*) value..
b Mlchelonl et al JCS Perkin (II), 945,(1978)*.^^*
c Gallon et al JCS Dalton. 1722,(1980)!^**
d Bartollnl et al JCS Perkin (II), 1345,(1982)1*^*
* ^ 1-4 *^ ®lc“l*ted u a i n g ^  valuea froa this work.
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bond fonation. The nitrogen which Is protonated will probably be 
bridged by the tetranethylene bridge, aa one of these two nitrogens 
la probably In an exo configuration.
•nie second protonation step Involves protonation of the nitrogen ato. 
furthest away froa the nitrogen which la already protonated, l.e. the 
nitrogen at the "far end" of the trluethylene bridge, follow«! by the 
fon«tlon of an lntra«,lecular hydrogen bond bridging the trliaethylene 
chain. This explains the large exotheralc value for this step (51.5 kJaol“ )^.
Tlte third protonation will occur at the other nitrogen ato. bridged by 
the tetraiaethylene bridge. This process will be energetically unfavour­
able due to the increase In positive charge density without nitrogen 
Inversion.
In the final protonation step, the lntra«,lecular hydrogen bond Is broken, 
and the Inversion of all the nitrogens occurs to relieve the charge 
repulsion due to the high charge density. On Inversion, the tetra-
protonated species 1. strongly hydrated, leading to a large decrease In 
entropy.
•n>e ligand L^. however, behaves differently. In this case, the first 
three protonation enthalpies are sUillar In Mgnltude (with seller 
Mcrocycles there la a large difference between second and third 
protonation enthalpies). Behaviour of a slallar kind has been ex-
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plained for L^yj by the ability of the lone pairs of electrons on the 
nitrogen atou to point In different directions, possibly due to -"-t 
of the nitrogens being in an exo configuration (presmebly this is 
not likely for Lj due to the two ethylenic bridges) and thus to act 
independently of one another. Unlike L^yj however, the fourth step­
wise protonation enthalpy of is less exotheraic than the other 
three. This is possibly due to the endo to exo inversion »rtilch occurs 
when the fourth protonation step takes place. Possible protonatlon 
■*d***>la*a for Lj and are illustrated in figure 3:9
i"’
-  o
figure 3:9
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For the ligands and L^yil) »tepwlse protonation enthal­
pies are siallar. -nii. laplie. that in large ■acrocycles (l.e. with 
all .ethylene bridges at least three units in length), all four nitrogens 
can act Independently of one another.
If we consider this data in conjunction with the protonation data 
previously discussed, and in particular the effect of Mcrocycllc 
ring size on logKg and logK^, it can reasonably be stated that Mcro- 
cycllc Uganda with M r e  than two Mthylene groups in each Mthylene 
bridge exhibit protonation behaviour si.ilar to that of the correspond- 
ing acyclic tetraalnes.
topirical Calculation of Values
It was previously noted that the stepwlae protonation constants of the 
acyclic tetraalne ligands could be estlMted with some success if it 
was assumed that the terminal nitrogens were protonated first. -nHs 
estimation was carried out using an empirical method described by 
Clark and Perrin in a review on ligand protonation^ Using this method. 
logK^ values are estimated on a group additivity basis. In polybasic 
systeiu, the effect of other basic sites must be taken into account. 
Stepwise protonatlon constants are calculated as shown below;
Starting los^n values:
primary - N - 10.77 log units
secondary-N - 11.15 log units
(- 10.95 log units if one slkyl group is -CH^)
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Subatltuenf 
-«NHj 
NHRj, NR3
RN*H3, N'^ R3H
Contribution to IobR
The above contrlbutiona to logK^ apply to the atated group aituated 
tuo carbona dlatant fro« the nitrogen atoa of Intereat. For each 
additional atoa apaclng, the group contribution la halved. In a 
polyaaine with n groupa, each with an Identical probability of pro- 
tonatlon, the obaerved logK^ will be greater by a factor of log(n), 
aa there are n waya in which the proton can add, but only one way In 
which It aay aubaequently be reaoved. Converaely, the laat of n 
equivalent aitea to be protdnated will have a atatiatical contribution 
of -log(n) to logK^, aa the proton aay only add in one way, but may 
aubaequently be loat in n waya.
The aethod la beat illuatrated ualng an exaaple. Conalder then the
ayate« L(XVI)-
3-N N-
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Assuaing, as previoualy proposed, that the teniinal nitrogens are
protonated first, the protonation 
follows:
constants can b
(1) Secondary R-NH-CH^ (Mj) 10.95
(11) effect of NHRj (Kj) -0.9
(ill) effect of NHRj (N^) -0.06
(iv) atatlstical factor 0.30
L o g J C ^ ^
(1) Secondary R-NH-CH3 (N^) 10.95
(11) and (ill) above -o.%
(v) effect of (Hj) -0.03
(vi) statistical factor -0.30
Kj (W;^
(vll) Secondary R-NHR' (Nj ) 11.15
(viil) effect of R-N‘*’H2-CH3(Mj) -3.6
(lx) effect of R-N‘^H2-0 !3(M^) 
(x) effect of R-NHR (N3)
-0.23
(xi) statistical factor 0.30
(vii) Secondary R-NH-R' (N3) 11.15
(vlii) and (lx) above 
(xil) effect of 
(xiil) statistical factor
logKj > 10.3
logK, - 9.7
logK, . 7.2
logK. . 5.2
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Calculated 
Obaerved ^
IobK^ 1285,2 12853 I28E4
10.3 9.7 7.2 5.2
10.3 9.6 7.2 5.6 32.7
Theae calculated values are in good agreeaent with the observed 
stepwise protonation constants and overall protonation constant ob­
tained for Stepwise and overall protonation constants were
siailarly calculated for the ligands Ly - Values obtained are
detailed in table 3:6.
The good agreeMnt observed between the calculated logK^ values and the 
observed values, tends to confine the proposed theory that the Initial 
protonation steps occur mainly at the terminal nitrogens. Allowing 
for differences in temperature and ionic strength the observed and 
calculated overall protonation constants are in excellent agreeaent 
(with the exception of Ljy, see later), differing generally by 
only 0.1-0.2 log unlta, and at moat by 0.4 log units.
The good agreement between observed and calculated protonation constants 
indicates that it is likely that the systems under consideration are 
Influenced by a similar combination of group effects as the wider 
range of systems on which this empirical method is based. Substantial 
differences between observed and calculated values, as in the case of 
^ 7» W  reflect unusual solvation, hydrogen bonding, or steric effects 
not normally observed in polyamlne systems such those on which this 
Mthod is based.
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Table 3:
pKi pKj P*3 P*4 iSg * ,
10.3 9.7 7.5 6.2 33.7 33.9
10.3 9.7 7.7 6.7 34.4 34.5
10.4 9.8 7.3 7.0 35.0 34.8
ho 10.8 10.2 9.4 8.1 38.5 36.6
hi 10.8 10.2 9.5 8.6 39.1 39.2
h 2 10.8 10.2 9.6 8.8 39.4 39.5
h 3 10.4 9.8 6.5 3.2 29.9 30.3
h 4 10.5 9.9 7.2 5.2 32.8 33.0
hs 10.9 10.3 8.5 5.2 34.9 35.3
he 11.0 10.4 9.1 7.1 37.6 37.7
Lh ? 10.6 10.0 9.4 8.1 38.1 39.5
Calculated valuea refer to I >  0 and 20 *C
(a) See text
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To conclude, several points have been deaonstrated:
1. In the case of all the non-cycllc tetraaaa ligands studied, it is 
slaost certain that the terminal nitrogens are the first to be 
protonated.
2. There is almost certainly some proton exchange between the basic 
sites.
3. Within each series of aacrocyclic and acyclic ligands, the trends 
in loglCj_^ and log^^ can be explained in terms of charge re­
pulsion and inductive effects.
A. The observed logfj_^ and log^^ values of the acyclic ligands can 
be predicted with good accuracy using the method of Clark and 
Perrin.
5. The protonation behaviour of the macrocycllc ligands becomes 
more similar to that of analogous acyclic ligands as the macro- 
cyclic ligand ring size is increased.
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Trends In Copper(II) Catplax For— tlon
The values obtained for the copper(II) coaiplex foraatlon constants 
of the eacrocyclic ligands under consideration in this study indicate 
that with one notable exception, the stability of the eacrocyclic 
coeplex decreases as the length of any one «ethylene bridge is in­
creased (figure 3:8). This decrease in coaplex stability can be 
attributed to the increasing size of the «acrocyclic aperture (Mcro- 
cyclic "hole") as the ligand ring size is Increased. This in turn «sy 
lead to successively weaker Cu-8 Interactions (i.e. longer Cu-N 
bonds) and to an increase in the strain in the coaplex as the «acro- 
cyclic ligand distorts to for« a «ore favourable environaent for the 
ion. Ihis ligand distortion leads to a larger loss in confora— 
ational entropy and, as will be seen later, to progressively less 
exotheraic enthalpies of coaplex foraation with increasing ligand 
ring size.
The ligand L/tjjn has a aacrocycllc aperture with an "ideal" M-N bond 
• 46
length of 2.07 A, which corresponds very well with the*experiaental* 
Cu(II)-N average bond length of 2.02 -2.07 A obtained fro« x-ray 
analysis of tetragonal Cu(II) polyaalne coaplexe^.^*^^
The ligand vblch differs in size fro« •>7 only one
«ethylene unit, has a «acrocyclic hole with an ideal M-H bond length 
of 2.22 A. This is see«lngly too large to encoapass a copper(II) ion 
in a attain free enviroiwent. The coaplex [CuL^jyjltClO^Jj has been 
shown by x-ray crystallography to have a planar CuN^ arrangeaent with
• LO
a'bond length of 2.03 A. The distortiod of the crocycle to
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accoModate the copper(II) ion placea significant static constraints 
on the coaplex, decreasing its stability.
Conversely» the ligand (ideal M—N distance 1.82 X) has a aacro— 
cyclic hole size auch too saall to co-ordinate the copper(II) ion in a 
co-planar tetragonal arrangeaent. This ligand, which is the exception 
aentioned above, has been shown to fora penta—coordinate s<iuare py— 
raaidal copper(II) coaplexes, unlike other (larger) ligands of this 
type which fora planar, tetragonally distorted copper(II) coaplexes. 
X-ray analysis of the coaplex lCuLjjj(H03)][H03] has shown that the 
copper(II) ion is reaoved froa the plane by approxiaately 0.4 Â.®® 
This explains the relatively low copper(II) coaplex stability constant 
observed for this coaplex. .
A siailar trend is observed for the series of acyclic ligands of gen­
eral foraula R-NH-(CH2)2-NH-(CH2)^-NH-(CH2)2-NH-R (R . H, Me, Et) 
where the general trend is for log X to decrease as n increases, 
but log K for n - 2 is lower than for n - 3 (figure 3:8).
It has been shown by x-ray crystallography that as with L^jj, copper(II) 
coaplexes of five co-ordinate in the solid state^^with the
copper(II) ion approxiaately 0.4-0.5 À above the plane. In aqueous 
solution, copper(II) coaplexes of both and fora 2:1*
electrolytes, presuaably by substitution of the co-ordinated anionic 
species by a water aolecule. Although it is not known whether these 
coaplexes retain their penta-coordinate structure in aqueous solution.
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the siMilarity between the electronic apectra of the aolld and the 
aqueoua aolutlon auggeata that alallar chroMphorea are Involved.
Coaparlng acyclic tetraaaa Uganda with the aaae akeletal atnicture but 
different teralnal R groupa (figure 3:10),It la found that although the 
protonation behaviour la eaaentlally Independent of the nature of the 
R groupa (flgurea 3:4-3:6), theae groupa have a algnlfleant Influence 
on the coaplexatlon behaviour of the ligand.
^CH2)b\
N ■ ^
lOjIa (CH2)a 
'-IjJ N - - ’
R  R
a “ conatant ~ 2, 3 
b " conatant - 2. 3, 4, S, 6 
R - H. Me, Et
Figure 3:10
Aa the temlnal R groupa became larger (H - Me - Et) the magnitude of 
^ t the copper(II) complex formation conatant decreaaea (fig­
ure 3:8). Aa the only difference between analogoua Uganda la the 
nature of the terminal R groupa. It la probable that thla loaa of 
atablllty la due to the Increaaed aterlc Interaction of the nore 
bulky Me and Et groupa. leading ’to dlatortlon of the complex apeclea 
to mlnlmlae thla Interaction. It la poaalble that thla la the reaaon 
why no copper(II) complex formation waa detected for Lj q, Ljj and Ljj 
ualng the Stirling titration ayatem. Indeed, molecular aodela of all
113.
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possible conforastionsl isos«rs of these cosiplexes show signiflcsnt 
steric interaction which aay inhibit or even prevent coeplex forxMtion 
under the conditions used. It has previously been shown that •-(jvill) 
(and to a lesser extent has an appreciable degree of steric
hindrance associated with the temlnal aethyl groups.^ With this ligand, 
any atteapt to achieve the aaxiaua M-N interaction results in severe 
intra-ligand interactiona. The coaplex is therefore aasuaed to distort 
froa its ideal geoaetry to relieve these ateric effects.
The distortion of these ligands is alaost certainly reflected in the 
aagnitude of the copper(II) coaplex foraation constant (figure 3:8) 
and the enthalpy of coaplex foraation (see later), and as such, aodels 
the distortion effects found in the aacrocyclic ligands.
The presence of protonated coaplexes aay well be an indication of 
the presence of adverse steric effects associated with co-ordination, 
aore strained systeas being aore readily protonated. Such aono- and 
di-protonated species have been observed for copper(II) coaplexes of 
neny if the ligands studied in this work (tables 3:3, 3:4). There 
appear to be two distinct cases where the foraatlon of protonated 
copper(II) coaplexes of this type of ligand occurs.
1. In the case of both the aacrocyclic and acyclic ligands, when the 
chelate ring sequence deviates froa the ideal of alternating five and 
six aeabered chelate rings.
(a) When the ligand is too saall to accoaaodate the copper(II) ion 
in a tetragonally diatorted coplan^r CuN^ arrangeaent (i.e. in the 
case of L^viII)>-
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(b) When the ligand la larger than the Ideal alee. It wiat adopt 
a leas favourable conforMtion in order to accoBMdate the copper(II) 
ion in the ideal coplanar CuM^ arrangeaent.
2. In the case of the acyclic Uganda aa the terainal R groupa 
bulkier, they are associated with an increaae in starle hindrance, 
forcing the coaplex to distort froa its ideal geoaetry to relieve the 
strain (l.e. Ljj).
Unusual Coanlex Sneclea
In calculating the copper(II) coaplex foraatlon constants using the 
coaputer prograaae MINIQUAD,2^t »as discovered that the best reflne- 
aent of experlaental data for soae of the ligands studied required 
the inclusion of the species The ligands for which this was
the case are: Lg, Lg, L^, Ljj, Ljg and L^ y. For each of these ligands, 
the species was foraed only in saall aaounts (less than 2X of
the total coaplex foraatlon). Thla unusual coaplex speclea only appears 
to have been foraed in cases where the ligand involved is large and/or 
has bulky terainal R groups.
It is possible that in theae cases, ateric and conforaatlonal restrictions 
allow the nitrogen groups on the ligand to act independently or in pairs. 
This is supported by the foraation of the diprotonated [CuLHj]^ species 
by aany of the ligands studied.
Evidence to support the existence of these species is llaited to that 
obtained froa the potentioaetric data, and thus it is not possible to 
prove that theae unusual speciea ara in f^ct present in aqueous sol­
ution without further investigation.
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COPPER COMPLEX PORMATIOK ENTHALPIES
Until 1977, It was not possible to detenslne the enthalpies of 
ccplexatlon of tetraas. «crocycllc lisands directly, although calorl- 
■etrlc titration and flow caloriaetry^and isoperlbolic calorlaetry^* had 
previously beeen used successfully for isost non-cycllc systew. The 
problem associated with icrocyclic systeas were overco«. by the use 
of IM NaOH as the reaction aediu. (ensuring coaplete deprotonation of 
the ligand), dilute solutions of both aetal Ion and ligand,and the advent 
of very sensitive aicrocaloriaeters
In this study, the enthalpies of coaplex foraatlon of llgsnds l^-L^, l ^  
with Cu2+ were deterained In IN NaOH using s batch alcrocalorlaeter as^^ 
described below.
The caloriaeter used for these deteralnations was an U B  10 700-2 Batch 
Mlcrocalorlaeter. fitted with gold reaction cells. The voltages gen­
erated by the theraoplles surrounding the cell were aaplifled by a 
Klethley 150B Microvolt amplifier and recorded as a function of tiae 
using a Philips 8000 potentioaetric chart recorder. The area under 
the resulting voltage - tiae curve la directly proportional to the heat 
output of the reaction. This area was deterained as the aean of six 
aeasureaents using an accurate planiaeter. Each heat of reaction was 
deterained at least four tlaes and the aean value reported. The copper 
solutions were Introduced to one half of the calorlaeter cell by weight 
using a syringe and an excess of the ligand In (approxlaately two 4qulv- 
slents) IM NaOH Introduced by syringe to the other half of the cell.
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1. Heating block
2. ‘nieraoplles
3. Reaction cell
4. Copper(II) aolutlon
5. ligand aolution 
(IM NaOH)
Calibration heater 
(not uaed)
Figure 4:1
The reaction enthalpy of Interest is that between the Cu^*(aq) ion and 
the aqueous non-protonated ligand l.e.
Cu^ ''’(aq) + L(aq) ML ^ [CuL]^%q)
This was obtained fro« the theraoche«ical cycle illustrated below: 
Scheae 1:
Cu(aq) + L(aq) ^**CuL  ^ tCuLl^^Caq)
A h , A h,
Cu^+(aq) + L(1M Waoio^ l   ^ [CuLj^+dM NaOH)
A H j - A h^j^  ^- A H jjj ^ ^ d i l  ” «lllution correction)
AH3 -  0
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A« there ie a fault in the calibration circuit of the calorlaeter, the 
heat outputa corre.pondlng to and^^Hj were deteralned by coapariaon 
of the area under the voltage - t m «  graph with that of a al.llar react­
ion of know heat output. The reaction choaen was the fonaatlon of 
»y«*:** waa choaen for aeveral reaaona:
1. The reaction la alaple and well defined.
2. The reaction enthalpy la well known.
3. The ligand 1, co^erclally available and la relatively eaay to 
purify to an acceptable level.
«. The ICuL^jjj]2+ ,y,te* is cheaically .l.iiar to those under consider­
ation. This should reduce the Influence of ay.tewtlc error, between 
the standard systea and the systeaa of interest.
5. A H j was found to be negligible, therefore . A H j .
6. By using the sane Cu solution and the same concentration of ligand, 
and the same experlaental conditions, any error in the detemlnation 
of [Cu^ '*’] should cancel since:
A h 2+(CuL) 
2+ (CuL’)
Ares fCuL) 
Area (CuL'}
Area - area
tenu.
.2+per g r a m  of Cu solution, corrected for dilution and AH,
This Beans that the accurate deterainatlon of is required only 
to calculate the concentration of complex solution needed for the deter­
mination of A H j .
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A« ^ 2  is generally very M a ll  In coaparlson to A H j in the case of 
copper(II) coaplexes, a M ll  errors in [Cu^+] could reasonably be expected 
to result in negligible errors in the calculation of All
HL
Result«
All heats of reaction were corrected directly for both A H j and dilution
effects before A H j was calculated. As a check on the accuracy of this
■ethod of calculation and calibration, the enthalpy of forwitlon of 
2+
Results obtained are in good agreeMnt 
with existing literature values (observed: 115.5(6), literature: 115.9(A) 
k>ol"S.
Experlsental results for ere given in table A:l. All values
quoted are the aean of four deteralnations as previously stated. All 
A H j values were obtained using an accurately standardised solution of 
Cu(a0^ )2.6H20.
Copper coaplex solutions were u d e  up using the bis-perchlorate salt 
except in those cases specified in table 4:1, where the bis-nitrato 
salt had to be used as it was not possible to cryatalllxe bis-perchlorate 
salts of the^e copper coaplexes (see chapter 2). Aa both these counter 
Ions are non-coaplexlng, it is not thought that this will greatly affect 
the overall coaplexatlon enthalpy.
No atteapt was aade to correct results for the presence of unusual species 
auch aa & 1L2 etc (see chapter 3), aa stability constant results and uv/vls 
spectra Indicate that these are only preaient in saall concentrations
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Table 4;1 Calorlwetrlc Tenw Relating to Scheae 1
Ligand [ML]2+ , 
(aolkg-‘)
-ah, •I^AHj + A H 3 -Ah^  ML %>(d-d)
fca~‘xlO^^
h 5.37 X 10"^ 108.A(1.8) -O.A(l) 2.1 108.0(1.9) 18.66
4 5.30 X 10“^ 81.5(1.8) 0.2(1) 2.1 81.7(1.9) 18.28
4 l.OA X 10"^ 8A.A(8) -2.6(1) 2.1 81.8(9) 18.22
5.30 X 10“^ 96.9(2.0) -1.4(1) 2.1 95.5(2.1) 18.A2
A.68 X 10"^ 79.8(1.7) 8.5(2) 2.1 88.3(1.9) 18.08
6^ 5.20 X 10“^ 8A.8(1.5) 6.0(1) 2.1 90.8(1.6) 18.32
W 5.17 X 10"^ 66.9(5) 8.6(3) 2.1 75.5(9) 17.86
4 1.22 X 10“^ 60.6(7) 5.5(2) 2.1 66.1(9) 17.07
Lçi“) A.99 X 10"^ 59.6(1.2) 19.2(5) 2.1 78.8(1.7) 17.5A
Lh 3 3.3 X 10"^ 76.8(0.5) -10.8(0.5) 2.1 66.0(1.0) 16.95
^lA 5.29 X 10”^ 100.2(1.2) 2.8(0.2) 2.1 103.0(1.A) 18.A5
Lh s 7.A8 X 10“^ 76.A (1.1) 6.0(0.2) 2.1 82.A(1.3) 18.05
I  (a) 
‘‘16 5.1A X 10"^ 55.0(0.5) -2.1(0.1) 2.1 53.9(0.6) 16.05
6.86 X 10"^ 5A.8(9) 23.9(9) 2.1 78.7(1.8) 17.86
(a) A H j deterained ualng (CuL]tN03]2 coaplex.
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and are thua unlikely to have any aisnificant effect on A H  „
Hie
eapeclally aa the bonda being foraed are atlll Cu-N bonda.
Trende In Copperan coaplex foraatlon enthalnlae
The experlaental valuea for the copper(II) coaplex foraatlon enthalpies
tetraaaa aacrocycllc and acyclic ligands under consider­
ation In this work are shown graphically In figure 4:2. Froa 
graphs, It la evident that within each aeries of aacrocycllc or acyclic 
ligands, Is at a aazlwia when the copper(II) coaplez contains a
sequence of alternating five and slz aeabered chelate rings (or as close 
as possible to this sequence within the structural llaltatlons of «-«-t. 
series). That the alternating sequence of five and slz aeabered chelate 
rings Is enthalplcally preferred can be further proven by the coaparlson 
of ligands with the same aolecular foraulae but slightly different 
structural foraulae. For ezaaple, both and have the saae aolecular 
foraula (Cj2H2gN4) but have different structural foraulae leading to
different chelate ring sequences (6,5,6,7 for L^, 6,6,6,6 for I,
(V)J
The foraatlon of [CuL^yj] * is less ezotheralc than [CuL.]^* by c.a. 
11.8 kJaol . Slallarly, the foraatlon of (chelate ring
sequence 5,5,5,7) Is less ezotheralc than the foraatlon of tCuL^jjjj] 
(chelate ring sequence 6,5,6,5) by 48.1 kJaol"^.
>2^
As has been discussed In the previous chapter, the ligands distort on 
coaplezatlon with a copper(II) ion to accoaaodate the copper(II) Ion 
In a planar CuN^ arrangement with the preferred Cu-N distance of 2.02- 
2.07 A. In those ligands containing a fused sequence of five aeabered 
chelate rings (l.e. L^jj, L^VlII)* ha) ^he ligand la
unable to accoaaodate the Cu(II) ion In such an arrangeaent.
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Table 4:2 ^  Valuea of Sowe Tetra-aea Llnande
Ligand C„L (d-<
*'(1) 95.0 16.95
107.1 18.32
L •V'W i l l ) 135.6 19.88
■•(IV)'“ 110.9 17.61
^(V) 83.7 -
f  ®\ v i ) 87.5 17.61
L ^ ‘‘(VIII) 90.4 17.39
115.9 19.08
‘■(I)'* 108.4 18.48
‘‘(XI)'* 81.6 16.75
I  1
‘'(XII) 86.2- 18.22
‘‘(XV)" 88.3 17.27
‘‘(XVI)" 108.4 18.66
L " (XVII) 93.1 18.35
L ■ ** (XVIII) 62.3 15.90
-1
(a) . Reference 28
(b) . Reference 52
(c) . Reference 53
(d) . Reference 7
(e) . Reference 32
(f) . Reference 45
(g) . Reference 30
(h). Reference 36
(I) . Reference 38
(J) . Reference 42
(k) . Reference 43
(l) . Reference 40 
(■). Reference 9 
(n). Reference 8
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A* a result, these coaplexes tend to exist with a pentaco-ordinate 
square pyraaidal structure, with the copper(II) ion reeved above the 
plane. This type of structure will possess a relatively large cua- 
■ulative ring strain, asking the coaplex foraation less enthalpically 
favourable.
Uganda which are larger than the ideal size for coaplexation with 
copper(Il) aust also distort significantly to accoaaodate the copper(ll) 
ion in its preferred geoaetry. This distortion Induces a large config­
urational strain on the coaplex, again lowering the enthalpy of coaplex 
foraation. As the chelate ring size is Increased, the enthalpy of coa­
plex foraation decreases, iaplying that configurational strain is alao 
increasing. However, once a chelate ring size of eight is achieved, 
there does not appear to be.any additional configurational strain with 
further increases in chelate ring size.
Uganda containing the preferred sequence of chelate rings can accoModate 
the copper(II) ion in a (iiH^  plane with the ideal Cu-H bond length of 
between 2.02 and 2.07 X. This aeans that the copper(II) coaplexes of 
these ligands contain a ainlaua of both cuaulative ring strain and con­
figurational strain, aaklng coaplex foraation aore enthalpically favour­
able.
A coaparlson of the aacrocycllc ligands with analogous acyclic ligands 
shows that the coaplexation of the aacrocycllc ligand is always aore exo- 
theralc than that of the analogous acyclic llgand(s). This observation 
has been explained by the fact that the aacrocyclic ligands are 
"synthetically preoriented" for coaplexat^on.
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A* a result, they do not have to expend configurational energy in
wrapping theuelves around the eetal ion as is the case with the acyclic 
ligands.
Pro« figura 4:2 it is evident that tha co«plexation of the H, M*'* alkyl­
ated ligands is energetically leas favourable than that of the non- 
alkylated Uganda. It la probable that the leas favourable ccplex 
for«atlon enthalpy of the alkylated Uganda la at laaat partly due to 
the adverse aterlc effects caused by the presence of the tenalnal alkyl 
groups (R), as becoaea leas exotheraic In the order of H->Ne-*Et
for terainal alkyl groups. In addition, it la also obvious from figure 
4:2 that for each series of acyclic Uganda where the Uganda differ 
only in the nature of the ter«lnal R group. (R - H, Me, Et), the tr«,d.
^  m l P**"*!!*!.
Tho presence of adverse ateric effects due to the terminal alkyl groups 
la further supported by «olecular «odels of the copper(II) complexes 
of these Uganda. With the exception of two Uganda (L(xv)> ^(ivi)) 
the terminally alkylated acyclic Uganda show an appreciable amount of 
ateric hindrance. Attempts to give the maximum Cu-N interaction result 
in significant intraligand interactions. The copper(II) complex is 
therefore assumed to distort from its ideal geometry to relieve these 
ateric effects, leading to the observed reduction in the enthalpy terms.
As was discussed previously (see chapter 3), the presence of protonated 
complexes may be a further reflection of the adverse sterlc effects 
associated with co-ordination to a metal !|on, strained aystema being 
more easily protonated.
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Another possible reason for observed differences In the trends in 
copper(II) coaplexetion enthalpies of the copper(II) coeplexes of 
the acrclic ligands is the presence of differences in ligand and/or 
coaplex solvation enthalpies due to the differences in Molecular size 
and the nature of the aaine groups caused by the teralnal alkyl groups.
Rglationship b^twen electronic spectra and lor r^pperlin Teti^
awing cowplexea
54
In a study by Fabbrixzl, Paoletti and Lever published in 1976, an eapir- 
Ical linear relationship between the energy of the electronic 
('»(d-d)) of the visible spectra and the enthalpy of coeplex foiaation 
was described for a selection of copper(II) polyaaine coaplexes. In 
the aforeaentioned study soae thirty Cu(II) aalne coaplexes ranging 
froa slaple SMonia derivatives to aacrocyclic derivatives were shown 
to confora to slailar linear relationships. The observed general re­
lationship for copper(II) polyaalne coaplexes is described below in 
equation 4:1.
- ^ » C u L  - 18.12 »(d-d) - 227.74 4.1
 ^ »(4-d) in ca~^ x 10^
It has been stated that this relationship is expected to be valid only 
for aalnes capable of foralng tetragonal copper(II) coaplexes with the
nitrogen atoas disposed in a quadratic plane where two aolecules of
- u . 54water can be co-ordinated axially.
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In addition to providing an «apirical procedure for the eatiMtion of 
ML aolution, etudiea such as these lead to a better
understanding of such factors as outer sphere solvation energy and 
strain energy, and aay highlight unusual bonding or structural features 
which Bight otherwise reaain unnoticed.
Using the ligands considered in this work, an atteapt has been Bade to 
detereine siailar relationships to the one shown in equation 4:1 for 
acyclic tetraBinea, aacrocyclic tetraBines, and for tetraaines in 
general.
Results are shown graphically in figure 4s3. For both the aacrocycllc 
and acyclic coaplexes, a best fit straight line equation waa calculated 
using only "well behaved" coaplexes. Those coaplexes which showed un­
usual or atypical behaviour were not Included in the calculation of 
best fit straight lines. The best fit strslght line equations obtained 
for aacrocycllc tetraaine coaplexes (equation 4:2), acyclic tetraalne
coaplexes (equation 4:3) and for tetraalne coaplexes in general (equation 
4:4) are described below.
r  ICuL - 24.48 w(d-d) - 353.62 (r - 0.875) 4:2
^  CuL " 21.09 t>(d-d) - 291.62 (r - 0.939) 4:3
^  CuL - 22.40 ^ (d-d) - 315.0 (r - 0.926) 4:4
128.
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In M c h  CBM. a satisfactory corralation coefficient (r) was obtained 
indicating a good straight line fit to the experiaental data. The high 
correlation coefficient (r - 0.926) obtained for the equation relating 
the absorption Mxiaa to the enthalpy of copper(II) coaplex fonaitlon 
of tetraalnea in general is indicative that slailar factors are iaport- 
ant in the structure and bonding of both the aacrocycllc and acyclic 
copper(II) coaplexes.
It is evident that these equations are significantly different froa 
the equation previously derived by Fabbrlssl et al. There are t w  
likely reasons for this difference. Firstly, the equation derived by 
Fabbrlzxi et al was derived using a wide range of copper(II) aaine 
coaplexes with different types and nuabers of aaine groups, chelate 
rings, and substituents. This approach has given rise to a general 
equation covering a wide range of coaplexes. The equations described 
here however, apply solely to tetraaza ascrocyclic and/or acyclic 
copper(II) coaplexes snd as such sight reasonably be expected to show 
a different relationship, particularly as soae of the factors affecting 
copper(II) aaine coaplexes in general will not be significant in the 
case of tetraaza coaplexes. Secondly, equation 4:1 used only aaaller 
aacrocycllc and acyclic tetraaza coaplexes in its derivation and as 
such aay not adequately reflect any effects on the relationship caused 
by Increasing chelate and aacrocycllc ring size. Flgura 4:4 shows 
that increasing chelate and aacrocycllc ring size does affect the 
relationship between and ^(d-d). With few exceptions, the
saaller ligands lie above the best fit straight line while the larger 
ligands lie below the line.
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Of the twenty seven tetraasines used to deteralne the relationship 
described in equation 4:4, six show significant deviations froa the 
best fit straight line. The aix ligands in question are
V n i ) ’ ‘'(XI.)* ‘•(XV) ‘'(XVIII)-
As has previously been shown (chapter 3). L(/®. and with
a systea of fused five aeabered chelate rings, are too saall to accoa- 
aodate the copper(II) ion in a coplanar CuN^ envlronaent with the ideal 
Cu-N bond length. It has been shown that in the solid state, the 
copper(II) coaplexes of these ligands exist with a five co-ordinate 
aquare pyraaidal structure, the copper(II) ion being reaoved approx- 
iaately 0.4 A out of the plane. In deterainlng the relationship 
shown by equation 4:1, the value of (L(jj)usedby
Fabbrlzzl waa 77.5 kJaol“‘. This is significantly different froa a 
later deteralnstlon of (l ) by Anlchlnl et al” (-Z^
95.0 kJ«ol-‘). If thia later value of 1« “»*«*. the point
corresponding to L(jj would deviate significantly froa the relation­
ship deterained by Fabbrizzi et al. This aust throw doubt on the 
stateaent aade by Fabbrizzi et al that "It is probable that five 
co-ordinate aquare pyraaidal coaplexes with one axial water aolecule 
will also lie on the line". Indeed, it is likely that this deviation 
froa the aore usual tetragonally distorted octahedral structure is a 
aajor reason for the deviation of these coaplexes froa the general 
relationship.
*CuL
The other three Uganda which ahow unuaual behaviour in term of the 
relationahip between and M(d-d) are and
Tbeae three copper(II) coaplexea have in coamn a system of three fuaed 
aix mabered chelate ringa. Ihilike the copper(II) coaplexea of the 
liganda and there are no obvioua atriictural or
ateric reaaona for the unuaual behaviour of copper(II) coaplexea with 
thla chelate ring atructure. Indeed, the ligand Ljg, which alao haa a 
ayaten of three fuaed aix mabered chelate ringa, Ilea cloae to (but 
atill above) the beat fit atraight line for thla relationahip. How­
ever, it ia poaalble that the aore noraal behaviour of the [CuLjg]^'*’ 
coaplex ia due to a fortultoua coablnation of ateric and atructural 
effecta, poaaibly cauaed by the preaence of the relatively large ter­
minal ethyl groupa. Thia view ia aupported by the anomloua behaviour 
ahown by the copper(II) coaplex of the ligand Ljj. Thin complex Ilea 
below the beat fit atraight line correlation, unlike the other copper(ll) 
complexes with a ayatea of three fused five meabered chelate ringa.
Crystallographic data haa ahown that the [CuL^jyj]2+ complex speciea 
haa a tetragonally distorted octahedral structure with a planar CuN^ 
arrangement and a Cu-N bond length of 2.03 Although diatortion of 
the mcrocyle to accommodate the copper(II) ion placea ateric conatralnta 
on the coaplex, it la reaaonable to aaaume that other large mcrocycles 
will exhibit similar ateric conatralnts when complexed. The fact that 
these complexes are well behaved with reapect to the correlation between 
- ^ C u L  ■n<Iv(d-d) suggesta that ateric conatraints cauaed aolely by 
the large ring aize are not a contributing factor to the unusual behaviour
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co«pl«x. It Is probsbls that the systea of threeof the [CuL/
fused six aesbered chelate rings leads to unuautdly large cuaulative 
ring strain in the coaplex and that this la a aajor contributing factor 
to the poor fit of the experiaental data for thla copper(II) coaplex to 
the relationship described by equations 4:2 and 4:4.
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SOLVATION ENTHALPIES
The enthalpy of «.Iv.tlon of . ligend 1. « „ t  eaeily end directly
obtained by deteralnatlon of the enthalpy of vapourlaatlon (or aub- 
llaatlon) and the enthalpy of aolutlon, of the ligand.
Theae three quantltlea are related aa ahown below In figure 5:1.
Figure 5:1
A h *'(aq)
where A h ,hyd ^ - „ 1  -  ^801 vap
The Uganda uaed In thla atudy are however extrenwly Involatile. Thla 
precludes aea.ureaent of AH^^^ by conventional t«:hnlquea. For thl. 
reason, a torsion-effusion, weight loss apparatus was constructed and 
calibrated at Stirling. This apparatus has previously been used to
detenslne AH^^^ for a number of the smaller tetraaza macrocycllc and 
acyclic llgandsi’
The apparatus described In figure 5:2, allows the determination of 
very low vapour pressures by two Independent methods, and has proved 
to be suitable for use with compounds having vapour pressures at room 
temperature In the range 0.1 to 10 I^.
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Figure 5s2
J t
7 2
1. Electrobalance.
2. Outer Jaclcet/Jacket heater
3. Cooling coila
4. Neasureaent cell
5. Butterfly valve
6. Diffusion puap
7. Fine tungsten wire
8. Tenperature theraistora
9. Reference cell (Pt resistance theraoaeter)
10. Effusion cell
11. Heater eleaents
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The first of these two Methods, the torsion-effusion Method, is in­
dependent of the Molecular Mass of the effusing species, whereas the 
Knusden, or weight loss Method is not. It has been previously deaon- 
atrated for the ligands and that slailar values of
are obtained froM both the above Methods? showing that the effusing 
species in this type of ligand is aonoMeric. This in turn Means that 
it la reasonable to use only the esperiaentally More convenient weight 
loss technique in d e t e r s l n l n g f o r  these ligands, and that a Mono- 
■eric effusing species csn be sssuaede
In the weight-loss (Cnusden) node, the vapour pressure of a saaple at 
any known tenperature can be calculated if the rate of nasa loss of the 
saaple is known by using the expression^:-
P . n.fZTTRTW 31 -I- 8r ■ 1
A V M ' 8r r  + 0.48r/2^
where P - vapour pressure (in Pa)
M - rate of nass loss (in kgs“^)
A - cross sectional area of effusion part (in n^)
M - Molecular nass of effusing species (in kg)
1 “ depth of effusion part (in n) 
r - radius of effusion part (in n)
“ Mean free path of effusing species (a)
( * O"" collision diaaeter (a) |
The dlnenslons of the effusion part were calculated using a travelling 
Microscope.
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The vapour presaur P uaa calculatad ualng a aodiflad varalon of Fortran 
77 coaputer prograaM written originally by S. Corr. Thla prograMe 
calculated P at each taaperatura by a reitarative Method, and deter­
mined the corraapondlng enthalpy of vapouriaation by the application 
of a leaat aquarea treatment to the derived In P va 1/T data. Tn<t-<„1 
**^^**t** of P were obtained from the expreaaion:—
P - m. I 2t tRT\^ . 31 jf 8r
From this estimate of P, the mean free path was then estlMted. This 
in turn allowed a more precise estimate in the next prograMe cycle. 
This process was repeated until estimated and calculated values of P 
converged, usually after the second cycle.
Experimental Procedure
The purified ligand samples required for the determination nf A hvap
•"<* ^ s o l  either by distillation of the crude ligand
from Ha metal (liquid samples) or by fusion with KOH pellets snd 
subsequent sublimation (solid samples). Liquid samples were degassed 
before use by repeated freetlng and thawing under vacuum Ho de­
gassing was carried out on solid samples. The ligands were transferred 
to the sample cell under dry Hj using a syringe (liquids) or a ataln- 
less steel spatula (solids). The sample (approximately 250-300 mg) 
was nixed with silver turnings in a silver boat to promote thermal 
equilibrium. The silver boat was placed in the effualon cell which 
was in turn placed in the apparatus. In the weight loss node, the 
apparatus was evacuated to approximately 10 Pa and the ayaten left 
overnight for the balance to cone to resf before measurement was stsrted.
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To ensure that the observed vapour pressure was due solely to the 
saaple, and not to volatile iapuritlés such as water, 15-20X of the 
saaple was allowed to vapourise prior to reaults being taken.
During the experiaent, the effusion cell was brought to the teaperature 
range of interest. After equilibration at each teaperature, siaul— 
taneous teaperature and aicrobalance outputs were recorded on a 16K 
Coaaodore Pet aicrocoaputer.
At each teaperature, two groups of twenty readings were taken at ten 
second intervals, with ten ainutes between each set of readings. The 
teaperature readings at each teaperature were averaged to give the aean 
teaperature of each point, as there is occasionally a saall teaperature 
drift of the order of 0.1 "C over the period. The difference between 
the averaged aicrobalance outputs from each group of readings corres­
ponds to the loss of weight froa the saaple over the ten ainute period 
between each group of aeasureaents. Froa this difference, the rate 
of weight loss of the ligand ia obtained.
The enthalpy of vapourlaation was deterained in duplicate for each 
ligand systea, with the saaple left in the apparatus under vaccuua 
between runs.
Having calculated the vapour pressure at each teaperature over the 
range of interest for each ligand, the enthalpy of vapourisation )
at the aid-range teaperature ( ©  was calculated using a least squares 
fit of the calculated vapour pressures a^d experiaental data froa
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duplicate runs to the Clauslus-Claperron equatlon:-
In P . - A h + B 
RT
The enthalpy of vapourisation was then corrected to 298.15 K using 
the Klrchoff equation. Corrected enthalpies of vapourisation are 
shown In table 5:2. Previously detendned enthslples of vspourisatlon 
are shown In table 5:3.
The necessary heat capacity values for correction of vapourisation
enthalpy data to 298.15 K using the Klrchoff equation were obtained
using a Perkln-Elser DSC II instruMent interfaced with an Apple II
Bicrocoaputer with sapphire as the heat capacity standard. Heat
capacities of gaseous systeu were calculated fro* group values 
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as tabulated by Benson. Values of calculated and experlBentally 
obtained heat capacities are shown in table 5:1.
Enthalpies of Solution
The enthalpies of solution of the ligands were detensined
using a Tronac sodel A50 isoperlbollc calorlseter. Detemlnations 
were carried out in 0.5M NaOH to avoid the presence of protonated 
ligand species.
Six samples of each ligand (approximately O.lg each, purified as 
described previously) were weighed into soda glass ampules under dry 
in a glove box. Each ampule was then sealed with paraffin tape 
before being removed from the glove box and flame sealed.
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Figure 5:3
1. Reaction solvent (0.5M NaOH)
2. Soda glass aapule
3. Aspule holder/stirrer
4. Calibration stirrer
5. Temperature sensing thermistor
6. Plunger (ampule breaker)
7. Rubber 0-rlng
8. Dewar flask
9. Thermostatted water bath
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Each aapule waa then placed in the Tronac caloriaeter aa ahown in 
figura 5:3 with approxiaately 50 ■! of 0.5M NaOH aolution. The 
aolution waa allowed to coae to theraal a<|uilibriua at a teaperature 
juat below 25 *C. The aapule waa broken, and the reaulting riaa in 
teaperature recorded aa a deflection on a potentioaetric recorder. 
Electrical calibration waa carried out both before and after each 
aapule fracture with the aean value uaed to calculate the heat output 
of the reaction. Each run waa corrected for the heat output aaaociated 
with aapule fracture. Thia waa deteralned aa the aean of aix fracturea 
to be -O.llJ per aapule.
To conflra the abaolute accuracy of the ayatea, the enthalpy of 
aolution of KCl waa daterained. The reault obtained, 17.3(2) kJ aol“  ^
aa an average of four aapule fracturea, la in excellent agreeaent with
the literature value of 17.217 kJ aol"^ The experlaentally deter- 
ained enthalpiea of aolution of the Uganda are ahown in table
5:2.
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Table 5:1 Calculated and obaerved heat capacltlaa^*^
Ligand Cpi« Cp(g)^'=^ Ligand Cpi*») Cpig)^*^^
4 509 315 4 i ) 338 246
4 430 338 4 i i ) 174 269
4 453 362 4 i i i ) 374 292
4 518 338 4 IV) 442 323
4 494 362 4 v ) 583 346
4 508 384 4 v i i i ) 490 215
4 597 300 4 IX) 548 238
4 640 323 4 x ) 582 261
4 500 346 4x1) 654 284
4 6 653 367 4 x v ) 632 254
4 7 239 320 4 x v i ) 690 277
4 x v i l ) 720 300
4 x v i l l ) 748 323
(a) All valuea are In JK“^»ol~^ Cp(g) at 300 K and Cp at 320 K.
(b) Observed heat capacity of the aolid or liquid aaaple (aeaaured 
on a Perkin-Eliier DSC II with a sapphire standard).
(c) Calculated fro« group tables. See reference 56
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Table 5:2 Vapourlaatlon data fThla
L **298*^ **®^ A h •*vap - A h ® 801 - A h, •
h 2.04 X lO“-* 127.3 27.5 34.0 154.9
4 3.07 X 10"^ 129.7 24.5 36.0 154.2
4 1.67 X 10'^ 126.7^ 27.5 38.5 154.2*
4 1.28 X 10"^ 123.6^ 28.3 13.3 151.9*
4 2.50 X 10"^ 123.9 28.6 13.5 166.0
4 5.88 X 10"^ 70.4 70.8 - 141.2
4 0.111 79.0 78.8 - 157.8
4 3.31 X 10"^ 94.7 80.6 - 175.3
4 1.18 X 10“^ 124.5^ 37.8 44.3 162.3*
4o - - 89.1 - •
4i - - 87.5 - —
42 - - 69.8 -
43 - - 80.5 -
4 a - - 84.2 - -
4s - - 89.5 - _
46 2.33 X 10"^ 92.1 93.5 - 185.6
47 6.34 X 10”^ 92.1 76.9 - 169.0
a Obtained by extrapolation of InP va 1/T data 
b + 2 kJeol“^
-1c 4 0.2 kJeol 
d + , 1 kJeol”  ^
e + 3 kJaol“^
f Standard state - solid st 298 K, vapourisation data obtained above
■elting point. values correcfpd for A h , .▼®P  ^ fU8
g + A kJmol"^
K3.
Table 5:3 Other relevant Vapourlaatlon
Ligand A h ■vap -^«.ol* -AH, •
*'(1) 121 22.1 143
‘‘(II) 111 26.4 137
‘‘(III) 134 10.5 144
‘‘(IV) 123 25.2 148
‘‘(V) 114 33.3 147
‘‘(VIII) 85 59.8 145
‘‘(IX) 100 66.2 166
‘‘(X) 91 71.0 162
‘‘(XI) 78 68.0 146
‘‘(XV) 87 68.9 156
‘‘(XVI) 83 77.4 160
‘‘(XVII) 85 81.8 167
‘‘(XVIII) 90 86.9 177
a All resulta In kJmol”  ^at 25 *C
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Dlscuaslon of Solvtlon Dtim
A convenient «ay in which to discusa the available aolvation data ia 
to conaider the enthalpiea of vapouriaation ( A h and hydration 
) separately.
the enthalpy of v.pouriaation of each ligand ahould reflect
the degree of Intennolecular and Intraiwlecular interactions present 
in the condense! phase of that ligand, assualng that these interactions 
will be negligible in the highly energetic gas phase.
The aagnitude i, generally aitch higher for the aacrocyclic
ligands than for the acyclic ligands. The larger poaitlve^ of
vap
t e aacrocycllc ligands is largely a consequence of the differing 
physical states of the aacrocycllc and acyclic ligands at 298 K. While 
the macrocycllc ligands (with the exception of Lg) are solids at 298 K 
the acyclic ligands (with the exception of L^) «re liquids. Thus the 
enthalpy of vapourl«itlon of the «»lid ligands contains a fusion ter. 
“ ^ f u s ’ "**^ ‘=*‘ the energy required to M l t  the ligand. This
ter., which is typically of the order of 20-40 kJ«>l-\ explains the sig­
nificantly larger values for the ligands which are solids at 298 X,
as is shown in figure 5:5,
(vap) A h' -A h , vsp “ "fus
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Thim effect is .Irrored by trende in for theM llgande, a. the
“^ f u a  ****=•* opposite in sign to the enthalpy of solution
results in a less endothenic value of being obaerved for the
Uganda which are solid at 298 K th«, for those which are liquid at 
298 K. (Figure 5:4)
L(a)4--- — L(l)
A h ' ,sol
L(aq)
In the case of the aacrocyclic ligands (excepting Lg, for the reasona 
previoualy given), a reasonable interpretation of the^H^^p results is 
that favourable interactions between ligand aolecules are naxialaed for 
L(iij), are at a alniaua for and and at intenaediate values
for the other «crocyclic ligands. Assuaing that dipole-dipole inter­
actions reaialn approxlaately constant for different ligands, this 
laplles that the values reflect the extent of Intenwlecular
hydrogen bonding for each ligand system, as previously suggested by Corr 
for the smaller aacrocyclic ligands.
11
Although the observed trend in could slso be explained by intra­
molecular hydrogen bonding, this seems less likely, as no intramolecular
bonding was observed in the infra-red, spectre of L or L oi m
„ (III) (IX)
solution.
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It has ba«n suggested that the highly syMMtrical ligand structure of
*'(111) unusually strong molecular packing through hydrogen
22
bonding. This would explain the relatively high value observedVBp
*'(111) “"** punitive values observed generally for tetra-
asa «acrocyclic ligands with the -NH-(CT2)3-NH-(CH2)2-||H-(CH2)3-NH- 
structural fraaework. However, this does not explain the relatively 
low observed value (see figure 5:5) for the ligand It
has been suggested that has no intensolecular H-bondlng, but no
*'^ I*^ *nce is available to support this postulation.
It has been suggested that the H-bond energy between an aalne and water 
in aqueous solution is approxiaately 28 kJaol"*?* It is reasonable to 
assuae that if thla is a good estiaate, the H-bond energy between two 
hindered aaine aolecules in the solid state would be much lower, say 
10 kJaol . Assualng that has no interaolecular H-bondlng, as
postulated above, this would then suggest that L p  L2 and
had two Interaolecular H-bonds and L^jj, L^, L, and had one. Slallarly, 
a value of 5 kJaol * would double the proposed number of hydrogen bonds.
It should be reaembered however that these values are purely speculative 
and that it is not possible to quantify the level of Interaolecular 
hydrogen bonding present from the available inforaation.
The absolute value of is Indicative of the physical state of the
ligand at 298 K and 1 ataosphere, as the term aakes a contribution
of between +20 and +40 kJaol“* to the overall ^H^^p of systems which are 
solid under these conditions.
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Fro« the evidence presented here, it seeM likely thst the trends in 
^ v s p  t^trsazs ligands reflect the extent of intensolecular
hydrogen bonding present in the ligand in the condensed phase. This 
is consistent with the s m II decrease in observed with increasing
■olecular size shown in figure 5:5, as intensoleculsr H-bonding sight 
reasonably be expected to weaken as the systes increases in size, 
prlsarlly because of steric effects and poorer cystal packing, although 
the steric effects say be offset to aose extent by Increesed inductive 
effects fros the longer aethylene bridges.
The trends evident in are the opposite of those observed for
^ v a p ’ ■" cosparing figures 5:5 and 5:6 i.e. there is a
gradual increase in with increasing solecular size. This suggests
that the factors responsible for the trends in are not predoslnant
In . If as suggested, the trends In AH^^p are due to changes in
the extent of hydrogen bonding with changing solecular size, they would 
be extresely sensitive to changes in the crystal packing and steric 
effects present in each systes. In aqueous solution, the interaction of 
Interest will be that between a ligand solecule and solvent water. It 
is reasonable to assuse that the sterlc hindrance for the HjO-llgand 
interaction should be significantly less than for a ligand-ligand inter­
action.
The Increasing sagnltude of with increasing «olecular size shown in
figure 5:6 is sost probably due to the increasing distance between the 
nitrogen atoss, which should lead to a greater degree of secondary 
ligand solvation. In the sacrocyclic lighnds, this effect will also
150.
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b« evident. The Increaelng ring aise will probably reault in increased 
solvation due to both increased sixe and greater conforaational flex­
ibility.
A possible description of the solvation behaviour of the sacrocyclic 
and acyclic ligands is shown below in figure 5:7.
' I
(l/s )
HOH
(aq)
HOH
:0H2
(l/s) (aq)
Figure 5:7
The H,H"* alkylated acyclic ligailda are shown above as having a 
primary solvation nuaber of six in aqueous solution, with no internal 
hydrogen bonding present either in the condensed phase or in solution. 
This proposed behaviour can be rationalised in terns of the effects of 
the terainal alkyl groups. Firstly, the presence of the teminal 
alkyl groups will reduce the probability of internal hydrogen bond
1 5 2 .
fonation both In th* frae Mine and In aolution due to the aterlc 
effects asaociated with these groups. In sddltlon, If Intrasoleculsr 
hydrogen bonding were to take place. It would alw>st certainly be at 
the expense of Intersolecular hydrogen bonding, as only one hydrogen 
atos is available for H-bonding on each nitrogen. This would be unlikely 
unless intraaolecular hydrogen bonding ras particularly favourable. The 
possible inductive effect of the alkyl groups mist also be taken into 
account. In aolution, the poaltlve Inductive effect of the alkyl 
groupa say Increase the electron donating capacity of the tersinal nitrogens 
to such an extent that solvation through N;.—  H-OH interactions occurs
in addition to the sore usual H-H...... sOHj interactions. The additional
K:------ H-OH solvation is likely to be further favoured by the
N-H ;0 Interaction which, reaulta in an overall donation of electron 
density to the aaine hydrogen. This would then result in two relatively 
strong hydrogen bonda with the aolvent at each terslnal nitrogen.
The observed solvation enthalpies of the N,m "' alkylated acyclic 
ligands shown in figure 5:6 (approxisately -160 kJm>l"^) are very cloae 
to what would be expected if approxlMtely -25 kJm>l"^^Ia aaaimed per 
sole of water bond in the prlsary solvation sphere (-150 kJsol"*). The 
observed solvation enthalpies of the aacrocyclic ligands also shown in 
figure 5:6 (approxlsately -150 kJeol*^) ere rather higher than would be 
expected with the proposed solvation nusber of four (-100 kJsol“*\ Due 
to the cyclic nature of the aacrocyclic ligands, they sight reasonably 
be expected to present a sore coapact surface to the solvent water than
fit
the N,N -alkylated acyclic ligands which are likely to be larger and 
less regular.
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Consequently, the aacrocyclic ligands should cause leas disruption 
of the hydrogen bonded structure of the solvent water than the 
alkylated acyclic liganda. Aa this disruption of solvent structure is 
endotheraic, it is reasonable to state that the solvation enthalpies of 
the aacrocyclic ligands should then be aore exotheraic than would be 
expected solely froa exaaination of the priaary solvation sphere, and 
this is Indeed what is seen.
Indeed, the reduction in the endotheralc tera due to solvent disruption 
aay account for such of the difference between the observed solvation 
enthalpy and that calculated solely on the basis of the priaary solvation 
sphere of the ligand.
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DISCUSSION
Trends In Cu^ '*’ Coaole« »olvtlon
Analysis of results obtained in this study show that the behaviour of 
the N, N'" diaethylated ligands parallels aore closely that of the aac- 
rocyclic ligands than does the behaviour of the non-alkylated acyclic 
ligands. This is alaost certainly due to the different solvation prop­
erties of these ligands and (presuaably) the solvation behaviour of the 
corresponding Cu^* coaplexes. It has been suggested that within each 
series of ligands, the trend in solvation enthalpies of the Cu^ * coaplexes 
P**'®ll*la that of the free ligands of the series.
In chapter A it was shown that with few exceptions, a linear 
^^•latlonshlp exists between ^CuL over a wide range
of Cu^* - tetraaza coaplexes.
SA
In the theraocheaical cycle outlined below, it can be assuaed that
S
consists of two teras, E, a scalar electrostatic Interaction energy tern, 
and C, a directional crystal field tera which can be assuaed to be
Cu^*(g) + L(g)
^ ( C u ^ * )
.2+
g lÇuL]^+(g)
A h^(l )
Cu"(aq) + L(aq) ^  ML ^ [CuLj^^iaq)
iCuLl^*)
i2+/
^ " mL "  ^ g  ♦ (^ (tC u L ]2+ ) -  ¿^(Cu^*) -  AH^(D)
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related to v (d-d) i.e.
A h - e + c 8
- E  + f(v(d-d))
^®CuL " + ((AH([CuLJ^*) - A h^(Cu^+) - A h^(L) ♦ E)
The electrostatic ten, E, will be dependant only on the Cu-N bond 
distance. It has been shown that with few exceptions, the Cu^^-tetra- 
a u  systau in this study have approxiaately the aaae Cu-H bond diat- 
ance, as the ligand distorts to accoModate the Cu^ '*’ ion in its optiwxa 
coplanar Cu-N^ configuration. Thus, E can be aasuaed to be approxiaately 
constant for these coaplexes.
In order for a linear (d-d) relationship to hold, the difference
between the hydration enthalpies of a ligand and its Cu^ '*’ coaplex aust 
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reaain constant I.e. the sua of the hydration teras aust be a constant.
The ligands considered in this study which deviate significantly froa 
the derived relationship between and v(d-d) are those which have
a systea of three or aore fused five aeabered chelate rings ^(viu)>
L(ji)) where the aacrocyclic cavity has previously been shown to be too 
saall to accoaaodate a coplanar CuN^ arrangeaent with the preferred 
Cu-N bond length, and those with a systea of fused six aeabered chelate 
rings ^'(XVIII)^* ***"®"® for the deviations observed for
these soaewhat larger copper(II) coaplexes are leas clear, but aay be 
due to a coabinatlon of cuaulatlve ring strain and steric effect's.
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For those ligands which fora Cu^ '*’ coaplexes which deviate significantly
froa the derived (d-<i) relationship, the assuaption that A H  -
S
£(e (d-d)) aay not be valid. However, for the sake of convenience, four 
of these ligsnds i-dij# L^V) ^(XVIII)^ in Inter
discussions. It should be reaeabered that for these ligands the as- 
auaptlon that A h^ - f( v (d-d)) aay not be valid or that the f(<«(d-d)) 
aay be aodlfied due to different structural and electronic effects In 
these coaplexes.
Using the experiaentally deteralned solvation enthalpies of the tetra- 
aza ligand systeas. It should be possible to exaalne further the coaplex 
foraatlon enthalpies of each series. It aay also be possible, using the 
solvation data, to identify the origins of the observed trends. For the
tetraaxa ligands used in this study, the aajor factors to be considered 
are:
(I) differences in ligand solvation
(II) differences In coaplex solvation 
(ill) changes in chelate ring se<|uence
(Iv) changes in the size of the aacrocycllc ring cavity
As the ligand hydration enthalpies have already been experiaentally 
deteralned, the difference in the Cu^ '*' coaplex foraation enthalpies of 
two ligands (Aj^) can easily be corrected for the difference in the 
hydration enthalpies of the free ligands (Ai,^).
A previous study has shown thst for copper(II) coaplexes of tetrs-
ssa ligands which have a tetragonali, distorted octahedral structure with
s coplansr CuN^ arrsngeaent, differences in the solvstlon of the copperll)
coaplexes are likely to be s m II (of the order of 4 kJ «»l"^). I M ,  i„
turn laplles that when is corrected for ligand aolvatlon it can
be taken as a good approxiaation of i,e.
8
Due to the choice of ligands, and the way in which they are coapared 
and discussed, the chelate ring sequence reaalns slailar along each 
series of llgsnds, the only change being in the slxe of one chelate ring. 
Differences in M-N interaction and in syaaetry have thus been ainiaised 
and should reaain saall within any aeries of ligands.
Several extensive theoretical and spectroscopic studies have been
carried ««t on the trana-octahedral coaplexes of various transition 
,  ^ 59,60,61
aetal Iona with the aaaller aacrocycllc ligands (L(i)-L(yj), exaalnlng 
the effect of changing aacrocycllc ring size on the ligand field strength. 
For each of the ligands, an ideal «icrocycllc cavity size was calculated 
by allowing the free ligand to adopt a alniau. strain configuration while 
retaining a coplanar arrangeaent of nitrogen atoas. Slailarly, each 
■etal ion has sn ideal M-N bond length. ,
The ligand with the aacrocycllc cavity which best aatches the preferred 
M-N bond length of the aetal ion would be expected to have the aost 
favourable coaplexatlon enthalpy with that particular aetal ion.
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In aituation* «hare the ■ecrocycllc cavity la too aaall to accceawdate 
the aetal ion. the i»tal Ion « 1 U  be reewved from the plane, poaalbly 
forcing the coaplex to adopt a cla-octahedral or aquare pyraaldal 
geoaetry (aa in the caae of the coaplex). When the aacro-
cycllc ring aixe la larger than the ideal aatch for a aetal Ion. the 
ligand ia able to diatort to accoaaodate the aetal ion. increaaing the 
atraln energy in the ligand fraaework. Thia increaaed atraln energy 
haa been dlacuaaed earlier, in chapter 3. for the coaplex [CnL^jyjKaO^)^ 
which haa a aean bond length of 2.03 Â deaplte the ligand having an ideal 
aacrocyclic cavity aize correaponding to a Cu-N value of 2.22 Â. In 
thia coaplex. the ligand fraaeaork haa a algnifleant degree of aterlc 
hindrance, reflected in a relatively low coaplex foraation enthalpy.
Thla lapliea that for Uganda with a aacrocyclic cavity larger than the 
preferred alze for a aetal ion. the difference between the ideal M-N 
value of the aetal ion and the aacrocyclic cavity aize of the ligand la 
a aeasure of the lncrea«i in atraln aaaoclated with coaplex foraation.
In general, the ligand will diatort to accoaaodate the aetal ion in ita 
preferred geoaetry rather than forcing the foraation of elongated M-N 
bonda.
Ualng the valuea in table 6:1. the a«>unt of ring atraln preaent 
in the Cu^+ coaplex of the aacrocycllc Uganda would be in the order
,2+h > h  - 4 0 ^ 1 » ‘'(II)>‘' 4 > L 5 > L „ v ) > L i >L( jjjj. The [CuL^jjJ^ 
coaplex. which haa a aquare pyraaldal atructure. ahould probably not 
be Included In thia coapariaon.
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There will probebly be e ellght difference in the ring etreln lemience 
for other aetel ione, priMrily ceuaed by their dlfferwit ionic redll. 
In the cese of the non-cyclic ligenda, the order of ring atrain for 
the C«2* coeplexe. would be
**(XVI) ®“ ^  ®g* »•!•»« in table 6:1. In thia caae
should probably not be Included as it also forM a Cu^ '*’ co^>laz with a 
square pyraaldal structure. Fro* figure 6:1 it ie apparent that the 
non-cyclic ligands also ahow aise aelectivity in the gas phase. Fresi 
the results in table 6:1 it would appear that the Magnitude of this 
effect is siailar for the aacrocyclic and non-cyclic Uganda. This is 
rather surprising considering the greater flexibility that the non- 
cyclic ligands Bight reasonably be expected to possess.
The MacrocTcllc Effect 
Choice of Model coaolex
In order to deteraine the origins of the aacrocyclic effect, differences 
between the aacrocyclic and non-cyclic coaplexes aust, as far as possible, 
be ainlaised or reaoved. laportant charscterlstlca of an ideal Model 
systea are:-
(i) The Cu coaplexes should bf as cheaically slallar as possible.
This has been accoaplished by Matching the chelate ring aequencea of the 
aacrocyclic and non-cyclic ligands as closely as possible and by en­
suring that the donor nitrogen atoas are all secondary (earlier coap-
160.
Table 6:1
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L H^L ^4 L M^L ^4
"(I) -40.6 1 -42 4xv) -20 4 -24
*'(11) -28.5 7 -36 4xvi) 0 0 00 0 0 4xvii) -15 -7 -8
(^IV) -24.7 -4 -21 4xviii) -46 -17 -29
h -27.6 -11 -17 4 -33 2 -35
4 -53.9 10 -44 4 -42 15 -58
4 -53.8 10 -44 4 -30 2 -32
4 -40.1 8 -32
4 -47.3 22 -25
4 -44.8 -3 -48
- [A^(D - A l^ (L)]
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arisoM used for exaaple as a aodel for rather than the 
■ore cheaically siallar ehlch had not at that tlae been ayn- 
thesised).
(II) The aacrocycllc and open-chain coaplexes should have ring alzea 
which are the b s m , reducing differences In Internal ring strain.
(III) The Hacrocycllc coaplex and the open-chain coaplex should have 
the saae structure. In particular, both coaplexea should Ideally have 
a tetragonally distorted trans-octahedral structure with a coplanar 
CuN^ arrangeaent.
(Iv) The size of the two toaplexes should be the saae. thus .g
‘•Iffarances In coaplex solvation.
It haa been argued previously that the H.N’", alkylated non-cycllc 
Uganda aeet these criteria with respect to the aacrocycllc tetraaza 
Uganda aore cloaely than acyclic tetraaza Uganda with prlaary teralnal 
aalne groups, and thus will be a aore appropriate aodel for the coaplex- 
atlon behaviour of the aacrocycllc Uganda.
On the baala of observed trends In logf^, logK and and be­
cause of the Halted choice of llggnds available It was decided to coap- 
are the ligand pairs shown In figure 6:2. The pairings of the aaaller 
ligands and are soaewhat different froa previous studles^^
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where L■(III) has been coapared only with L^xyij. and has been
CMpared with L^xyuj. In this study. due to Its highly ay»-
■etrlcal structure of alternating fire and six Msbered chelate rings, 
can be considered to be s sesber of either series 1(a) or series 1(b) 
and thus can be cospared with a non-cycllc ligand fros either series 2(a) 
^‘'(XVI)^ series 2(b) (i*(xvii))* T W *  llg«>d has In fact been con­
sidered as a sesber of both series of sacrocycllc ligands, offering per­
haps an opportunity to deterslne which of the two non-cycllc llgends la 
a sore appropriate sodel for
One of the sain criteria which aust be fulfilled for an open-chain coa- 
plex to be a good aodel of a aacrocycllc coaplex la that It should exhibit 
a slallar aaount of Internal strain (due to the aatch of the aetal Ion 
with the ligand cavity) both In solution and In the gas phase.
Clearly, thl. 1. not the case for the pairing, as has
previously been shown to be too aaell to accomodate the Cu^* Ion In 
a coplanar CuN^ arrangeaent whereas is able to accoaaodate the
. 2+
Cu Ion In a coplanar QiH^ envlronaent. This would tend to suggest that 
any coaparlson between these ligands aay not be a true representation of 
differences In coaplex foraatlon caused solely by cyclisation.
Macrocvcllc free enerav
The ascrocycllc effect, as d e s c r l M  In chapter 1, la the Increase In 
stability of a aacrocycllc copper(II) coaplex over that of the copper(II) 
coaplex of an analogous non-cycllc ligand. For Cu^“^ coaplexes. the
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Mgnltude of thia effect haa been expreaaed aa the free energy change 
‘*** »etathetlc reaction
[CuL"]^ '*’(aq) + L®(aq) [CuL®]^‘'(aq) + L"(aq)
n - non-cycllc ligand; c - aacrocycllc ligand
Fro. a coepariaon of the free energlea of coeplexation of aerlea 1(e) 
with aerlea 2(a). and aerlea 1(b) with aerlea 2(b) aa ahown In figure 
6:3, It la apparent that the «acrocyclic Uganda have a aignlflcantly 
larger free energy of ccplexatlon. than the corre.pondlng non-
cycllc Uganda. In addition, the «agnltude of the eacrocycllc free en­
ergy ter. appeara to r««ln *,re or leaa con.tant for each pair of Uganda. 
Thl. would auggeat that the factor, cau.lng the «icrocycllc effect are 
the «» e  and are eaaentlally unaffected by change. In «»lecular size 
and ligand cavity alze.
•nie Mcrocyclic free energy AG^^ will have a.soclated with It a «ic- 
rocycllc enthalpy AH^^ and wicrocycllc entropy A s  auch that
BftC
■ ^ -a c  “  - ^ « i c  ♦
In order to deter.ine the origin, of the «icrocyclic effect, it 1. «»re 
convenient to examine the «icrocyolic enthalpy (AH^^) and entropy ( A s ^ ^ )  
independently.
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Figure 6:3 MacrocTcllc free energy tenM. ^
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Table 6:2 SuwMrr of Ther«>dTnawlc coaoleMUnn teraa
Ligand i*)“ •CuL CuL
125,7 108.0 -17.7 154.9
4 123.3 81.7 -41.6 154.2
110.5 81.8 -28.7 154.2
124.3 95.5 -28.8 151.9
107.0 88.3 -18.7 166.0
92.0 90.8 -1.2 141.2
hll) 166.0 107.1^'^ -58.9 137(h)
‘•(III) 155.2 1 3 5 . 6 ^ -19.6 144(h)
^(IV) 139.2 110.9^*^ -28.3 148^ **^
»7 98.4 75.5 -22.9 157.8
83.5 66.1 -17.4 175.3
83.1 78.8 -4.3 162.3
^XV) 119.3 88.3^^^ -31.0 156ii)
^(XVI) 124.9 108.4^«^ -16.5 160^ **)
^(XVII) 105.6 93.1^8^ -12.5 167(»>)
^(XVIII) 83.4 62.3^*^ -21.1 177(h)
“CuL - - ^ C u L  +
^ C u L  calculated free corresponding log values
(b) values calculated iroe
(c) Reference S.29 Reference •
(d) Reference 31 Reference 11
(e) Reference 32 t. ,(1) Reference 10
(f) Reference 9
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Macrocycllc enthalpy ter«
Fro« the therw>che«ical cycle outlined In chapter 1, the nacrocyclic 
enthalpy ter« ia ahown to conalat of three ter«a i.e.
^ « u c  - ^«aci«i ♦ (^(tML*^]^*) -AH^([ML'*]2+)) + (AH^(l") -AH^a'))
where;AH^^(g) ia the gaa phase «acrocyclic enthalpy.
 ^  ^ is the difference in the co«plex
solvation enthalpy of the cyclic and non-cyclic ligands.
is the difference in ligand solvation 
enthalpy of the non-cyclic and cyclic ligands.
Of these four quantities, only two, the «acrocyclic enthalpy A H
M C
and the ligand solvation t e n  ( A h^(L") - A h^(L®)) can at present be 
detenlned experlaentally. However, it has already been ahown that
in the enthalpy of solvation of the co«plexes of the cyc­
lic and non-cyclic ligands should be a«all due to the che«ical and 
structural si«ilarity of the two conplexes, leaving AH^^(g) as the 
only unknown quantity in the above equation.
Figure 6:4 iilustrates the observed differences in co«plex fonsation 
enthalpy for the copper(II) co«plexes of the ligands in series 1 and 2. 
The shaded area represents the observed differences in ligand solvation 
enthalpies for each ligand pair. Fro« this dlagra« it ia evident that 
with the exception of the ligand pair, a large proportion of the
«acrocyclic enthalpy tens can be accounted for by the difference in 
solvation enthalpy of the free ligand, particularly when it is noted 
that the uncertainty in the AL ^  ( A L j^ - iAH^(L") - AH^(L®)) tens is
1 6 9 .
Figure 6:4 Macrocrcllc enthalpy ter« C A h^ ^).
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approxlMtely + 6 kJhol-1
Ibe ligat’d pair Lj/Ly appaara to ba anoaMloua aa tha dlffaranca batwaan 
tha aacrocyclic anthalpy and is larga. In viaw of tha aagnituda 
and tranda in aolvation anthalpias obaarvad for tha other ligand pairs, 
this would tend to throw doubt on tha validity of tha solvation results 
for one (or both) of these ligands. Esaalnatlon of trends in tha solv­
ation taras of tha ligands shown in figure 5:6 would tend to suggest that 
tha observed solvation anthalpy of was aoaa S kj»l~^ larger than 
sight ba predicted purely on the basis of observed trmds. This large 
value of ^  would appear to be due to a higher than expected enthalpy 
of aoluUon as seen in figure 5tA.
Slnilarly, the observed solvation enthalpy of Lj would appear to be
■He r  than night be predicted. In this case however.soae 10 kjnol'
it would appear that the snaller than expected ^  value of was due 
principally to a lower than expected enthalpy of vapourisation ^
vap
Keplacenent of the observed values of these ligands by suggested 
values of -150 Waol'^ (L^) and -168 (L^) results in a difference
in solvation enthalpy which aatches nore closely the observed 
difference in conplex fomatlon enthalpies as is shown in figure
6:4. However, these values are purely speculative and further invest­
igation in the fom of repeat deteralnatioos of all of the solvation
***•■* Uganda would be required to unequivocally identify 
any erroneous results.
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The obMryation that tha .ajorlty of the aacrocyclic enthalpy ta n  
can be accounted for by dlfferencea in ligand aolvation aupporta tha 
auggaation that tha coaplax aolvation tara ( ^ ([ML']^'*') - A h ^^ììML"]^*)) 
auat be aaall. If thia ia indeed tha caaa, then tha difference between 
the aacrocyclic enthalpy tara and the ligand aolvation tara
ahould be a reaaonable eatiaate of the gaa pha«> aacrocyclic enthalpy tara
^ «aec -  ^
Table 6;3 ahowa valuea of AH^^(g)* calculated uaing experiaentally 
obaerved valuea of and ùl^. Froa the reaulta obtained, two
t
pointa are evident
(1) The AH^^(g)' value for the Lj/L^ ligand pair atanda out aa 
being aignlficantly different froa for all other aerlea 1(e)/
aerie. 2(a) ligand pair.. A. AH^^(g)' value, ahould be alailar along 
any aeriea, thia again highllghta the probable preaence of Inaccuraciea
in one or acre of the experiaentally deterained aolvation teraa for thia 
ligand pair.
(il) When the uncertainty in the AH^^(g)' wluea (+ 10 kJaol“^) are 
t«dcen into account, the value of A H ^ ^ ( g ) ’ (with the exception of the 
L^ /Ly pairing) appear, to be apprdxiaately conatant along each aeriea 
of ligand paira, and in the caae of aeriea l(a)/l(b) ligand paira, ia 
clone to xero.
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Table 6:3 falgulat«» M e  phaee ■acrocYcllc enthalplea
l®/l"
. . .-1
-^(b)
‘'(II)^ ‘'(XV) 19 19 0
27 16 9
L,/L, 32 3 29
Lj/Lg 16 21 -5
3 8 -5
43 23 20
(^IV)/‘'(XVIII) 49 29 20
-1(a) + 4 kJeol
(b) ±_ 6 kJeol
(c) + 10 kJeol“^
- 1
The two larger ligand palre. 4 /Lg end Lg/I^ have a alight negative 
value for ^H^^(g)*. Thia eay be indicative of allghtly greeter 
solvation of the Cu^* coeplex of the non-cyclic ligand of these pairs, or 
■ay be a reflection of the greater confonaationsl flexibility of the non- 
cyclic Uganda in each pair. Equally likely is that this s«all endo- 
theralc AH^^(g)' is aiaply an artifact due to a favourable coabinatlon 
of experiaental errors.
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Th« two ligand paira of aarlaa l(b)/aeriea 2(b) ahow aludUr exothanlc 
valuaa of auggaating that thara ia a aMll gaa phaaa aacro-
cyclic enthalpy for thaaa Uganda, poaalbly dua to ataric hlndranca in 
tha coppar(II) coaplaxaa of tha non-cyclic liganda, or that tha coaplax 
aolvation tara (AH^((ML®J^*) - A h^((HL"]^*)) aay hava a aaall axo- 
theraic contribution to for theaa ligand paira.
In concluaion it can ba atatad that, uaing tha aariaa 2(a) and 2(b) 
liganda aa aodala for the aariaa 1(a) and 1(b) liganda, tha aajority of 
tha Mcrocyclic enthalpy term can ba accounted for in taraa of the dif­
ference in the aolvation anthalpiea of the free liganda. Thia concluaton 
ia in agreaaant with Hargarua'a original propoaition for tha origina of
3
the aacrocyclic enthalpy tera. Thia ia aoaewhat fortuitoua aa Margerua'a 
original propoaition waa baaed on very inaccurate enthalpy data.
If it is aaauaed that the coaplex aolvation tera ( A|Ijj((ML‘^ ]^*)
((HL"]^ '*')) ia cloae to xero, then A H  (g)' -AH_-.(g), and la thought to
MBC BBC
repreaent the relative ability of each ligand in a pair to adopt a con- 
foraatlon aultable for Cu coaplex foraation. Thia would iaply that 
the exotheralc value of AH^^(g)' for the ligand paira *'(iu)/I'(xvi)'
^(1II)^*'(XVII) ***** *'(IV)^*'(XVIII) *'**1*®^* «tructural featurea in the 
aacrocyclic liganda enabling thea to fora atrain free coaplexea. Although 
thia la likely for which-haa been ahown to fora particularly
atrain free coaplexea, it la leaa likely that thia will be the case for
**(IV)-
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For the L(iv)/L(xviji) Ugand pelr, the exotheraic i. prob­
ably due to deetabiliaatiofl of the Cu^* coaplex of the non-cyclic 
ligand due to ateric interaction of the terainal aethyl groupa. causing 
diatortion of the ligand fraaework. Molecular aodela ahow that this 
ateric interaction of the terainal aethyl groupa is auch greater for 
the aeriea 2(b) ligands than for the series 2(a) ligands. It is possible 
that the exotheraic ¿ÍH^(g)' v.lue for the L(„j)/L^,vil) 
is due to a coabination of the above effects.
Macrocvclic entropy tera
The origin and aagnitude of the aacrocyclic antropy tera has been the 
subject of auch less controversy than the aacrocyclic enthalpy tern.
Even though early speculation uas found to be based on inaccurate data, 
it has been generally agreed that is aaall and positive, and is
due prlaarlly to the greater conforaational flexibility of the non- 
cyclic ligands when conpared to the aacrocyclic ligands. The greater 
losa of entropy which therefore results when the Cu^* coaplex of the non- 
cyclic ligand is fomed leads to a positive
There has been «.ch critlciaa of the proposal that differences in llgsnd 
solvation enthalpies accounted for the ascrocyclic enthalpy tera, as 
this solvation difference alght reasonably be expected to result in a 
considerable loss of entropy since it is unlikely that differences in 
conforaational flexibility would coapensate for the loss of translational 
entropy associated with two water aolecules.
In the dl«:uMiofl e«:tio« of chapter 5. It ee. leplied that As .  ea. 
probebl, eliler for the icrocycllc end non^ycllc llg«,d. .. the *cro- 
cycle, would cause lea. dlaruption of the bulk «.Irent atructure than 
the non^ycllc llgawl. on dia«,lutlon. If thi. i, the ca... then 
for aerie. 1 «.d eerie. 2 lig«,d. .hould be . of the different
in ligand rearr.nge.ent on co.plex forwition. Thi. then «.gge.t. that 
A s ^ c  •*«“1'* •>• •PProxi.at.ly constant along . «rie. of lig«,d peirs, 
porhap. b«:o.lng .lightly lea. poaitire for larger ligand, a. the con- 
fora.tion.1 flexibility of the »icrocyclic ligand incr«ia«i. Value, of
^ « i c *  ^ « i c  ^  t««»!. 6:4. n »  calculated t A s
value, are shown graphically in figure 6:5. Fro. thaw reaulta, it i. 
i«H.iately apparent that value, for the .„d L^/L,
llg-nd pair, are «.b.tantially different fro. the other ligand pair, of 
that Mries.
—  ^ T »iiciiaipy ana entropy t^mrmm
l*=/l"
■ac MC t A s
47 19 28
30 27 3
Lj/L, 27 32 -5
V S 40 16 24
S ' S 27 ' 3 24
SllD^Sxvil) 50 43 7
Siv)/Sxvni)
. . 1
56 49 7
(eetiaeted). (b) ± 4 k.ieol"\ (c) i 6 lutaol"»
176.
~T^QyL(kJmol' )
Figure 6:5 Macrocrcllc entropy ter— ___
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Fro« previous discussions there is no obvious explsnstlon for the 
observed difference in for these two ligsnd psirs.
The vslue of log for the tCuL^mjl^* syste. hss been the subject 
of s o w  controversy, ss it hss been shown to give rise to s vslue
s o w  8 kJwl"^ less exotheralc then the direct vslue^” lndeed, Kodsw 
end Kimrs hsve indlcsted s o w  uncertsinty in their vslue of log 
for [CuL^jjj j]2+ suggested thst the log v.lue deterelned potent- 
iowtricelly st low pH was a coeposite value for two isowrs which they 
had detected polsrogrsphlcslly. The presence of two isowrs is obwrved 
in the copper(Il) complex of "tet s", s hexawthyl derivative of 
the therwdyns-lcslly less stable isowr being converted to the w r e  
stable isowr at high pH. If this also occurs for the iCuL^jjjj]^*, then 
the log value for obtained by Kodaw and Cleura is
likely to be swller than that of the w r e  stable isowr. for which the 
enthalpy of coeplex forwtion has been deterained.
Assualng that values rewin constant along any wrles of ligand
pairs, the suggested vslue of log for is 31.0(t A s^ ^ -
'***^ ** corresponds reasonably well with an original estiwte
of 30.1. If s slailsr situation existed for the tCuLj]2+ coaplex (although
there is no evidence to support this) the revised value of log
for ICuLj ]2+ b, 27.3. When £ h e w  values are used, ss shown in
figure 6:6. the trend in log becows a auch better wtch for the
trend in wiggesting that the above explanation w y  be correct.
However, if this is the case, the value of for the L /L
■»c ‘' ( I I D ' ^ m i )
P.
1 7 8 .
S
S
i
g
1 7 9 .
ligand pair would alao ba auch larger laplylng that the t A s  »alue of
the *'(iv)/*'(xvill) ««ller than alght be expected. Thla
in turn lq,llea that the tCuL^jyj]2+ co-plex alao ahowa the type of im>- 
•erlaa which la found for fCuI*(uij]^*t although there la no evidence to 
Bupport thla auggeatlon.
It la alao poaalble that the b m II negative value for the l^ /Ly
ligand pair la alaply due to lapurltlea In one or both of the Uganda, aa 
thla would alao explain the unuaually b m II difference In aolvatlon 
enthalpy %dilch waa obaerved for theae two Uganda.
General Conclualona
The ■acrocrcllc effect - la It a uaeful ronr^ph?
For the tetraaxa ligand ayateaa atudled In thla work, the aacrocycllc 
effect would appear to be the aua of three tena:- 
(1) An approxlaately conatant, favourable entropy ten* due to the 
greater conforMtlonal flexibility of the non-cycllc Uganda.
(II) A variable favourable enthalpy teni which la aubatantlally due to 
dlfferencea In the hydration enthalplea of the free Uganda.
(III) A BMll variable gap phaae enthalpy tera dependent on the relative
ability of the Uganda In each pair to adopt the preferred configuration 
2+for Cu coaplexatlon.
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A previous study postulated that as the ■acrocycllc ligand sise was 
increased, the difference in the solvation enthalpy of the non-cyclic 
and aacrocyclic ligands in each ligand pair would decrease, leading to 
a decrease in the aagnltude of Results obtained in this study,
as shown in table 6:3, indicate that this is not the case, as the dif­
ference in solvation enthalpy (andAH^^) shows no obvious signs of be- 
coalng Mailer in Mgnitude. As expected, the aacrocycllc entropy term 
reMins favourable and approxlMtely constant, although there are signs 
of a slight decrease in as the ligand size increases. This slight­
ly less favourable can be explained in taras of the increased
conformational flexibility of the larger aacrocyclic ligands.
The systems studied in this work have hopefully emphasised the importance 
of choice and range of model ligand systems as this can have a significant 
effect on the results obtained and conclusions reached in a study such 
as this.
From the observed trends in log (chapter 3) it is apparent that as 
ligand size Increases, the incidence of unusual complexes increases. It 
is likely that for ring sizes much larger than that of 1^, the formation 
of polymeric and/or polynuclear complexes will make ligand comparisons 
increasingly difficult.
The difficulty experienced in attMpting to obtain information on the 
complexation behaviour of the ligands L jq-Ljj was possibly due to a 
combination of the steric hindrance of the terminal methyl groups and 
the cumulative ring strain that would réduit on Cu^ '*’ complexation.
This has prscludsd the use of these systeas as Models for the copper(II) 
coaplezes of the ligands L^-Lg respectively.
In conclusion, it appears that the concept of a aacrocyclic effect is 
a useful one. However, this %»111 only be the case when a suitable set 
of non-cycllc Model coMpleses is available for coaparlson. In evaluating 
■■crocycllc effect, a full study of all relevant aspects of natal 
coMplex fomatlon and of the theraodynaaic properties of the free ligands 
Must be considered.
Initially, this work was undertaken to detemine the themodynaaic 
origins of the observed difference in stability of the copper(II) coaplazes 
of aacrocyclic and non-cyclic tetraaaa ligands. The nost striking point 
which has been illustrated is that it is dangerous to that this
difference originates in differences between the Cu^* coapleses, as this 
is clearly not the case. Indeed, the aacrocyclic effect for Cu^*- tatra- 
aza coaplezes has little to do with the coaplexes as both the enthalpy 
and entropy contributions arise principally froa differences in the pro­
perties of the uncoaplexed ligands in aqueous solution.
This only serves to illustrate that in a study of any theraodynaaic 
systea, it is dangerous to aake "obvious" assuaptlons as to the origin of 
any effects, and that the properties of the entire theraodynsaic syatea 
(solvent, coaplexes, ligands etc) aust necessarily be considered in any 
rationalisation of the process taking place if accurate conclusions are 
to be reached.
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APPENDIX 1
Grans wethod of Dotentloi^^^r<c anal*«!«
Consider the titration of a known quantity of a strong acid of con­
centration H with a known volinw v of a strong base of concentration B 
in a cell of general structure:
glass electrode | titration solution || reference half cell
The potential of this cell is given by the expression:
E - E* - RT/F ln[H*]y + Ej (i)
where E' includes the potential of the reference half cell 
Ej is the SUM of liquid Junction potentials
For the above solution, if the initial volune of the titration systea is 
V, then for any value of v before the equivalence point ve,
[H+] - VH(ve - v) ■ B(ve - vl 
V ♦ V ve(V + v) V + V (li)
A function can be defined such that 
(V + v)exp^"°'^” 'i 
Then, fros (i), (ii) and (iii)
(ve - v)BY„+ exp-<®’ ♦ ® j W ”
Similarly, after the equivalence point,
[H+] - 'w - 'w(V*v)
IOH-] B(v - ve)
(lil)
(Iv)
(v)
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where C is the ionic product of weter.
In the elkaline range, the function*M^ cen be defined ee: 
■ Cv - velB exD^^ (rl)
®J* *^ w •"** ^H* conetent throughout e titretion,‘'|'"(v) end
"'K(v) should be lineer functions of v such thatY - Y -  0 at ve. Plotting 
eitherY o r Y  against v should thus give a straight line fro« which ve 
and B can be found. For a linear plot, }fjj+ and (E' + Ej) are constant.
If (E* + Ej) ■ E“ , then fro« (iv):
B exp~^®**^^*^^(ve - v) (»u)
i.e. -v B exp"<®“ V  ® (viii)
which is a straight line equation of the fora y • «x c
When ve and B are both known. E® can be evaluated fro« the linear plot 
"'^•8*1 "xt V. Sinilarly, as ve, B and E® can be calculated fro« the 
first half of the titration, «ay then be evaluated using data obtained 
fro« the second half of the titration.
The Gran functions were evaluated using a «odlfled version of a Fortran 
77 coaputer prograaae specially written for this purpose. Values of ve.
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B, E" and were calculated by leaat aquarea treataent of the data.
A nore thorough diacuaalon and deacriptlon of Grana «ethod and of poa- 
alble reaaona for tha deviation of the Gran function fro. linearity can 
be found in reference ( 19 ) and reference (20 ).
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(L.-H+)
E®' - 350.9 ■V [NaOH] - 0.4831N Vj - W.87 al
^tot - 0-21« ■ equiv H* - 1.3646 ■ equlv
Vfwl) E(»V1 V(«ll E(»V) Vf all E(aV)
0.55 215.0 1.40 144.0 2.25 -263.0
0.60 212.8 1.45 139.2 2.30 -267.8
0.65 210.2 1.50 134.4 2.35 -272.2
0.70 207.4 1.55 129.4 2.40 -276.4
0.75 204.4 1.60 124.2 2.45 -280.2
0.80 201.0 1.65 118.4 2.50 -283.8
0.85 197.4 1.70 111.8 2.55 -287.2
0.90 193.2 1.75 104.0 2.60 -290.4
0.95 188.8 ' 1.80 93.8 2.65 -293.6
1.00 184.0 1.85 78.2 2.70 -296.6
1.05 178.8 1.90 41.4 2.75 -299.6
1.10 173.6 1.95 -184.6 2.80 -302.4
1.15 168.4 2.00 -218.0 2.85 -305.0
1.20 163.2 2.05 -233.0 2.90 -307.6
1.25 158.2 2.10 -243.4 2.95 -310.0
1.30 153.4 2.15 -251.2 3.00 -312.4
1.35 148.6 2.20 -257.4 3.05 -314.6
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(Lj-Cu(II))
E®' - 362.4 [NaOH] - 0.4926H Vj - 52.20 *1
^tot " 0.2021 ■ a<)uiv H* - 1.3856 ■ aqutv
EiaV) V(«l) E(wVl VC«1) EfaVl
0.55 237.6 1.35 217.4 2.15 147.2
0.60 236.4 1.40 216.0 2.20 136.4
0.65 235.0 1.45 214.4 2.25 123.0
0.70 233.8 1.50 212.6 2.30 101.4
0.75 232.4 1.55 210.6 2.35 -20.2
0.80 231.0 1.60 208.2 2.40 -209.6
0.85 229.4 1.65 206.6 2.45 -231.8
0.90 227.8 1.70 . 204.0 2.50 -245.0
0.95 226.2 1.75 201.4 2.55 -254.6
1.00 224.8 1.80 197.4 2.60 -262.2
1.05 223.4 1.85 193.2 2.65 -268.8
1.10 222.4 1.90 187.6 2.70 -274.6
1.15 221.4 1.95 181.0 2.75 -279.6
1.20 220.4 2.00 173.6 2.80 -284.2
1.25 219.4 2.05 165.4 2.85 -288.2
1.30 218.4 2.10 156.6 2.90 -292.0
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Plot of potential (b y ) y  added titrant
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Species Dlatrlbutlon Plot«
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APPENDIX 3
Vapour preisure deteralnatinn
Tha axprewion ua«l in chapter 5 to calculate the vapour pre«iure of 
a ayste« from the rate of M a s  loaa at a given teaperature can be de­
rived froa a consideration of the kinetic theory of gasea.
Consider a contained gaseous aystea of voIu m  V. pressure P and tsap- 
erature T. The nuaber of collisiona per unit area per unit tiae (z) 
for any surface of the container is given by the expression:
X - I rr H/V
15í?m 1
(1)
where K is the aolecular -m s s of the gas
N is the nuaber of aolecules of gas present in voluae V,
i.e. N ■ nX (X ■ Avogadro's nuaber)
\2-itm1 XT 
__ P
(2vtMrr) ( 11)
If the area A of the container under conaideration ia assuaed to be a 
hole or orifice in the container wall with a vaccuua on the outside, 
then the nuaber of aolecules SMrging froa the hole in unit tiM can be 
found froa the expreMion:
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ZA - PA
(2Tfrr)r
In any tlaa period t, the aaas of the container will change by an 
aaount where
A m  - Z.A.t.M
The presaure Inalde the container can then be expreaaed aa:
P - /Z - K m * M 
' M / At
-
A V H / (ill)
where ■ - M/t la the rate of aaaa loaa fro« the container.
Expreaalon (111) deacrlbea the vapour preaaure for an Ideal gas In which 
there Is free flow through the effualon port. In «oat cases, collisions 
of the effusing species with the walls of the effusion port or with other 
aolecules of gaa give rise to a degree of viscous flow, leading to In­
accuracies In the calculated vapour pressure. A consideration of the 
shape of the effusion port, the effects of the pressure of the effusing 
gas, and taking Into account viscous flow aspects results In expression 
(Iv) below.
■
31 + 8r 1
8r i ♦ 6.4dr/i5k (iv)
A Bore detailed discussion of these points can be found In reference (55). 
The derivation of equation (1) can be found In the Majority of physical 
chealstry textbooks.
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